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Two Hundred Years of Mad Traveling

6341. Then was it that watertight door, which you see on the plan is in the alleyway,
which is in front of your room?

1811

I am not sure, but I think it is No. 23 door.

Marie-Henri Beyle thinks it was a mistake to travel in new boots. His feet ache,

6342. I do not know their numbers, but was it the one just forward of your room?

and since arriving in Florence at five this morning, he’s slept only two hours.
Yes, in the alleyway.

Walking through a thunderstorm, he arrives at Santa Croce Basilica, where he
is disappointed by Galileo’s tomb but is impressed by Bronzino’s The Descent

6343. And you actually saw them doing that?

of Christ into Limbo. In his diary, he writes of the Bronzino: “Mon Dieu, how
beautiful it is!”

Yes, they were working on it.
6344. You are quite right; it is No. 23 door?
We used to call it the skidoo door, on account of the number. That is how I remember the
number.
6345. (The Commissioner.) I do not understand that?
It is an American joke.
6346. Will you explain it?
I could not explain it, my Lord.
6347. (The Solicitor-General.) At any rate it connects No. 23 with something about skidoo?
Yes.
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EDITORIAL
23 skidoo
Strange enterprise, pitched between “the most important exhibition to date of the 21st
century” and the symptomatic status of a ubiquitous escape artist, the pieces that twist
through this issue constitute a kind of diptych, or a flight of Schroeder stairs.
To be sure, each subject concentrated different problems. By promoting a global
account of recent contemporary art production, dOCUMENTA (13) proposes itself as a
plausible global accounting body, and still more radically, says this operation is important
and necessary. Why?
Like all sublime contemporary phenomenon, d13 demands to be assessed on its own
terms, according to criteria that it transmits; it begs the questions. Equally, like in some
kind of interminable virtual life game, because he implicates the visitor as a spectator of
themselves, rather than giving them a space to see from, Tino Sehgal slips through the
fingers of conventional practices. There is, in a way, nothing to say about him; there are
no elements to deconstruct, recurring metaphors or specimens to analyze, just a kind of
radiant extension of impersonalizing agency.
“Hermes will kill Panoptes”
In his introduction to the documenta 7 catalogue, Rudi Fuchs describes traveling the length
of the known art world “and in Vienna, smelling the East.” This year, in the flight path
of global contemporary power, dOCUMENTA was able to advertise parallel platforms on
billboards in Kabul, Cairo, and Banff. But the billboards were in Kassel, and the overseas
platforms were effectively closed to the public.
One of our ambitions for this issue, informed by the strange fact that Tino Sehgal
famously does not travel on airplanes, was to match this paradoxical globality. Another was
to survey and experiment with different storytelling possibilities.
It is almost a cliche to state again that information in this sector tends to gravitate
towards advertising. ‘‘She has a very independent mind,” remarks a journal publisher of
the critic sitting next to her, as if she were a puppy, who is sweet, but pees on carpets.
Writing is a method of advance, a medium of explanation, a practical... dissemination, not
a medium of revelation, a commodity, a text-product, a kind of nominal mystique.
dOCUMENTA 13 manufactured amongst other things, a type of kool-aid, and a semicapitalized typographical brand, magnetically obvious in every sentence it occupies; notice
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Gabriel Lester, Transition 2012, Karlsaue Park, 2012
(Photo: Els Roelandt)
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how this attention-seeking omnipresent, polythemic OCU eye of the panoptic cyclops sigil
OCUMENT surveys this page, and wanders through the world, like hell, asserting its
distinction and supremacy with every breath it takes.

Notice how the name Tino Sehgal is like a magic word, appearing in the context of
strange rites of transmutation in sophisticated global cities in a museum near you soon.
Like rumors, or ideas, both d(13) and Tino Sehgal want us, even need us to discuss
them, to continue to exist. And like there is no way to simply talk about a rumor (because
every case of repetition is ipso facto a transmission) we realize even mentioning these
names may constitute a kind of tacit acquiescence to their programs. But why should we
automatically agree to terms?
‘‘I play a planet. I menace somebody called Something-or-other. Then I’m destroyed.”
In her introduction to the cyclonopaedic Book of Books, a brick-sized collection of notebooks initially published as slim pamphlets, (d)OCUMeNTA 13 artistic director Carolyn
Christov-Bakargiev refines her position into the galacticomaniacal axiom: “to see from the
point of view of the meteorite.”
In a way, this issue is composed of variations of the concept that this sentiment contains;
an evil twin, or heretical apocrypha. Let’s just say that we share d13’s interest in Mallarmé,
and recall he once published an anonymous fashion magazine.
Hence the title. Originally, a piece of 1920s US slang, the phrase connects to the infamous 23 enigma: the delusional idea that all significant global or historical events are
connected to the number 23.
Like the operations of the contemporary art industry, the enigma can be viewed as an
example of apophenia, selection bias, confirmation bias, and a demonstration of the power
of the human mind to perceive associations in nearly anything.
For us it was particularly resonsant: this is the 23rd issue of A Prior.
An imaginative treatment of the 23 enigma concept occurs in The Illuminatus Trilogy
by Robert Anton Wilson and Robert Shea. Narrated by a multiplicity of viewpoints in a
period of skyrocketing reports “of unusual anxieties and religious manias among schizophrenics in mental hospitals” (“ordinary men and women walking complaining about eyes

Untitled (2012), picture found on internet, Krist Gruijthuijsen

watching them, hooded beings passing through locked rooms, crowned figures gave unintelligible commands”) the novel develops through layers of paranoid intrigues.
Between a Documenta run by agents, and an artist who trails rumors, the novel seemed
a useful resource. To be sure, the text is filled with wonders; from yellow submarines, and
talking dolphins, to John Dillinger’s dick in formaldehyde, to William Burroughs saying:
“Technically, the Chicago cops aren’t pigs, but dogs” to a scene in which a spokesman of
the New Left debates the representative of the Old Left of the necessities of politics, and
finally come-up with the cryptic synthesis: “The organization of the imagination”.
With this in mind, and in the absence of other plausible directions, or escape routes,
it occured to us to deal with things in other ways; as if the space between the sound of
stabbing motions in the dark was a black image of the stars.
Daniel Miller, Bitsy Knox and els roelandt
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My own private documenta

a performance by Alexandra B. chatting

Marcel B. / This more or less adequately

Dieter Les age

with Pablo L. and a friend – I forget her

summarizes my life from 1989 until 1997,

name – who are on their way to a Norwe-

leaving it to your imagination to figure out

same hotel room, three kilometers away

gian reception by the Norwegian embassy

in what state of mind I visited Jan H.’s

from Friedrichsplatz. This sure felt much

in honour of Norwegian artists. I ask Pablo

DOCUMENTA IX in the summer of 1992,

better than five years before. It was also...

Two weeks before dOCUMENTA (13), the

about Marta K. being an ‘agent’, upon

one year after my separation from Anne-

complicated. Even for me it was too com-

list of artists is still top secret. When we

which we decide to go to another reception

mie V. / Julia S. was so in love with me then

plicated. / I asked her to make a decision,

arrive in Kassel on the eve of the preview

at the Rathaus, where Ursula Maria P.

that when we went to a Vietnamese restau-

upon which she decided to stay with her

days, we get a hold of one of the freshly

introduces us to a colleague from Vienna

rant on Rue Jules Van Praet, she couldn’t

boyfriend, upon which I decided to end the

baked catalogues and scan through the

while Ina introduces herself to Kojoh K.,

eat, she couldn’t eat at all. I was still sad

affair, upon which she broke up with her

artist list. / Earlier, while checking my

whom I had met ten years before in a

over the catastrophe that had left me un-

boyfriend. Too little too late, as I had

e-mail on my iphone during the ritual rail-

castle near Dijon accompanied by a man

able to feel anything at all. I asked her to

already fallen in love with a student. When

way trip from Berlin to Kassel for this

whom I greatly admire. / I meet him at the

go, to leave me, to let me alone, to disap-

I turned thirty-nine I invited all my other

absurd inverted masochistic pilgrimage of

Fridericianum the next day and we shake

pear forever from my life. She did, until I

friends to Eva W.’s flat on rue Antoine

the arts scene away from the Mecca of

hands in front of TV news coverage of

met her by accident at the opening recep-

Dansaert. To my surprise, the student

contemporary art to the horror, the horror

Picasso’s first solo exhibition in Palestine. /

tion of documenta X. Three minutes later I

turned up too. She said: let’s go to Paris,

of sub-provincial nowhere, and while – also

Boum chi boum boum chi! Boum chi boum

was lying on a bench, staring into space. I

let’s go to Paris together for your birthday,

therefore – feeling happy to see Dieter R.,

boum chi! Boum chi boum boum chi! /

probably collapsed because she hadn’t col-

just you and I. / For four months I spent all

the other Dieter, who had joined the Trans-

Boum chi boum boum chi! Boum chi boum

lapsed upon meeting me unexpectedly, as

my time with her, my best friend in the

Documenta Express at Braunschweig of

boum chi! Boum chi boum boum chi! / It

she should have done – excuse me – and as

universe. / But the big bang was still to

all places, I discovered that galleries were

has been fifteen years now since I collapsed

she would have done four years earlier. /

come. / Date: June 21, 2005. Place: Mauer-

proudly sending out e-mails to their sub-

at the opening reception of Cathérine D.’s

There, I learned that I secretly cherished

park, Berlin./ Fête de la musique, quoi. I

scribers only nanoseconds after the end

documenta X, to which I had been invited

the idea of being loved tremendously by

was too shy to say anything but I didn’t

of the long-awaited press conference

by a very good friend, Herman A., whose

someone – even though I was left alone by

have to, everything was self-evident and it

by Carolyn Christov-B. We have two

work in collaboration with Johan G. was on

the one I loved tremendously, I knew that

still is. There she stands, talking to Kojoh K.

d(OCUMENTA) artists! Yes, but we have

show and where I incidentally ran into the

there was somebody out there who loved

The next evening at the Hugenottenhaus,

three d(OCUMENTA) artists! / We check

woman who – eight years before in the

me so tremendously that I couldn’t take it,

we discover Theaster G.’s work. We bump

in to our hotel, which we booked almost

afternoon of July 14, 1989 in the Parc of the

that I couldn’t even accept it. / When I got

into the other Dieter again. We miss you

seven years ago because if you don’t you

Chateau de Fontainebleau – had tried to

back to Brussels, I fell in love with a woman

man. How is Chicago? You see that man

may find yourself on a bale of straw in a

steal me from the woman I dearly loved but

I passed on the street. A few weeks later,

over there? Ssssht. That’s Barack O.’s best

farm thirty-seven kilometers away. / The

who didn’t love me that much anymore, but

while driving to a party in my car, I passed

friend. Can our day get any better? Yes it

next morning, the city centre looks like a

who married me anyway after hearing that

the woman walking on the sidewalk. She

can. Twenty minutes later, we stumble into

ghost town from which all people have dis-

she had almost lost me to the woman who

arrived at the same party with her boy-

a dark garage filled with the sound of beat-

appeared due to a regional Catholic holiday

had been trying to seduce me, only to leave

friend. / I had an affair with her for five

boxing dancers. Boum chi boum boum

called ‘Fronleichnam’. It is a relief and a

me one year after our marriage for a man

years. Boum chi boum boum chi! Boum chi

chi! Boum chi boum boum chi! Boum chi

pleasure to meet fellow Berliners Judith H.

she had met at a dance festival, upon which

boum boum chi! Boum chi boum boum chi!

boum boum chi! Boum chi boum boum chi!

and Florian Z. in front of the Fridericianum.

the other woman visited me in Louvain

Boum chi boum boum chi! Boum chi boum

Boum chi boum boum chi! Boum chi boum

/ That night we bump into Dieter R. again,

on her way to Brussels, where she had an

boum chi! Then, it was time to visit...

boum chi! Black sound black box. When

this time with his Monika S. on their way to

appointment with Maria G., the widow of

Okwui E.’s documenta 11, which I did with

we step outside, (we, the authors of the
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her and another girlfriend, Eva W.
In Kassel, the three of us slept in the

wonderful essay Black Sound White Cube,
which will only be reviewed twenty years
from now when people look back admiringly
upon everything we’ve done, everything
we’ve written, everything we’ve organised,
everything we’ve made at the time of the
Euro Crisis, of the Arab Spring, of Barack
Obama), we decide that we have just seen
The Best Piece of d(OCUMENTA) 13.
Shaking hands with the artist, we formally
inform him that he has officially made The
Best Piece of d(OCUMENTA) 13. Tino S.
gently passes the trophy to Ari Ben M.,
who we congratulate for The Best Composition of the Best Music for the Best Piece
of d(OCUMENTA) 13. / Boum chi boum
boum chi! Boum chi boum boum chi!
Tree at Karlsaue Park
(Photo: Bitsy Knox)

Boum chi boum boum chi! / All summer,
that sound stays in our heads. It’s still there
when, on August 25, 2012, we meet Els R. in
Berlin and tell her about our meeting with
Tino S. Els R. asks me to write a text for
her last A Prior. / Which I just did. / It had
to be very, very personal. I think it is. I have
On The Road Again of No Global Tour, Lüften Festival 2012, Frankfurt (Photo: Séverine Marenne, Messieurs Delmotte)

been very, very careful not to reveal the
identity of all the people involved. /
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D13
J oe S ca n lan

Try to miss
as much of the show as possible.
Wake early
(4:30)
And
buy a newspaper if you can.
No need to hurry crossing
the street because
There won’t be any traffic,
only bread trucks and voluble Africans
Rebooting their
two-and-a-half-hour commutes.
Angels will appear
on the Königplatz wearing
Black suede Wallabees,
white jeans, and
Plangent cardigans
shot through with shiny threads.
If you are lucky
(and you will be)
Racoons will peer from hollow
trees on the Karlsaue
Imploring
you to sleep,
Their ring-tailed mattresses
stuffed with horse chestnuts
And peanut M&Ms.
You will become friends.

First published in: How William Blake saved Documenta
edited by Raimundas Malasauskas, A Prior 15 (2008)

You’ll think you died
and went to heaven,
The air as fresh as when
it got turned on
Over oceans far to the west.
I liked Thea Djordjadze best.
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Documenta Diary

economic with the occasional moments of

recent events of Fukushima and the rela-

Nav H aq

utopianism, or even spiritualism. Artists

tionship the Japanese people have to atomic

from outside of the Western world seemed

radiation. Hassan Khan exhibited a fasci-

to focus predominantly on making “iden-

nating conceptual video work set on the

tity” related art, suggesting a return to

streets of Cairo, and Matias Faldbakken

My trip to go and see the Documenta got

eurocentrism for Documenta. Perhaps it’s

brought a couple of moments of choreo-

off to a rather surreal start, and even felt

best we don’t dwell on that for too long.

graphed disruption with his interventions

like a test for the sort of mental persever-

There were some rather nice moments

in two public libraries. The ever-brilliant

ance required for these kinds of experi-

in the midst of it all. The polymath Erkki

CAMP collective from India produced

ences. On the car journey across to Kassel,

Kurenniemi, – a pioneering experimental

an elegant installation incorporating an

the traffic on the motorway came to a total

musician and scientist from Finland who

absorbing video documenting South Asian

halt as, if I understood correctly, a truck

has undertaken the long-term task of cre-

workers in the industrial ship-manufactur-

transporting animal fat had crashed into

ating a digital backup of his own life so that

ing industry.

another truck carrying scrap metal causing

a template can be formed for all human life

what I can only imagine was a horrific,

to eventually be regenerated once the

getic art aesthete, I still didn’t quite man-

repulsive, calamity. My art world brain

technological means have been created in

age to see it all, though I did – I have to

After three solid days of being an ener-

couldn’t help but think that it was some

the future. This was also combined with

say – enjoy myself. You could describe

The d13 ice cream is not an information kiosk

sort of message from Joseph Beuys beyond

some excellent music performances by the

Documenta as being a consistent exhibi-

(Photo: Daniel Miller)

the grave, presumably suggesting that

Beirut-based artist-musician Tarek Atoui.

tion, which is an amazing feat in itself, yet

we turn back. After a nine-hour journey

The Otolith Group presented their strong-

the question lingers as to whether it is

(which would normally have taken 4.5

est, most pertinent work to date, which is a

really forward-facing, or bringing any

hours), we finally arrived in Kassel.

documentary of sorts considering the

sense of progress. Time will tell.

Both Manifesta and Documenta this year
are symptomatic of the general conservatism within biennial culture today. They
stick with strong formalist tendencies and
established formats for art and display, and
with little in the way of anything that you
could genuinely describe as experimental.
Almost all the video works were presented
in black box spaces, to give one example.
Despite a deliberate lack of overall theme
or guiding principle, Documenta brought
together a number of sub-themes that consolidated tendencies and interests from the
last ten years. These include ecologically
focused art practices, the Middle East, and
“historiographic” practices, all of which
skated coyly around the political and the
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Documenta Diary

the context of traveling, and we were at

feel like something unofficial might be pre-

Dav id Se nior

an event just like this one. In the dream, I

vented from happening, that there could be

remembered that we were in a place where

trouble. I pretended in my head that I was

people kissed each other five times on the

Huyghe: Maybe I really cared about the

cheek – a motion of moving faces for two

work, and having people congregate here

I arrived a bit quiet after spending a night

sets of kisses and then one final cheek-kiss,

was a formal nightmare. Lawrence Weiner

in the student dorms at the Bauhaus in

five times. I did one too many in the dream,

showed up just as Olsson started his talk.

Dessau, where I had seen a lot of ghosts.

however, and the rhythm was awkward.

Huyghe and Weiner were behind the

The ghosts had formed these romantic

When we met in real life this time it was

group, discussing the emaciated dogs that

performances in my head, an Oskar

only one kiss on one cheek. The dream had

Huyghe had “installed”. All this, especially

Schlemmer redux. When I arrived on

been an obvious anxious residue of my own

amongst the word play of Olsson’s story-

the scene – at cafe tables across from

sense of impropriety in matters of cheek

telling, gave the scene a sort of staged,

the Fridericianum – I was alone and won-

kissing. I had no time to waste, because I

dreamy feel. The combinations of figures

dering what was about to happen. It was

was due to meet my Documenta buddy,

as one panned around created a set for

the last day of the preview week; others

Leidy Churchman, in one half hour at my

another play. In the end, no one stopped

had already settled into this setting.

hotel. I left the scene a little tilted from an

Olsson, and Huyghe disappeared from his

extended late afternoon of “conviviality.”

installation. As we left, someone told us

I hadn’t really looked at much art yet.

that the dogs were a “sleepy around

I met a friend that had been staying here
in Kassel, helping program films and other
stuff as an “agent.” He told me facts about

humans” breed. This only added to the

I talked with the curator of CAC Vilnius,

Kassel and the history of Documenta and

Virginija Januskeviciute, on Friday night.

this Documenta. We went to another

We met over a bottle of stolen vodka that a

Documenta cafe and got another drink

cunning New York artist had managed to

performance on Saturday as well. It was

and then went to a place in the park where

free from a promotional display at the train

one of the last things I saw. No one had told

other people were having a ceremonial

station Documenta party. Virginija men-

me any details beforehand and I was very

toast at their little art hut. More people

tioned a performance the next day by the

grateful for that afterwards. I will not tell

came for the toast – some I knew and many

Swedish artist Olof Olsson. It was not on

people about it here in case they have not

I didn’t – and it was convivial. Someone

the schedule; it was sort of a guerrilla per-

seen it, but I cried during the first dance

brought up Ivan Illich and how some Docu-

formance they were putting on. So the next

and couldn’t stop for several minutes. I was

menta text mentioned his idea of “convivi-

day at 16.00, Leidy and I went to the Pierre

and am completely taken by the perform-

ality” – the subject of his great book, Tools

Huyghe installation – the post-apocalyptic

ance and how it was staged. Leidy and I

for Conviviality. I had studied with Illich as

sculpture park – where Virginja had invited

talked about it a good deal afterwards. I felt

a student in college and I loved him deeply

us to come to see the performance. Other

like it had been a kind of gift, an elixir of

and still do. My ears prick up whenever he

people had started to gather. Pierre Hugyhe

sorts to the minor details that can bog us

is reintroduced to a public; it has been hap-

was there too but wasn’t there for the per-

down within these settings.

pening more often lately.

formance and at one point Huyghe asked

I work at a museum and here in the park

dream-state feel.
We managed to get to the Jérôme Bel

Olsson to not unpack his bag on one of the

I first saw my work colleagues. I told one

piles of concrete blocks. This created an

of them that she had just been in a dream

interesting tension: By telling Olsson to

of mine from several nights prior. It was in

stop getting comfortable, Huyghe made us
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was not sure that was the English he was

Dora Garcia

familiar with. We chuckled. We were told to
stop laughing and hold our token high, held
by both our right hands.
We marched in, led by one of the solemn

August 14, 2012

assistants. We came into a sort of circular
futuristic contest room with very violent

I had passed by but never stopped. The

white light and certainly warm as hell,

mixing of esoteric and futuristic sounds

curved everywhere so that you could not

was not much to my liking. Besides, I saw

stand your ground safely anywhere – you

a guy solemnly standing at the visible

were permanently unstable.

entrance to the mud mountain and I

In the middle of the room Michael Port-

thought the piece was really a trap, a place

noy and a young lady I recognized as his

you could not abandon any time you wanted

wife were wearing elegant but bizarre suits

to. So I did not go in.

– their backs were naked – and making

Then I met Michael Portnoy at a dinner
party and he was certainly a very suave

signs around their noses, esoteric and
futuristic sounds as a constant background.

person, softly spoken and very cultivated,

I tried to keep a very low profile, to no

interested, as I personally am since years,

avail! I was of course picked up as a con-

in the work of the intensely Italian artist

testant in the contest of the 27 Gnosis (it

Carmelo Bene.

sounds like ‘noses’). We were two groups of

I had to admit I had not see his piece –

three, I recognized my other two compan-

and he told me with no resentment at all

ions as students working at dOCUMENTA,

that I could do so the next day and to be

and one of them, I thought, had told me he

“chosen” I just had to make patently clear

Steps to Michael Portnoy’s mud mound at 27 Gnosis, 2012 (Photo: Daniel Miller)

Why we were the winners of the contest,

worked for Michael Portnoy. He came in

Portnoy and his wife and their earnestness

that I wanted to go in. So I did. I was picked

handy; we were soon urged to answer

when stalking us with extremely urgent

I cannot tell you. As a prize, I was hon-

up almost instantly by a young assistant

totally incomprehensible questions, and he

questions made me think of this TV series

oured to give a name to a yet nameless

who gave me a mother pearl token half-

seemed to have some experience in this

I used to watch with my son: “My parents

Gnose. I said “Arbaces”, the evil character

painted in blue, very pretty, but looking an

endeavour.

are aliens”, where two aliens adopt the

of the movie “The Last Days of Pompeii”.

form of an adult woman and an adult man

My alien parents were happy with it.

awful lot like the tokens you get to ride

The questions were not the problem,

bumper cars. Only people with that token

it was the vocabulary that did not make

and adopt three orphan children. They

could enter the mud mountain. After a

any sense, even if the grammar was Ameri-

adopt all possible human behaviour and

while there were more people wanting to

can English (Is this sophisticated English?

habits as well, and yet nothing they say or

go in than mother pearl tokens, so I had to

I wondered – but my early companion

do makes sense to the horrified children.

share mine with an Indian-looking and very

was now far away and I could not share

pleasant young man. We were told that the

the joke).

performance would be in “sophisticated

I could not understand anything we

What was really interesting in Michael
Portnoy’s performance was that you felt
(page 22)
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compelled to make sense of a gibberish that

English” – to which the Indian young man,

were talking about, and yet it sounded like

did not make any sense to the reasonable

coming from New Delhi, retorted that he

reasonable English. The clothes of Michael

part of you.

Documenta Diary
Nat M uller

July 4th – 7th 2012

completely silent in the middle of a forest,

to life when Mubarak’s trial was televised.

C&A, but I made my way through racks of

listening to a sound piece unfolding. As

She speaks of growing old, time passing,

printed neon-lit summer wear for Cevdet

with her sound walk, Cardiff makes you feel

friendship, gender, revolution and Tahrir

Erek’s Rooms of Rhythms 1 (2012). The

part of something that transcends the art-

Square. As I read her words to a virtually

rulers looked familiar: I had seen them in

work into a social sphere.

non-existent audience in the Fridericianum

Usually I would not be caught dead in a

Now of course, the unequivocal master

various iterations in Beirut, Istanbul and

I felt the weight of her sentences. I had

What was supposed to be a 4-hour drive

Amsterdam, but I loved the fact that here

of “constructed situations” is Tino Sehgal.

the urge to shout (but of course I didn’t):

from Rotterdam to Kassel took over 5

they are made out of wood and that part of

After stomping through Theaster Gates’

“Listen, you art-consuming, bratwurst-

hours, due to the closure of a major high-

the tree trunk they have been made from is

“reactivated” Huguenot House, which felt

chewing, shorts-wearing tourists! Stop

way. We inevitably got lost; something we

part of the display. Emphasising wood as a

like a completely superfluous exercise,

rushing about from venue to venue ticking

would continue to do over the course of

mouldable source material and as organic

Sehgal’s piece was a welcome adrenaline

artworks off your list, and listen to this.

the next few days while trying to find works

matter captures the experience of time

rush. The first few minutes in the pitch-

This is real life, this is real hope, and this is

whose location on the dOCUMENTA (13)

vividly, as if the measurement of time is

dark space are disconcerting, but as bodies

real despair! This matters!” My imagined

participant map did not match their loca-

something makeable or mutable. Visiting

start moving and voices start humming,

words were carried away by the breeze of

tion in real life.

dOCUMENTA (13) feels as if one is contin-

you’re thrown into an immense vortex of

Ryan Gander’s wind installation in the foyer

dOCUMENTA (13) turned out to be a

uously calculating efficiency. There is an

energy. In the meantime you’re trying to

of the Fridericianum. I stood there in the

treasure hunt on a deadline. As is true for

aspect of strategic endurance: how many

avoid collisions with the performers…who

middle, looking slightly lost, clutching

most treasure troves, the most valuable is

hours can you spend looking at work, can

is performing here anyway?

Nawal El Saadawi’s notebook.

the best hidden: yay for the off-site venues!

you allow yourself to see a film from start

Choice of locations: excellent! Install of

to finish, can you take a coffee break now

was still ahead of us: where will we have

work: superb! Map design and availability of

or would it be smarter to squeeze in

dinner? We settled for a passable Italian

practical information: not so hot. Favourites

another venue?

recommended by tripadvisor and were

include Paul Chan’s colourful installation of

The most challenging mission of the day

joined by A Prior’s Andrea Wiarda and

On the rainiest of days we decided to

more than 600 painted-over covers of used

take Janet Cardiff’s video walk at the

Övül Durmusoglu, who runs the Readers’

and mostly unread books. The sheer vol-

Hauptbahnhof. Arguably one of the best

Circle program at dOCUMENTA (13).

ume of these books gives the installation a

experiences of dOCUMENTA (13), this

Two bottles of wine later, Övül graciously

very graphic feel; blotches of serialised

work is layered by mixing fiction and real-

invited me to read a notebook of my choice

colour are neatly displayed from top to

ity, the present moment and the past,

the next day at the Fridericianum.

bottom on all the walls of the space. Across

through the small screen of an ipod, and

the street, Gerard Byrne was showing his

the frame of our own perception. There’s a

quiet innards of Maybe Education and

multi-channel video installation at the

delicate balance in this work between being

Public Programs HQ. They certainly have

Grand City Hotel. It was wonderful to first

led by Cardiff’s narrative and being halted

the best coffee in Kassel! I browsed through

encounter Byrne’s projection surfaces from

by reality. We moved through the station,

Eyal Weizman, Jalal Toufic, W.J.T. Mitchell,

the mezzanine before sashaying downstairs

looking ridiculous clasping our screens at

but settled on the Egyptian feminist writer

and being amused by the video scenes

arm’s length, but we were transplanted into

Nawal El Saadawi’s contribution, The Day

showing actors impersonating the heavily

a different realm. Cardiff also pulls this off

drinking crème-de-la-crème of French

in her audio work FOREST (for a thou-

literature – Camus, Prévert and Breton –

sand years), 2012. There’s something sub-

Saadawi humorously describes her dead

chatting about sex.

dued about a bunch of strangers sitting

television set and how it came miraculously

The next morning I found myself in the

Mubarak Was Tried. It is a diary entry in
(page 24)

(page 25)

the present tense, written August 3rd 2011.

Picasso in Palestine, 2012 (Photo: Vincent Daenen)

Documenta Crossword

that I am not sure what to do with, onyx

specific logic to the show as a whole. One

we had made in not visiting the Frideri-

Mai A bu E lDaha b

and tycoon). What follows here are some

highlight I’d like to mention was Clemens

cianum as our first point of departure. It

notes on works I found intriguing, as well as

von Wedemeyer’s three-screen film Muster

was essential in grasping some of Docu-

some broad observations on d13 as a whole.

(Rushes), even though I think it would have

menta team’s intentions behind this year’s

The day before the opening, we set off to

benefitted from a more conventional situa-

exhibition. The museum’s ground floor

Kassel with gallery duo Jonas and Aurime

tion where it could have the space and time

was a precise encounter of the intellectual

(of Tulips & Roses) and made a planned

it requires. On our way out, we noted the

and the sensual, the tone of which had a

stop along the drive to see the Hans

schedule of Michael Portnoy’s performance

potency any exhibition should aspire to

August 12, 2012
Dearest Els,

Hollein-designed Abteiberg Museum in

inside the mound of mud to make sure to

match. Walking through Ryan Gander’s

Thanks for inviting me to write something

Mönchengladbach, and the R.H. Quaytman

attend it later in the day.

wind, I Need Some Meaning I Can Memo-

about d13 for what is sadly the final issue

show on view. The stopover delayed our

of this magazine – your ten-year labour

arrival to Kassel but it was well worth it.

ing the smaller venues dotted around

of love.

The building and the collection are quite

Kassel. Unfortunately some of the works

inative moments. Juxtaposing Man Ray’s

unique, with a considered and un-glamor-

we were looking forward to seeing were

metronomes, Giorgio Morandi’s still-life

ple at all. How can I write about this mam-

ous feel that I found very inviting. In the

not yet activated, like Dora Garcia’s or

paintings, Lee Miller’s photographs along

moth and multi-layered Documenta 13

early evening we arrived in Kassel just in

Ana Prvacki’s at the Ständehaus. So we

with antiquarian objects and other curiosi-

in brief? Since the critics have been hard

time for a chance meeting with our friend

continued on to the Huguenot House and

ties was an attempt to make as complex

at work all summer and nothing I would

Ann Demeester, pick up our accreditations,

its vicinity. We were characteristically

associations as its namesake organ. If my

write would be on a par, I’ve decided to

drinks with a growing table of enthusiastic

enthusiastic about the work of Gerard

understanding of the exhibition’s cura-

take your suggestion and try to keep it

friends, and an attempt to nosy into a late

Byrne which, unlike most other works in

torial ambition is correct, this floor worked

short and personal. Trying to think of a way

night party of Norwegians

these off-sites, was appropriately installed.

exactly as intended: Food for thought and

Although the subject of great enthusiasm,

nourishment for the soul. Alas, this tone

To be honest, the task at hand is not sim-

to summarize a lot of scattered thoughts

We spent the rest of the afternoon visit-

We began our expedition the next morn-

rize (The Invisible Pull) and navigating the
so-called Brain were the show’s most imag-

led me to thinking about crossword puz-

ing by visiting the Hauptbahnhof, where

I opted out of entering Tino Sehgal’s This

was confined to the museum’s ground floor

zles, specifically the condensed style and

we were eager to see our friend Jessica

Variation – a room of dancers moving and

with few similarly captivating moments in

language of the clues as a possible way of

Warboys’ installation. The most surprising

murmuring in the dark – as I am not keen

the rest of the building and entire project.

presenting pieces of information. So I’ve

work we passed while navigating to her

on his work or this type of setting.

(It would be tragic to leave the awe-inspir-

decided to try to turn my memories of

space was Seth Price’s bizarre envelopes-

d13 into one of these magazine back-page

cum-clothing display entitled Folklore U.S.

rushed back to partake in Portnoy’s experi-

by Charlotte Salomon unmentioned, how-

staples for A Prior.

(which later appeared even more disturb-

mental comedy game 27 Gnosis. As I know

ever...)

After grabbing a tyically bad snack, we

ing Life? or Theater? A Play with Music

ing when flaunted at what can only be

Michael’s work quite well, I was excited

the way to begin designing a crossword is

likened to a neo-fascist tinged military-

about what was to come – a mix of some-

conventional exhibition was on view. Geof-

to decide first on the key words you will be

dress catwalk show). On the up side, I

thing brilliant, precise and completely nuts

frey Farmer’s over-the-top Leaves of Grass

using. Accordingly, I started writing down

found Jessica’s sea-washed paintings strik-

– and so it was! Turning the structures

– a 3D collage of fifty years of images from

things that stood out for me in the show,

ingly beautiful, although it’s work that is

of logic and language completely on their

Life Magazine – was reminiscent of the

and some of the questions I had about it,

very far from my usual inclinations. For

heads, Michael and his collaborators deliv-

scale and ambition of the works I would

as my chosen theme for the puzzle. Next

the rest, the selection of work at the train

ered a rambunctious, improvised, and

have liked to see in Kassel, but this piece

I added more words, hoping that I would

station seemed rather arbitrary, and as

wholly unpredictable performance. Day

lacked the conceptual tack justifying the

then have enough language to describe my

most of the artists were given their own

trip (although I got stuck on two words

enclosed space it was difficult to find a

After doing some research I learned that

(page 28)

(page 29)

one ended very well.
The next day, we realized the mistake

On to the Neue Galerie, where a rather

immense effort. In contrast, Hassan Khan
modestly produced his film Blind Ambition

using a cell phone, which delivered an aes-

hypnotist Marcos Lutyens, The Hypnotic

attend Walid Raad’s performance Scratch-

PS. Even though it is mentioned in the d13

thetic effect perfectly suited to his docu-

Show in the Reflection Room, was an

ing on Things I Could Disavow. Although

guide, I didn’t actually participate in the

fictional sketches about the complex social

appropriately playful home for this on-

I’d seen the performance last year in Brus-

Cairo Seminar (a strange misnomer since it

power dynamics that make up life on the

going project. Making it to the farthest end

sels, this inspiring and meticulous work was

took place in Alexandria) but I assume they

streets of Cairo. The oddest work in the

of the park, we were duly rewarded with

by far the apex of the trip for me.

had to go to print before knowing if I would

exhibition-at-large was in this venue: Sanja

Tue Greenfort’s collaborative project The

Ivekovic’s The Disobedient (The Revolution-

Worldly House where I wish we could have

curatorial dictates; offering a set of loose, if

aries), comprised of shelves of toy donkeys

had a full afternoon to stay and browse. It

enigmatic, associations; underscoring each

named after figures of revolt, information

was perhaps one of the few examples of

and every hot topic; presenting a huge and

about each of them, and the photograph

projects that made sense in the park as it

widely inclusive artist list; and a sincere

that inspired the project. As time was run-

was housed in an already existing struc-

interest in everyone (animate and inani-

ning out, we rushed up the street to the

ture. My experience walking in the park

mate): Perhaps d13, like my crossword, is

documenta-Halle where we were enam-

was wrought with irony: although it acted

just an assortment of fragments?

ored by Thomas Bayrle’s new car engine

as a site in which to host works in a natural

sculptures.

setting, I could only assume that the park

Our third day included a brief morning

By veering away from heavy-handed

And here it is: A Prior’s first and last
crossword puzzle.

had also been torn apart and reconstructed

visit to the charming Ottoneum followed

in order to install these cabins and cables.

All the best,

by a very long afternoon spent at the Karls-

Thankfully this fact seems not to have been

Mai

aue Park. I hadn’t seen any work by Mark

left unnoticed by some artists – Pierre’s

Dion in quite a few years and found both

Huyghe’s installation Untitled was an inci-

the cabinet and the Schildbach Xylotheque

sive and poetic acknowledgement of the

(a ‘wood library’ made in 1771–79) it was

location and history of the show, and The

built to contain exquisite. Eager to start

History of Europe by Jimmie Durham

the adventure in the park, I only rushed

seemed like a tongue-in-cheek nod to the

through the Orangerie to at least get some

absurdity of the setting. Along with these

feel of it and am sad to have not been able

two works, it was a pleasurable surprise to

to see more.

encounter the work of Tarek Atoui, a rising

The first surprise in the park was the exhibiting structures. For a show that opened

star of the Lebanese electronic music scene.
We got through the park in about six

up onto other disciplines, the choice of

hours, rushing through without a pause

using pre-fabricated Swiss mountain cabin-

and watching no more than a glimpse of

like constructions completely negated the

any video. Our heads filled to the brim with

entire potential of the field of architecture.

images and ideas, we decided to skip the

With few exceptions, the cabins were un-

evening events and just sit down for a

suited to showing works like Rosemary

much-needed cold beer on the Orangerie’s

(spelling?) Trockel or Omer Fast’s work,

Terrace.

who simply used them as black boxes or

Before heading home in the early after-

white cubes. The mirrored space built for

noon of our final day, we managed to cir-

this edition of Rai’s collaboration with

cumvent the logistics of online booking and

(page 30)

(page 31)

commit to attending.

A Tree is not a Tree

is part of my workflow, so it is in a sense

Karin H a ns s e n

obvious that a text from my hand would be
published. Recently, I started occasionally
writing official articles on art and as evidence I bring along to Kassel two articles

August 16–18, 2012

so as to obtain a press pass. After dropping
the luggage at our hotel Zum Jean Bonnet

Before I travel to Australia in September

in Kelze (a small quiet village about twenty

where I will have a show and will work on

minutes’ drive from Kassel) the first thing

a new project in the wake of Darwin, I try

we do is go to the press accreditation

to visit some major art events before the

office. Not only am I promptly officially

summer is over: Manifesta, TRACK and

recognized as a journalist but I also get

of course, very important, Documenta in

gifts: free admission for four days to

Kassel.

Documenta, free food and drinks in the

Each artist who takes her/himself seri-

the publications of Documenta and a lot

year-high-mass of contemporary art that

of respect! That is nice.

is Documenta.

On The Road Again of No Global Tour, Lüften Festival 2012, Frankfurt
(Photo: Séverine Marenne, with the collaboration of
“D’une Certaine Gaité” [Road Art], Messieurs Delmotte)

Because I am an artist and because I

could not be greater: the emptiness of the
village where everything simply is what it

take with some friends to make the trip to

means, and Kassel, where crowds swarm

Kassel on August 16th. We treat ourselves

like ants through the streets and buildings

on the way to a decent dish at the Van

– an invasion of art lovers with an art con-

Abbemuseum, namely to the exhibition of

science who don’t want to miss this high

René Daniels. In the museum shop I decide

mass and who look at everything from the

to buy The Yes Leap by Anna Tilroe. I have

point of interpretation through artistic,

wanted to read this book for quite a long

philosophical, conceptual spectacles. Mean-

time and it turns out to be a very useful

while, I devour The Yes Leap.
How does one confront such an invasion

Armed with this pamphlet and satisfied

of art, these ‘aliens’ that temporarily occupy

after a delicious meal served by René

the city?

Daniels, I arrive in Kassel. To feel secure,

(page 33)

The contrast between Kelze and Kassel

take myself seriously in this role, I under-

guide to the mastodon that Documenta is.

(page 32)

office itself, 50% discount when purchasing

ously feels obliged to attend this every-5-

Our first goal in Kassel is to visit the

I also carry in my luggage a sealed copy of

Hauptbahnhof. We know from a newspaper

Pornschlegel by Dirk van Bastelaere and

article that Janet Cardiff and George Bures

How to read Lacan by Slavoj Žižek, which

Miller’s Video Walk is really worth it. I join

I’m halfway through. I want to be sure to

the long queue in front of me. After more

avoid wasting my time.

than half an hour, I get an iPod and start

Since the beginning of my artistic practice (some twenty years ago), writing texts

walking through the station with the work
as my guide. And it is beautiful! A re-

A tree is not a tree at Documenta.

Greenish

enactment you carry out yourself, where

penetrating film Continuity by Omer

your perception and the one staged on

Fast in one of the many wooden houses

your screen and in your ears flow together.

implanted especially for Documenta. The

that wake me up early in the morning with

The next highlight in the article directs

location of the projection is not ideal: it is

their annoying cackles in my empty village,

us to The Refusal of Time by William

very hot, far too small, and I’m sitting too

Kelze. No chicken or rooster with a resume,

Kentridge in the same building. Unfortu-

close to my neighbours. Despite this, the

only real monsters that disturb my oh-so-

I have a limited amount of time to see the

nately, there too we encounter a long

film still demands all my attention. It shows

necessary night’s rest. At such a moment

exhibitions. A heavy bag hangs off me –

queue of people. We decide to come back

a dramatic course of repetitions in which

of insomnia I open the sealed book Porn-

just like all others arriving here. The main

another time. The Refusal of Time is to be

confronting facts and fiction intermingle; it

schlegel, read the first word – which is

train station in Kassel welcomes us with an

taken literally.

is a blow to your face, a mirror, a poignant

Darwin – and close the book. This one will

inadequate number of lockers (ten), all full.

and disturbing confrontation. Forty min-

accompany me to Australia.

I make my way downhill; here there are

To be able to visit Documenta you need

I think of the chickens and the rooster

Su s a n n e Krieman n

at least to have 5 days. We walk from one

utes fly by. I step out of the black sauna and

many places to store heavy luggage. I forget

announced highlight to the other, some-

need a time out. This experience calls for

about the misery of privatized enterprise

times disappointed to find that the long

rest, reflection and emotional processing.

(and also other miseries) and enter the

distance and the eternal waiting don’t

Omer Fast has certainly achieved his goal.

Fridericianum.

bring the expected reward we feel we

The work has survived its thankless loca-

deserve. But fortunately, early the next

tion. Wonderful.

morning we manage to get to see The

“When people say philosophical thought
begins with wonder, it is the real that is the
issue and not the radiance of appearances.”

I will end this report with trees. In Octo-

I enter a soulful world. I must find a ref-

Refusal of Time without queuing. And it is

ber 2011, Jimmie Durham, in collaboration

a highlight. Never did my attention wander

with the artistic director of Documenta

erence for this place. Sub-consciousness –

off. As with Velázquez’s Las Meninas, the

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, made a work

the term of sociology – could be the right

audience is also the subject of the work;

of art consisting of two trees planted in the

one to use, but perhaps also schizophrenia.

here, there is a physical confrontation with

Karlsaue Park. Christov-Bakargiev’s tree

the Baroque images of William Kentridge

refers to a priest/gardener, Korbinian

ious not to waste time. There is no “point

as the public interacts in the multiple

Aigner, who was deported during WWII,

to a renewal of the discussion of the defini-

screenings as silhouettes.

while Durham’s refers to a childhood mem-

tion of reality.” Someone told me that in

ory. They stand facing each other, two small

these last days of documenta 13 visitors

Day two begins very well, just like day one.

apple trees, easily symbolical, elevated to

have become aggressive and rushed, and

But day two, apart from the film The Pixe-

art because of the involuntarily association

one of the old little figurines in the rotunda

lated Revolution by Rahib Mroué, doesn’t

glued to them. Meanwhile, I admire the

has been damaged. My feet become hooves.

have a lot more to offer. We encounter art

bronze imitation tree by Penone, Idea di

Trot.

that asks for a lot of understanding but

Pietra. Penone’s work and the joint work of

gives too little in return, the kind of “cura-

Jimmie Durham and Carolyn Christov-

behind me, Neue Galerie right, Auegarten

tor art” that demands too much from her

Bakargiev symbolize for me the extremes in

in front, I close my eyes against dizziness.

audience and autisticly and unilaterally

which this Documenta does not succeed to

Standing on Gulliver’s body I can’t seem to

expects you to feel pleased with the

find its balance. Too many real trees that

imposed apprentice position. Not so.

pretend to mean more than they are, and

Happily for us, the climax comes on day
three in the Karlsaue Park. I watch the

Then I queue – no – I re-schedule, anx-

Documenta Halle left, Fridericianum

see feet or hands. Putting aside all prom(page 34)

(page 35)

ises to myself, I see the exhibitions in one

too few fake trees that are more than they

day – there is no other choice. Many blank

seem to present.

pages to follow.

poses endlessly after all, because it is anar-

Don’t You Wonder Sometimes…

being in the neighbourhood already. I want

resent a lake, but an actual lake is not so

chic/archaic. Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev

Re nske Ja ns s e n

to see as many places in the world as possi-

simplistic.” Thinking is faster than walking,

talks about surrealism – “Sometimes our

seeing is as fast as the speed of light.

brain is not in unity with our body.” I am

“A neat blue circle might commonly rep-

On my way, I am become economy, both
mentally and physically: I will get as much

ble anyway.
After a late and lovely opening at the
Kunstverein with many familiar faces, great

neither a machine, nor a horse. I dissect
sushi for lunch.

Who knows what will happen to my co-

artwork, food, and wine, my co-rider

out of this as I can. Effective is the word to

“Mental disability is generally thought of

riders and I when we take a road trip

friends and I dance in the cosy hallway of

use: a grid, or an agenda that programmes

in terms of complete otherness to the con-

through Germany in a bruised and rusty

our Bed & Breakfast to the Cream song

exclusion.

dition of the intellectually keen public of

old dark green Volvo. Maybe things will get

Anyone for Tennis (1968). My friend plays it

contemporary art.”

ugly like in Machete, or ordinary and exis-

from his iPhone. Our shoes shuffle on the

“On a slope that connects Schöne Aus-

tential like in On the Road. Maybe we will

tiled floor, which produces a soft but

there is a trail. It is surprising to see it

toph Menke’s and Chuz Martinez’ space-

have to drive off a steep cliff according to

annoying sound as if we are scraping off

there, since not far from it there is a stair-

vibes are like a ‘Standesamt’ – how funny

some strange relational reason, like in a

chewing gum from the floor with a palette

case – a familiar architectural construc-

is this! I see all of these guards with their

Thelma and Louise kamikaze script. Or

knife. Together with the music it is just

tion, a grand double set of steps reminding

greenish silk shawls, members of the wed-

maybe nothing will happen at all and there

loud enough for another hotel guest to

us of our two basic choices: entering or

ding.

will be only silence, except for the sound of

sleepily believe that a radio must be on

the motor and, if it rains, the windshield

somewhere. As this guest opens his door,

wipers.

we quickly turn off Cream and hide behind

sicht with the Karlsaue Park in Kassel,

exiting the park.” I could argue that it is

Someone casually mentions that Chris-

“The reading of the material is compli-

made for people who have more time, and

cated by the fact that the author artist’s

a better economy working for them, but

curiosity is guided by a patented search

why? Who cares? My arms become rota-

algorithm that analyzes human generated

weapon: All sorts of CD’s to fill in all possi-

alcohol on our breaths wafts out with our

tors. What if I could see Auegarten from

links (…)”

ble blanks, from Miles Davis to Feist, from

uncontrollable giggling just after the sleepy

Sonic Youth to Tony Joe White. Associa-

hotel guest closes his door again. We con-

an aerial perspective? I can see everything

But I am prepared. I bring music as a

Again I wonder about the sheer quantity

a closet. We try not to breathe, but the

at once; it is a beautiful pattern of huts and

and the giant statement made by docu-

tions and references to songs will lead to

tinue in the same manner until we hear the

gardens.

menta 13. What does this document mean

conversations. If not, I can improvise by

same door open again; this time we suspect

after all? Is it really my lack of time that

taking something out from the depths of

that the guest is standing a little longer in

Geoffrey Farmer’s work. Strange guards

confuses my statement? Can I sense a con-

my being, something that will come off as

the doorway to listen what is going on. We

with 1930s hairstyles and boots – tall Ger-

structedness in the chaos, a grid in freed

surreal and terrifyingly weird so as to

stand too, frozen. I feel too responsible for

mans – let visitors into his space. While

thoughts? It is not sensational, it is not la

entertain my fellow humans, to take them

this provocation and I scuttle back to my

waiting, I let my thoughts loose, an excur-

societé du spectacle. For me, it is a true

with me through a fictional ballad in the

room to avoid any more noise. My friend is

sion which I had better not follow. Amalga-

document of the overload of attitudes.

confinement of the car.

dragged back to his room by his girlfriend.

mating with my 20th century conscience,

‘When the child was a child, it was time for

the work and its reality get mixed up.

these questions: (…) When did time begin,

in Kassel, but first I have to pick up my co-

very good mood. We stay there for two

Thoughts are freed, just like the head of

and where does space end? Is life under

riders – my friends – in Düsseldorf, then

whole days encountering many great artis-

documenta 13 mentioned in an interview.

the sun not just a dream? Is what I see

drive to the Braunschweig Kunstverein

tic positions, such as that of Llyn Foulkes

I can neither hide nor clearly see what it is

and hear and smell not just an illusion of

where Susanne Kriemann has the opening

playing music on a self-made musical

all about – but this is what I have reserved

a world before the world?’ Time is up.

of her solo exhibition and where I have

instrument at the Fridericianum. He is

for after my visit to documenta 13:

I climb onto the last train to Berlin.

promised to go. Braunschweig is about two

singing about the weather and the differ-

Researching. Getting a few more glimpses

hours from Kassel and since I have never

ences between the East and West coast of

of what I have missed out on. So time com-

been there it was the least I could do,

the United States.

In the Neue Galerie, I am queuing to see

Our final destination is Documenta 13
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The next day we drive on to Kassel in a

Our Kassel adventure ends with a mind-

Documenta Diary

Roger Buergel and Ruth Noack’s Docu-

blowing last piece by Canadian artist Geof-

D ieter roelstraete

menta, so many people – me included –

frey Farmer whom I got to know when I

seemed angry, irritable, dispirited (things

was a Curator at the Witte de With CCA

were compounded quite a bit by the sore

Rotterdam a few years ago. Farmer’s in-

thumb I had to drag around while visiting
Monday July 16, Chicago IL

stallation consists of hundreds of paper

very different experiences, then – but

cut-outs from Life Magazine from circa

Geoffrey Farmer’s 60-minute waiting time, 2012

the horrendous Karlsaue hothouse). Two

1935-1985, glued to wooden sticks on a 50

Dear Els,

which one was/is the ‘good’ [or ‘better’]

metre-long table. Its title is Leaves of

I am writing this letter at a time when I

exhibition? Or, put more precisely still, is

Grass; I am not sure if it is based upon

should be writing something else instead –

it OK for Documenta to be entertaining,

Walt Whitman’s 1860 poetry collection car-

a real review of Documenta 13. I’ve been

pleasant, light-footed? Sure, there is plenty

rying the same title. In its totality it seems

meaning to get started on that for some

of trauma being paraded around Kassel in

to function as a summary of my cultural

time now, but (rather atypically, I should

the framework of Documenta 13, and many

identity, an umbrella covering all the

add here) I keep putting it off – possibly

present at the opening observed how war

images that have ever entered my eyeballs

because the exhibition is just much too

and the suffering it causes and creates are

and brain through movies, music, art,

large and expansive to even begin to do

really its master themes (as opposed to, say,

design, lifestyle and documentary. The fact

justice in the allotted space of a mere 1500

dogs). Yet light, in every possible meaning

that I recognize almost every single one of

words, but probably also because there

of the term, is the first word to come to my

them makes me suddenly very aware that

may, in the end, not be that much to say

mind now that I’m sat here in my office

I am a kind of a google archive myself.

about it other than that it was a good show

overlooking Mies Van der Rohe Way, think-

Ever single experience, image, and sound

or some such – that it was fun, and very

ing back on our four full days spent in

I encounter is stored in there somewhere.

pleasurable. (My colleague just forwarded

Kassel. A lightness of touch, a certain light-

I probably am not the only one who has this

me a review of Documenta that is sched-

headed, light-hearted celebration of the

epiphany and I realise it is not only through

uled to appear in the fall issue of Modern

lucid and the luminous, something floating,

music that we connect to our own history,

Painters; it’s titled, “Why Curator Carolyn

something whizzing and whirring – ambi-

present and imagined future. We are con-

Christov-Bakargiev’s Documenta May Be

ance. Ryan Gander’s inaugural breath of

nected through our own time, to the peo-

the Most Important Exhibition of the 21st

fresh air coursing through the ground level

ple around us AND to the time before we

Century.”) Yes, that much I remember –

of the Fridericianum is only the most literal

were even born through the image.

how pleasant it was to stroll through the

instance of such lightness: there was also

Karlsaue, walking in and out of artworks,

sonic, aural lightness, in the holistic whale-

of images of dinosaurs, dogs, cars, pop and

some good, some mediocre, some bad. And

song-type soundtrack that seemed so dom-

film stars, it hits me that in this world, I

how much I enjoyed the Fridericianum.

inant in the spaces inside the Kulturbahn-

just have to open a drawer or two to pull

And walking through the city, map in hand,

hof – Orb-style ambient (lots of “woosh”

out that piece of information that can help

trying to find the various off-site art

and “ploop” and “wheew”). Good vibes –

me become slightly more inventive in the

projects, some of which made up the high-

and this time around even Kassel itself

lights of Documenta 13 indeed. Quite the

appeared unusually charming because of

contrast, in other words, to the foul mood

that. Looking back, I inevitably find myself

that seemed to be so prevalent 5 years ago,

wondering whether that really made for a

Attending the rain-soaked opening of

worthwhile Documenta (as if that cannot

All of a sudden, as I pass the hundreds

present.
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possibly be the aim of this particular exhi-

Documenta Diary

risk. All made perfectly understandable,

bition, a very particular exhibition indeed).

M artin Zet

pre-digested way.
Manifesta was highly personally interest-

Two of the works I liked best in the entire
exhibition were probably meant to stand

ing to me – living in Libusin – town with

out as giant middle fingers to so many

closed coal mines and being few times
July 20, 2012 in Libusin

goody-goody vibrations – Pierre Huyghe’s

invited to participate in 9 years lasting
(2002-2010) extraordinary program (exhibi-

Garden of Evil on the one hand and Matias
Faldbakken’s two-pronged assault on the

I never considered those grandiose shows

tions, symposiums,conferences, concerts,

law and economics section of the local

as Documenta, Berlin Biennale or Mani-

workshops, residencies) organised by only

library on the other hand (bumping into

festa to be worth the attention of some-

one person – Dagmar Subrtova – in

body who disdain main stream in all its

Mayrau open air museum in ex black coal

phases – established, experimental and

mine in neighbouring village (Vinarice u

the artist at the city hall reception on
thursday – those incomparable canapés! –

On The Road Again of No Global Tour,
Lüften Festival 2012, Frankfurt
(Photo: Séverine Marenne, Messieurs Delmotte)

emerging. This year under the burden of

Kladna, Czech republic) which has identical

see that work at all). Needless to say, this

circumstances (being involved in the sec-

atmosphere as the mine in Genk but a bit

says much more about the critic than

ond mentioned and in a parallel action of

smaller more spread buildings. And it

about the object of his criticism: why do I

the third one) I saw all these three shows.

functioned the same way: whatever were

prefer the shadow to the sun? The afore-

They all have some interesting aspects and

the initial ideas, the loci influenced them.

mentioned finger to a dog-led group hug?

the scale or construction that makes it

In Genk I really appreciated the layering of

Seth Price’s thumping proto-techno park-

impossible to see them thoroughly. That

the exhibition – using floors as slices.

ing garage fashion show soundtrack to,

eliminates criticism. I can speak only about

well, the Song of the Whale? You, who I

what I saw and believe that that was a suf-

2 hectic days there. Being tired, but

suspect will disagree, tell me – I want to

ficient sample. But I know it wasn’t. So I am

refreshed. What I saw was highly profes-

know.

left to my superficial impressions. And the

sional, perfectly manufactured including all

impressions are good in the market sense:

details. Little academic, but incredible.

the shelves are full.

Looking at the visitors around me I had to

is probably the main reason why I got to

Till the next letter, Els, for another magazine.

Berlin biennale definitely was the most
Dieter
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Documenta was an extreme – I spent

ask: for whom all this? I saw mostly elderly

disturbing. One moment of one visit it was

people from upper middle class who can

even persuasive (Saturday June 23, 2012 at

effort to come here pay expensive accom-

5 – 6 pm) but most of the time only child-

modation and tickets and use this gigantic

ishly declarative when in fact not showing

event as a spa: some art, some walking,

any position. Soft enlisting. Everybody per-

some food, some thinking. Everything as

haps finds there something to be little bit

much as you need and much more. Offer

disturbed. Disturbed but not activated. No

bigger than demand.

Diary of the
never visited Documenta

Wall. Nor was I present when the 17thcentury Ottoman aviator Hezârfen Ahmed

thing in person, but rather feeling the pos-

Ahmet Öğü t

Çelebi flew from the top of the Galata

sibility of it happening somewhere and

Tower and landed in Üsküdar with the help

understanding it through the projection

of the South-West wind. I also wasn’t there

of that feeling. And for that, one doesn’t

In a 2003 dOCUMENTAry, Amy Kofman

over twenty years ago when Leyla Zana was

necessarily need to be there to see and

and Kirby Dick ask Jacques Derrida, point-

elected to Parliament and the took formal

touch. Seeing an exhibition is never just

ing to his personal library, “Have you read

oath in Turkish, then added a Kurdish-

seeing an exhibition, but is a matter of

all these books in here?” He answers with

language phrase, and was put in jail for ten

what it leaves behind though a number of

no hesitation: “No, only three or four of

years. Some forty-five years ago the Black

fragments carried away by the audience.

them. But I read those very, very carefully.”

Panthers entered the State Capital building

Most of it doesn’t necessarily have to be

in Sacramento, California carrying loaded

experienced at one particular moment and

shotguns – I wasn’t there.

place but rather in time. Therefore, dOCU-

I haven’t seen dOCUMENTA 13. In fact, I
haven’t seen any of the 13 dOCUMENTA’s
that have so far taken place. There is more

An experience is not only seeing some-

MENTA is not just an exhibition but a

No need to continue to name an endless

than one reason why I haven’t managed to

number of significant moments... Let’s be

spectacle in our minds, not following the

do so. For instance, I wasn’t born yet when

honest: even if you do travel to Kassel, this

zeitgeist but creating the history of the

Harald Szeemann, as the youngest solely

does not mean you have necessarily seen

zeitgeist in absentia. It would seem that

responsible ‘Secretary General’ to date of

the entire dOCUMENTA exhibition. Con-

only the good artworks – the ones which

the exhibition, revolutionized its concept by

sidering the number and simultaneity of

are not necessarily done by the artists and

making dOCUMENTA 5 a one-hundred day

events happening at the very same moment

not necessarily presented as artworks –

event. No need to go so far back, though:

and during the hundred days, including the

have the biggest role in this story, given

when dOCUMENTA 11 happened in 2002,

authors, agents, organizers, and partici-

their ability to narrate an inner depth that

I hadn’t yet traveled outside of Turkey

pants, one cannot experience the entire

is like an unspoken zeitgeist. It is the spirit

(because at that time I didn’t have a pass-

dOCUMENTA – not to mention the site

of not being able to be everywhere at once,

port, I didn’t speak English, and I simply did

locations that in 2012 span a territory from

least of all at every dOCUMENTA. In Jim

not have the money to afford such an non-

the Canadian Rockies to the streets of

Jarmusch’s film The Limits of Control, the

compulsory trip). But, when I say the rea-

Kabul. So if no one can see all of it, what

character Lone Man (played by Isaach De

son doesn’t really matter, I mean it genially.

can we say about it? I would say that if you

Bankole) breaks into a highly protected

don’t manage to travel to Kassel and see

bunker and The American (Bill Murray)

ferent way: How many billions of people

dOCUMENTA this year, no worries; it will

asks, “How the fuck did you get in here?”

like me haven’t seen dOCUMENTA in their

travel in time and space as a vicarious

to which the agent simply replies, “I used

life? In 2007, dOCUMENTA 12 had around

experience that will reach you in frag-

my imagination.”

750,000 visitors—the most to date. This

ments. Most exhibitions live in time, most

year it will reach a million perhaps. In

inspiring artworks live in time, most good

order to explain what I mean by not mind-

ideas have a lifetime. This is to say that

ing that I’ve never been to dOCUMENTA,

sometimes a fuzzy black and white photo

let’s go though a few other things most

circulating as documentation of the past

of us were not there to see or witness.

can be enough to tell the story. Rumors

I wasn’t there during the fall of the Berlin

travel too...

So, let’s ask the same question in a dif-
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Interview with Walter Benjamin

What do you propose instead?

dan i ë l miller

My concern is that the notions which determine your position do not belong to the
phenomenon you are observing. Thus, in relation to art and art history, the outside
position is based, not on uniqueness, originality and chronology, but on multiple or nonWhy aren’t you going dOCUMENTA (13)?

identities, on reproductions or copies and non-chronological tales.

Mainly because I’m not interested much in the exhibitions of what is called “Contem-

Is an outside position actually possible?

porary Art.”
Once upon a time it was possible to establish an outside position in relation to the
At what point did art cease to interest you?

Christian story, by inventing a secular (historical) narrative. Therefore it is theoretically
possible to establish an outside position in relation to history by establishing a meta-

Art has not ceased to interest me, but I have not been a “believer” in art for some time.

narrative position, based, say on a non-time based structure (like a graph or a net) in

For me, art exists only in the “story of art”, primarily as art history and art museums. And

which one of the vertices constitutes a point where you could “enter into (art)history”, a

I don’t believe that it is an objective and universal story, but a simple invention of a certain

non-chronological time-based structure in which one of the “sub-stories” is (art)history,

kind of society. In other words, art is an interesting social phenomenon which one can and

like in the Arabian Nights.

should observe from an ethnographic perspective, like religion. To study religion you do not
have to be a believer, indeed, it is better if you’re not.

I remain skeptical that the invention of the “historical’’ narrative really constituted
an outside in the sense you mean. Was it not more like a mutation?

Still, it seems to me that ethnographic study requires fieldwork...
The point is that the historical narrative didn’t forget the Christian story, it just reNot necessarily although going to the museums and galleries could be interpreted in such

contextualized it. Take the painting “The Last Supper” by Tintoretto which is still hanging

a way. One can also study artifacts, for example, catalogs, or photographs, or documents,

in the St. Xavier church in Paris. For a Christian believer who goes to this church, this

and through these understand the kinds of stories a certain culture produces and believes

painting is a sacred object, used for praying (this is the reason was made) and the main

in. When you look around at these today you can see that art has unquestionably and

characters in that story are those depicted in the painting (Jesus and the Apostles). The

everywhere acquired a positive value, either as something that exists “as such” and is

maker of the painting is entirely incidental and irrelevant within the context of this story.

being reached through the works of specifically gifted people called artists, or as a human

However, when in 2009 this painting was temporarily removed from the church and

activity characteristic for every culture from prehistory until the present day. For me, none

brought to the Louvre for the exhibition “Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese..” the main charac-

of that is true. I think that art is rather an invention of the Western society that began

ters in the narrative suddenly changed. In the secular story called (art) history, the main

with the Enlightenment, and finally was shaped in Romanticism, when some aspects of

characters are not Jesus and the Apostles, but rather Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese...

society begin to worship certain God-like properties, such as uniqueness, originality and
creativity, on the basis of the temporal convention that is known as “chronology”.

Do you think we are still living in historical time?

But none of this interests you?

If we accept history as the only story, we are living in historical time. But if someone is
only, say, within a Christian or Jewish or a Buddhist, or a Muslim or some other kind of

It does, but only as cultural phenomenon, relating the beliefs of a specific culture. Today
it’s possible to be outside of the religious story. But the art story is universally accepted.

story then that person doesn’t live in historical time. I think that most people today have
(page 44)
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accepted historical time and secularism at least as a parallel option. Even nuns do not

The only question is whether it is “good art” or “bad art”. I think any position which is

behave religiously in front of the Christian exhibits at the Met. After the new position or

based on these premises is totally obsolete and uninteresting.

narrative is established and accepted, people will still be able to relate to history and

historical time, but it would no-longer be their primary reference system. So, any metaposition needs to have a set of notions different from the premises that are characteristic
for history, but on the other hand it should not forget history, it should find a way to recontextualize it in the same way that history re-contextualized Christian story. I don’t
want to sound over-dramatic, but finding or establishing meta-positions in relation to the
history is today is perhaps one of the most important challenges facing humanity.
Did you know that you are quoted in the catalogue to (d)OCUMENTA?
No, I wasn’t aware, what is the quotation?
Actually, you’re quoted several times.
You even feature in the exhibition, in the form of a stuffed donkey.
Stuffed donkey? That’s nice. I love donkeys. In recent years I’ve lectured as Chinese,
Mexican, English, Slovenian, and a Hungarian woman, but never as a stuffed toy until now.
Looks to me like a step in the right direction.
Why do you think that you continue to be so often quoted by the art world?
Haven’t given much thought about being mentioned so often, even today. Most likely these
are different “readings”, like in the tale of six blind men describing an elephant.
Walter Benjamin in the Bibliothèque Nationale, in Paris, April 1937
(around the time he met Marcel Duchamp). Photograph by Gisèle Freud.

What is the elephant?
It is a metaphor for a phenomenon that is being observed or reflected upon,
in this case me.

Walter Benjamin is a philosopher and literary critic.
He is currently the self-appointed spokesmen for the Museum of American Art,
and a visiting fellow at the University of Muri.
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Letter to Marta Kuzma

how struck I was by reading your essay on

Albert Speer to fly South at a low height

roof of the Beaux-Arts... Guernica was

Sv e n augustij n en

the works of Hannah Ryggen and learning

over the North Sea, the Netherlands, Bel-

exhibited at the Beaux-Arts in 1955; I know

that, beside exhibiting Ethiopia, a response

gium and France until he finally reached

this because I recently found a photo of

to Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia, next to

the Spanish border where, out of fuel, he

Patrice Lumumba standing in front of the

Picasso’s Guernica at the 1937 Paris Expo,

made a final crossing over Mount Urgull

painting during his first trip to Belgium.

she later “hung her tapestries on a clothes-

and let his airplane slide into the Bay of La

line outside her house in Oslo in full sight

Concha, San Sebastián, Donostia.

Brussels, 23 July 2012

By the way, yesterday was the anniversary of the Breivik massacre. Were you in

Dear Marta,

of Nazi soldiers”!

How are you doing?

act itself, but also the coincidence that a

where – despite an extradition demand by

Looking forward,
Sven

With a broken arm and several fractured

What entered my mind was not only the
We didn’t really get the chance to talk in

ribs, he found refuge in Franco’s Spain,

certain Léon Degrelle, leader of the Bel-

the Belgian government and several abduc-

Kassel but Dirk made sure that you stayed

gian fascist party REX, could have been

tion attempts – he lived for the rest of his

in my mind for some time. When I bumped

one of these Nazi soldiers, as he escaped to

life and died at age of 87 in 1994.

into him at the Fridericianum asking if he

Oslo after being sentenced to death in

had seen and knew of those tapestries, he

absentia in Brussels on the 29th of Decem-

around Degrelle’s neck for being one of the

answered, “that’s Marta’s [choice], a Nor-

ber 1944. Moreover, on the night of 9th of

few who survived the battle of Tcherkassy.

wegian or Danish artist or something”.

May 1945, when Western Europe was cele-

“If I would have had a son, I would have

brating liberation, he had the genius idea of

liked him to be like you”, would have been

commandeering the airplane of a certain

the words of the Führer. Mystifying the

I am writing you not only to thank you
for this great contribution, but also to say

Hitler himself hung the SS-Ritterskreuz

rest of his life on these words, he became
an inspiration, and his house a haven, to
many fascists around the world.
I don’t know if you remember the time
we met with Dirk in a restaurant near
Avenue Louise in Brussels. I realize now
that the former Brussels headquarters of
the SS (in whose caves Jews and resistance
fighters were tortured) is just around the
corner from there. I am not sure if the restaurant existed during the war, but the
cobblestones of those streets were definitely walked by Rexists, if not by Degrelle
himself, who, by the way, held his mass
meetings of the Légion Wallonie at the
Palais des Beaux-Arts de Bruxelles!
I don’t know why, but I’m suddenly imag(page 48)
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ining a show by you on the rise of Fascism
in Europe. The airplane of Speer was a

Léon Degrelle’s last flight

Oslo then?

Heinkel He 111, in case you want this on the

1826
Using the pseudonym Stendhal, Beyle publishes a travelogue, Rome, Naples and
Florence. It is a rewrite of his earlier Rome, Naples and Florence in 1817, which
in turn is based on his 1811 travel journals. The 1826 book rarely reflects the disappointments and inconveniences of Beyle’s 1811 trip; instead, both versions of
RNF are effuse with Italophile sentiment. Not that anyone would notice the differences: Stendhal’s journals won’t be published until 1888, long after he is dead. But
the generalities, at least concerning Florence, are similar. In RNF, Stendhal visits
Santa Croce, just as he did in 1811, though in the journal he arrives in September
before dawn, and in RNF it’s January during the day. But the passage for which the
1826 book will be remembered involves what happens after Stendhal leaves Santa
Croce. In RNF, Stendhal views Volterrano’s Sybils, not the Bronzino. The Volterrano
similarly moves him; however, when Stendhal leaves he is “seized with a fierce
palpitation of the heart,” almost falling to the ground, his “wellspring of life ...
dried up.” When compared with the much more staid 1811 journal entry, the episode
reads like an embellishment, melodrama at its most overblown. But it would be
a mistake to see the journal as the documentary reality and the travelogues as
romances. The journal, a rehearsal for the novels to come, is filled with fictions, lies,
aliases, third-person narration. Better, then, not to speak of a factual journal and a
fictional travelogue, but of two characters—one named Beyle, the other named
Stendhal—appearing in three books, a dissociated pair in flight across Italy.
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First published in: How William Blake saved Documenta
edited by Raimundas Malasauskas, A Prior 15 (2008)

Sebastian Cichocki

Documenta Diary

Michael Rakowitz’s What Dust Will Rise.

You n es Bouadi

This installation of stone books poetically
wove many narratives together, creating a
multiplicity of new stories; narratives that
are destroyed objects can function as relics,

June 7th

still incorporating their history of violence.
This work of art reveals how the history of

After a meeting with Paul Kuipers in the

violence is closely related to the values we

morning to scout out a location for a

contribute to art and opens up a moment

new edition of the New World Summit in

of intersection of art and violence.

Leiden, Robert Kluijver picked me up to

Robert knew Michael and introduced us

drive to Kassel in order to visit the opening

to each other. We spent quite a lot of time

of Documenta. It was good to see Robert

talking about his work. After visiting

again since we had not seen each other

Fridericianum we out to dine with some

since the Berlin Biennial where we worked

Afghan friends of Robert who were also

together on the New World Summit. I was

exhibiting at Documenta. Dinnertime was

also thrilled to finally see Documenta. I had

filled – and extended – by conversations

not visited prior editions, but of course, the

about the dynamics of the Afghan art

legend had not left me untouched. I was

scene and discussions on the political space

looking forward to finally see the real thing.

these artists operate in. Nevertheless, we

Visiting the biennial with Robert was per-

returned to the hotel relatively early

fect, not only because it provided an oppor-

because we wanted to have an early start

tunity to catch up with him but also

and because Robert needed to go back

because there were several contributions

home the next day.

to Documenta by Afghan artists. Robert
worked and lived in Afghanistan from 2000
to 2006 and now works as a curator special-

June 8th

ised in Middle Eastern art. His company
provided me with an additional and fasci-

What a day! I saw so much that I need to

nating insight into these works.

limit myself to just mentioning a couple

After checking in to the hotel – which

of highlights. The day was filled with visits

was located half an hour’s of drive outside

to the all the venues, and the walks in

of the fully booked Kassel – we went to visit

between these venues. These walks, espe-

Documenta and headed straight for the

cially the ones in the Karlsaue Park, pro-

main venue, at the Fridericianum. We spent

vided a welcome moment of rest and time

most of our time there, until the venue

to digest the exhibitions I experienced. The

closed. I was really overwhelmed by every-

Sovereign Forest by Amar Kanwar at the

thing that was on display. There was one

Ottoneum is one of the works that I am

work that touched me in particular:

still digesting, wondering how I can con-
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Robert Kluijver

nect it to what I am currently working on:
the matter of who defines what a terrorist

transcended the current situation in Syria.
In the evening I met another friend of

Kabul Diary

A burly Indian, short and moustached,

T om f rom Berlin

shakes a skipping rope in my face.

is and what kind of economical and political

mine by accident: Khaled Hourani, who I

Behind me is a line of Pashtuns. They

forces are influencing that process. This

last saw in Ramallah in the context of his

are middle aged with cropped white beards,

was one of the main topics of the New

project Picasso in Palestine. It was good to

dressed in long white robes and vests. You

World Summit and I got a good sense from

catch up and hear how he has been doing

this work what other fields there are to be

since. We ended up having a great evening,

explored. This brings me to the next work

with Rakowitz joining in as well.

June 17, 2012

could imagine them on mountain peaks,
with hunting rifles slung across their

I’m in a bunker.

shoulders. They gaze impassively at the

I want to mention: Pixelated Revolution by

We don’t know why we’re here. We just

white kid and his rope. The plane is waiting.

Rabih Mroue. The rebels in Syria have been

heard an explosion and were ordered down.

This could be lethal, repeats the Indian.

portrayed by the Syrian government as ter-

“That was a bad boom,’’ somebody says.

July 9th

An ageing European ex-military-type

rorists. Rabih Mroue’s source material is

I might be a terrorist. I could strangle
someone.

directly made by these so-called terrorists,

After a long night I had quite a late start

enters. “We don’t know what’s happened,”

or rebels. Mroue uses mobile phone videos

on this final day of my visit to Kassel. There

he says, “but to be prudent, we should

humpback ridge that overlooks the runway.

depicting the last moments of their lives.

was at least one more place I wanted to

remain down here for thirty minutes.’’ His

On the other side lies the terminal, pur-

Watching these little movies, you become

visit before I had to return to Amsterdam:

phone rings. “Yes, yes, hi Semina,” he says,

chased with Japanese money, powered by

a witness to their death, viewing the last

, by Theaster Gates. The house was reincar-

“no, no need to cancel dinner. We think it

solar panels installed in the car park. The

moments as they did. Pixelated revolution

nated to a better version of itself through a

was an isolated incident. Yes, yes. Bye.’’ He

wind is cold.

was very subtle; such a delicate source

careful excavation and examination of its

turns back to his audience. “’Let’s just stay

material could have been so easily handled

material and spiritual past, connected to

put for a while, hmm....”

in an inappropriate way. Instead, the result

like-minded spirits across the Atlantic. At

was an appropriation at a meta-level that

its very core it was a communal space.

He exits, followed by two local guards.

In the distance the light plays off a

The short, burly Indian’s manager, a
short balding man with spectacles, is now
standing in front of me, shaking his head,

We turn back to the TV. A Central Asian

holding a clipboard with checklist. Why

action hero is beating-up some terrorists.

pack a skipping rope anyway?

The channel flips. An Afghan chef is mak-

Why not just buy a treadmill? The neu-

ing meat balls. He’s interrupted by a guy

rotic Scandinavians; the balding engineers;

in a cheap suit and a goatee. The room

the cusp-of-middle-age socializers; the

goes still to hear the news. The Afghans in

former-hippy old-timers; the mid-career-

the bunker listen, and translate. Suicide

ists looking for something they can’t find

bomber. Nothing else known. The cook

elsewhere... If you possess a flat, you have a

returns to the TV.

treadmill. It sits in the same room off the

I take a seat on one of the green uphol-

hall which holds the artistic depictions of

stered plastic benches, lean back, plug in

scenes of colourful street life which you’ve

my earphones, and close my eyes.

bought here...
The Indians now are threatening to
throw me off the plane. The skipping rope

(page 56)

Robert Kluijver in Afghanistan
(Photo: Akas Behnam)
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is sacrificed, and I step inside.

“Don’t you give me this rubbish!”

***

(page 57)

I’m at the top of the ramp on a tarmac.

As I relax into my seat, I slide the switch on

phone networks, with happy people speak-

my Kindle and open-up the Qur’an. Almost

ing, soft drinks (the normal brands, and

no one in my line of work has read it. But

local variants, like “Hell’’) gyms, featuring

as you take off from Kabul it is hard until

pictures of well-oiled muscle men, and

five thousand metres up to lose the nag-

some assorted local merchants; people who

ging thought of how vulnerable a plane can

have no cause to advertise, but who happen

be. Thus the book serves as a kind of Pas-

to have money.

calian insurance policy. Perhaps the last

Away from the main street the traffic

thought in my head will get me to the

thins quickly and soon there is nobody. A

other side.

guard stands on a lonely corner, packing

About an hour later, I wake-up. I stumble

and repacking a large snowball. Near the

down the aisle towards the toilet. On the

entrance to the blocks that house our

flight to Dubai half of the passengers are

offices and embassies, the guards have

white, flying back towards alcohol and lib-

made a snow-woman with huge breasts,

eralism and home. To Delhi, the faces are

and framed the breasts with some stones.

almost all Afghan. Three quarters are

Finally we arrive at the gates of a cul-

going for medical treatment. Women in

tural institute. We wait. Our driver shouts.

veils, some retained, and some removed on

Time passes. Then a door at the side opens

take-off. Older Afghan men, silent and

and a small old man shuffles out. He ges-

impassive. A group of men in their late 30s

tures.

or their 40s, with a vague demeanour of

We crunch slowly through the snow to a

corruption. Half-way down there’s a white

small guard house. Inside the old man is

woman with dark hair and dark glasses. She

alone. Bent almost double, he looks at us

also had an argument while boarding, but

with suspicion.“No guns?” he croaks. “No

with the Afghans in airport rather than the

guns,” we say. He looks again. He waves us

Indians on the plane.

through.

Francis Alys, REEL-UNREEL (detail), 2012
(Photo: Vincent Daenen)

We crunch-up the driveway to a warmly
glowing glassy building. Two women smoke
February 2, 2012

outside the doors; a brunette with a fringe
cut straight across her forehead, and a

It has been snowing solidly for weeks. On

mousey-blond with curls.

the streets are fewer cars than usual, but

We go inside. There are baguettes on

just as many traffic jams. We pick through

plates, and soft drinks, and tea and coffee

battered station wagons used as makeshift

being served from thermos flasks. Around

busses, carting seven people at a time; old

the edges of the crowd stand bulked-up

men who look like tribal elders, bearded,

men with padded vests and earpieces. I feel

turbaned, crushed together, and sometimes

their eyes watching me. Some Japanese

sitting on each other’s laps.

girls are talking together, standing stiffly,

Above the street are billboards: mobile

holding paper plates in front of them, and

(page 58)
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giggling. They say that Kabul has a hun-

with thick black curtains either side of it.

theft of a billion dollars represents the

nobody really knows where it begins and

dred and thirteen of them, and most are

A mic stands in its centre.

equivalent of about nine hundred billion

ends. Arrive at the wrong gate and it takes

dollars: eighteen Madoffs. or the equivalent

half an hour to come right. There’s a road

and some speeches begin about cultural

of the annual income of two million

through the middle that can be crossed

She is skinny and tall, with very white

exchange. I think about the French girls.

Afghans.

only by tunnel because of snipers and/or

teeth, and the desire to look young. She

The older European in his frayed blue

laughs quickly, laying hands on muscled

sweater is sitting one row from the front,

mass starvation. The stolen money was

mounted on stilts where people work and

arms, says some words, keeps moving, now

far from the blondes, with several well-

repaid. Not by the thieves, of course. But by

sleep, like those rows of people stuck in

stopping for a little longer to speak with

dressed VIP-types. At the end of the same

you, and the taxpayers of other rich coun-

capsules in the Matrix, but with more space

someone older, in a frayed blue sweater,

row is Semina. The people on stage begin

tries, who over the last several years have

for the body and less for the mind. Every

whose creases and tan are deep enough to

thanking sponsors. Twenty minutes pass.

spent between sixty and a hundred billion

now and then there is a raffle to determine

obscure which part of Europe he is from.

Then lights go out, and a projector in the

dollars on development aid in Afghanistan.

who gets to live with others in a cramped
apartment.

single.
Semina from our office works the room.

I take my seat. People enter the stage,

Of course, the theft did not result in

rockets. Inside are long rows of containers

aisle stirs to life, and the strange idea

A billion here, and a billion there... it gets

and turns to hunt among the blondes. Two

occurs to me: we don’t need to think in

lost in the details. And after all, what could

of them, Northern European and a little

terms of combat. We are ensconced in facts

anybody do? If the officials don’t get paid,

retain some aspects of the lifestyle of home.

pudgy, are listening intently to a young

of a different order.

there goes the country. So they were

There’s a Pizza Hut in a container. They get

man from the Middle East or Central Asia

paid, and, of course, the two crooks were

DVDs by post. The containers come with

and a friend of his who is drinking a Diet

“arrested.’’ To be specific, they were placed

makeshift walkways, on which deck chairs

under “house arrest.’’ Perhaps they bought

are placed and beers are drunk...

He acknowledges, and then deflects her,

Coke and is obviously American. The young

April 27, 2012

the restaurant so they are still technically

non-American finishes his story and all

The compensation for this misery is to

All of a sudden, the lights go out. There’s

five of them laugh happily and nod. The

The Russian-speaking Central Asian hooker

at home, here, or indeed, in half of Dubai...

a loud clattering at the table next to me

older man then recounts one of his own.

in the leopard print miniskirt welcomes me

I take a seat and I order a Tuborg. In

and a couple of voices shout “BUNKER!’’

The younger men shift their weight on

to the pseudo-Italian restaurant. On a table

most places in Kabul, when you order a

and I hear the sound of glasses smashing.

their feet and bring their glasses closer-in

in the back a pair of well-known Afghan

beer you ask for a cold cappuccino. Your

Then the generator kicks-in, and the lights

and smile as they listen, recognizing they

men are flirting with her colleague.

beer then arrives in a coffee cup. But this

return. Our waiter, a young Afghan, stands

place, enabled by its foreign regulars,

over a fallen tray, shattered glass on the

serves tins.

ground around him. The men at the table

are beaten.
An Afghan-accented voice calls over the
crowd: “We’re about to start, please come

One kisses her hand and slips a ring
onto it.

I drink my beer. At the table next to me

I try not to stare too conspicuously. But

next to me have tipped over their table and

in.” The crowd breaks into pieces and

these men are legends in the flesh. The

four American contractors with stubble

are kneeling behind it with guns drawn. In

starts moving towards a set of double

Kabul Bank guys. Perpetrators of one of the

and sunburns talk loudly. A couple of tables

the corner the Kabul Bank guys are as they

doors.

largest frauds in history. A couple of years

away a couple who resemble squirrels,

were, except that the hooker now is sitting
on his lap.

ago, realizing the city was so awash in petty

speak without much animation. Americans

the table and take a coffee outside for a

greed if they just gave a few million to a

from the embassy, undoubtedly. The rest

hurried cigarette. The two women are still

few dozen they could steal a billion, they

of the tables host groups of indiscernible

there. A friend of theirs comes out and

looted the bank that paid official salaries.

occupation and origin.

speaks to them in French. They smoke

They didn’t use guns, they just made them-

some more. I go inside. In the hall, a row of

selves “loans’’ from the deposits. This was

chairs leads down to a stage with a screen.

quite easy to do, since they ran the bank.

I grab one of the last half-baguettes off

The stage is small and made of plywood,

Scaled to the American economy, the

July 8, 2012

As usual, the embassy Americans have
(page 60)

(page 61)

finished dinner but are in no rush to leave.

The conference is in the basement of the

Leaving means returning to the embassy,

luxury hotel in Tokyo. To get in, if you are

a fortified compound so vast that they say

not a head of delegation, with a pin of a

sakura flower on your lapel, you have to run

accent he makes a speech. Then he looks

a relay through successive layers of very

around, his eyes saying, “I know you’re

polite Japanese security.

going to give me the money, and you know

We are all here to pretend to give large

I know.’’ Then he leaves. The humiliation

amounts of money to Karzai and his friends,

he has inflicted is so total that he feels no

and they are here to pretend in return

need to even witness it.

they might start to think about governing.
Everything counts on pretending enough.
On the day of the conference about

Hillary now takes to the stage to deliver
standard State department cant. More
polite than Karzai, she stays to hear out a

seventy countries are waiting for their turn

few more speeches, leaving only at the tea

to speak. The heads of delegation, mostly

break.

ambassadors or foreign ministers, sit at

I duck out at the same time and miss

edges of a large rectangular table. A mass

the presentation of my own delegation.

of staff fill banks of seats behind them.

Pity. Still, it’s been like this for years. We

Hillary enters. She looks tired and old.

came-in and bombed the Taliban out of

Too many trips for vague reasons in Asia

Kabul and we replaced them with a group

and across the Middle East. Ban is here too,

of thugs and third-rate academics with

a good-natured man, with a greater air of

second-passports. Nothing of lasting value

power and command then you’d expect.

was created. In a year or two it will be done.

But the star is Hina Rabbani Khar, the

I step out again and run into a friend. He

Pakistani Foreign Minister, not only hard

works for one of the “non-traditional’’, i.e.,

as nails in every gesture, but amazingly

non-white donors. He manages aid flows

beautiful. Her paunchy, middle-aged subor-

that are a tenth of the Americans, with less

dinates scurry around her, like Hilary’s.

than a hundredth of the people and has

Everybody is waiting for Karzai.

obtained ten times the goodwill. He tells

He finally arrives, smug as ever. Karzai

me that he is being moved to Malaysia.

is, at least officially, a head of state, thus as

I return inside and watch the speeches

he enters a dozen people rush to try and

droning on.

Woman reads the dOCUMENTA (13) map and Guidebook

press his hand. Basking in his status and his
wealth he sits and spreads his cape across

in the presence of dogs at Brian Jungen’s Dog Run

William Brydon

(Photo: Vincent Daenen)

his chair. In an almost-Oxford English

(page 62)
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c. 1887

Documenta Diary

Are you Ryan Gander’s work? (this time I

Bitsy K nox

gesture toward the numbered map of the
Karlslaue)

Albert Dadas wakes up and he does not know where he is. Maybe this time he is in
France—he has already traveled to Russia, Holland, Prussia, and Algeria. Every

No.

trip is a compulsive wandering, not a planned vacation—he is, after all, only a gas

She doesn’t look confused by my question. She goes back to staring at her thick

worker from Bordeaux and could never afford the luxury. When Dadas travels, he
July 21, 2012

notebook.

I decide to seek out Ryan Gander’s Orange-

I feel deceived and walk back to the bar, a

rie work, which I understand to be a man

failure. Of course, the writer will always

tion, i.e., the personality of Albert Dadas is replaced with another personality, that

sitting on the terrace, writing alone. I

deny that it is he or she you are searching

of a transient. It’s not clear why the amnesia lifts, but after it does, Albert is lost.

begin by cheating, asking the owner of the

for, says the bartender, pouring a beer...

When he is lucky, the French consul sends him home. When he is not, Dadas is

café where he is. I am denied: the café

arrested. In Russia, Dadas is caught in a mass roundup of nihilists and is impris-

won’t – can’t – give away the identity of

oned. Along with a third of the other accused nihilists, he is forced to walk to Turkey

Gander’s subject. I loiter around the tables,

—an unintentionally fitting punishment. (The remaining two thirds of prisoners are

watching for the subject. Nothing but fami-

either sent to Siberia or executed.) In Linz, Dadas is arrested for vagrancy. In East

lies eating pizzas. Then I notice a young

In the afternoon, we make a trip to Pierre

Prussia, a dog attacks him; the attack leaves scars. Back in Bordeaux, Dadas com-

bespectacled man in the corner by the bar,

Huyghe’s Karslaue installation and meet

plains of headaches to the psychiatrist Philippe Tissié. Tissié chronicles Dadas’s

a black notebook beside him. I approach.

Andre, caretaker of Human and Señor the

usually does not have money for a train—instead, he walks. He brings no suitcases, carries no maps. His destinations are determined by chance: if he overhears
the name of a place that sounds suitably interesting, he will walk there.
There is no “why” to any of this. Each of his walks is accompanied by dissocia-

July 3, 2012

pink-legged canine mother and child. We

comings and goings; he hypnotizes Dadas, commands him not to masturbate, anaAre you Ryan Gander’s work?

lyzes his dreams. Tissié believes in hypnotism, in onanism’s power to corrupt—in
short, he is a doctor of his times. One wonders what would have happened if Dadas
could walk to Berggasse 19 and tell Sigmund Freud his dreams. Then again, what

wonder whether Andre harvests the honey

Who is Ryan Gander?

produced on-site. Andre holds up his fore

He’s – an English artist I say, he’s asked

and middle finger in a priestly fashion: only

place could have been worse for Dadas? For Dadas, fifty minutes on the couch is

someone to sit and write every day in this

with my fingers. No definitive word on the

an eternity—like the Bordeaux gas factory, Freud’s consulting room would be just

café and I figured it was you, because you

marijuana plants pushing through the con-

another confinement fit for escape.

are alone and – with a notebook. I’m dis-

crete slabs.

comfited. He peers back at me, and I squint

Later, when we come to know each other

back at him, trying to gauge if what is

well enough that the dogs come when we

going on is what is supposed to be going on

call them, I will ask Andre if he’d like to

is actually going on. I back away apologeti-

start a space-cake trade from his harvest.

cally but linger in the vicinity.

The day has warmed and we eat cookies
and what I believe to be fennel that grow

The bartender gestures for me to come

in the vicinity.

speak with him, wiggling his forefinger. He
directs me to a lounge seat at the far end
of the terrace, where a woman sits writing.
(page 64)
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August 11, 2012

She is ignoring two other women who are
sitting at the table with her, consulting a

There are now tadpoles in Pierre Huyghe’s

map. When they leave, I make my move:

concrete basin with steps descending into

murky green water. Human the Dog drinks
from here, which pleases Pierre.
OF ALL THE MYSTERIES OF MODERN

At this site in April 1933, a mock-concentration camp housing a donkey (the beast
of burden) was used as a publicity stunt to

ART THE MOST INTRIGUING IS META-

dissuade Kasselers from patronizing Jewish

MORPHISIS, said Dalí. The legs growing on

shops.

the tadpoles repulse me.
Marlon the dog-keeper shows me a tally

A tram comes and we follow the same
rails Breitenau prisoners took toward a

carved into an oak tree next to their hut

village called Guxhagen. Gunnar asks us

where they store archeological artifacts

trivia questions upon arrival: ‘What was

and make coffee. The total markings

the percentage of Jews in Germany before

remain at 8. Andre, Marlon’s colleague, has

the war?’ One woman with ‘gender equal-

carved a sap-bleeding WHY? into the tree

ity’ printed on the sleeve of her shirt sug-

above the count.

gests 60%.

I run into Arvo Leo, peripatetic artist
and Gareth Moore man, sitting on an old
rug selling portraits for 5 euros next to

0.7% is the correct answer, but in this
region it was closer to 16%.
I catch every sixth word of his rolling

Anri Sala’s clock. I give him 5 euros and tell

narrative, although Gunnar has offered

him to make my portrait like Apichatpong

his daughter as a translator and she sits by

Weerasethakul’s park ghoul. We agree that

my side whispering into my ear. ‘What did

he will make me look like a zombie.

he say about Napoleon?’ I ask as we walk

I am pleased with my portrait and make
it my Facebook profile picture immediately.

along the Fulda toward the entrance to
Breitenau. He didn’t, but this is of little
consequence: ‘Napoleon’s brother lived in
Kassel in a house built next to the Orangerie. He was terribly cold during the winters

August 29, 2012

and so clogged the chimneys with all the
fires he lit, eventually burning the house

It is decided from the beginning that the
tour will take place in German; I’m the only

down. He bathed in wine’.

Carolyn Christov Bakargiev and Jimmie Durham, Apfelsaft!
dOCUMENTA(13), apple juice made from Korbinian apples

We arrive at the brick wall and wrought

English-speaker participating. Everyone

iron gate of a 12th century Benedictine

else – late middle-aged Germans – inquire

monastery: Breitenau. In 1871, during the

as to my origins while Gunnar Richter, tour

Franco-Prussian war, the property was

leader, smiles forgivingly. We are waiting in

transformed into a prison. In 1874 it became

front of Freemason Louis Spohr’s memo-

a workhouse for drifters, tramps, and pros-

rial. His commemorative statue is adorned

titutes. In 1933 it was converted into a con-

with a small sticker of a raccoon, an animal

centration camp for political prisoners, and

originally introduced to Germany in Hesse

in 1938 much of the regional Jewish popula-

in 1934 to enrich the Nazi myth of plentiful

tion were sent here. From 1940 to 1945 a

German fauna1.

so-called Work Education Camp was estab-

(Photo: Els Roelandt)
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written below in dancing typography.

lished to hold International dissidents of

water glasses stacked floor to ceiling, cut-

Korbinian apple tree is planted by Carolyn

the Nazi regime, while also becoming a

out green paper leaves variously sticking

Christov-Bakargiev in the Karlsaue across

transfer camp for Jewish prisoners. It

out from their crevices. Members of the

the park from an Arkansas Black apple

ism, his erotic code in good times but par-

remained a work camp until 1949 (although

tour cry ‘angel’s wings!’, others gasp in

tree planted by Jimmie Durham. Surviving

ticularly in bad, then what does it mean for

it is unclear who was made to continue

emotion. We walk back to Wuxhagen train

Dachau, Aigner continues his life as a

Carolyn and Jimmie to press his apples into

working here after the war), and from 1952

station, eating the apples stolen from

priest, cultivating his orchard and making

juice? I wonder aloud. Gunnar’s not sure,

to 1973, it became the Fuldatal Home for

Breitenau’s orchards and throwing the

nearly 900 nearly life-sized drawings of his

but he knows what Catholic priests are like.

Young People, a securitized reformatory

cores in the bushes by the viaduct.

apples rendered in colourful detail, 274 of

If the apple was Aigner’s sensual escap-

Carolyn has refreshed the weary with

which are presented at dOCUMENTA(13).

her juice for 100 days. She sells it for a few

following Ulrike Meinhoff’s film Bambule

Breitenau. We speak of Dachau. Gunnar

He wears his prison uniform as he works

Euros a bottle; a price worth paying, for

and her subsequent protests against its

Richter leans in confidentially: ‘I have a

on his apple orchard, and professes a desire

God doth know that in the day ye eat

poor living conditions.

thought about those Korbinian apples, you

to be buried in his Dachau-issued jacket.

thereof, then your eyes shall be opened,

for bad girls. The reformatory was closed

Breitenau currently houses a psychiatric
institution. Figures in the distance sitting

The pace changes on the train back from

‘Now,’ says Gunnar, ‘Here’s my suspicion:

know’. My ears prick up.

Seeing as Aigner was a Catholic priest, I

November 8th 1939, the anniversary of

and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and
evil. {3:6}.
I get off the train. Somewhere, Carolyn

on plastic deck chairs occasionally peer

the Beer hall Putsch: Johann Georg Elser

think perhaps he must have had some sort

over their shoulders at us.

attempts to assassinate Adolf Hitler, but his

of … attraction to the apples. You know,

and Jimmie are trying to figure out how an
apple tree thinks.

bomb detonates thirteen minutes after

the apple being the forbidden fruit of the

ond or third floor of a building shared with

Hitler leaves the room, a fact the Nazis will

Garden of Eden. The apples must be a

the psychiatric institution. The museum

later use to speculate on his divine provi-

replacement for what he cannot have’…

shop and notice limited edition signed bot-

holds various documents from the Nazi era

dence. Elser is arrested 35 minutes before

We nod in complicity.

tles of the apple juice. For considerably

– nametags, letters, and documents betray-

the explosion for un-related reasons at the

ing the Third Reich’s finesse for bureauc-

Swiss Border, and after interrogation and

Durham’s allegorical label design for the

souvenirs – never to be tasted but left to

racy. A member of the tour tugs my sleeve,

torture by the Gestapo, he is sent to Sach-

dOCUMENTA(13) Korbinian apple juice.

rot from the inside, an object of purity.

‘Look; this is a document about a Belgian

senhausen then Dachau where he is mur-

He doesn’t and I explain: A smirking Eve

Much later, when the first Korbinian

prisoner. He was sent here because he was

dered in 1945 on Heinrich Müller’s personal

reclines under the tree of Knowledge of

apple from her tree is ripe for picking,

a slow worker.’

orders. On November 9th, Korbinian

Good and Evil, enjoying or about to enjoy a

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev will return to

Aigner, a Bavarian catholic priest, teacher,

glass of apple juice. There is a suspension

Kassel as Eve to take the first bite, masti-

main building is pointed out. This is the

pomologist, and co-founder of the Hohen-

of the rules: she’s still in the garden, but

cating its illicit and delicate white flesh and

passage that separates the local parish

poldinger Fruit Association gives a sermon

she seems quite comfortable in her nudity,

caressing its red skin. She will throw the

church from the work camp. Inside the

on the fifth commandment, questioning

sultry even, as she stares back at us imbib-

core on the ground as she licks her sticky

church, local babies pasted to silhouettes

whether Elser’s act was sinful in the eyes of

ers. A placid wolf is seated by her side,

fingers, look up to the sky and, thinking of

of apples are pinned to a notice board. We

God. Aigner’s comments lead to his arrest

seemingly unaware of the serpent uncoil-

Iðunn, will contemplate her mortality.

enter the prison and are taken into the

and imprisonment at the same camps as

ing from his perch above them, four apples

shower room, 10 degrees colder than any-

Elser. At Dachau, he works in the camp’s

falling from the tree, and the menacing

where else in Breitenau. Gunnar says some-

garden tending the apple orchard, develop-

Berlin mascot – a grunting black bear

thing about Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev,

ing four new strains of apples: KZ-1, KZ-2,

but my interpreter is nowhere to be found.

KZ-3, and KZ-4 (KZ is the German abbrevia-

We climb some stairs, and enter Judith

tion for Concentration Camp). KZ-3 is later

them all. ‘Concept: Carolyn Christov-

Hopf’s work: a forest of bamboo made of

renamed the Korbinian apple, and in 2012 a

Bakargiev’ and ‘Naturally Cloudy!’ are

There is a modest museum on the sec-

Outside, a long blackened window on the

I ask Gunnar if he knows Jimmie

with his red tongue and claws protruding –
(page 68)
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breaking through the picture to terrorize

Later, I stop by a dOCUMENTA(13) gift

more money, they are made available as

Documenta Diary
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This oscillation, this swinging from real
to unreal, concretizes the performance
within the space such that in entering the
Reflection Room, one has already fallen

Hypnotic Show moments

under a certain hypnosis.

dOCUMENTA (13)
The avocado lady
The space

A woman wakes up from her hypnosis ses-

When I first walked into Reflection Room,

sion and shakes her head saying that the

my brain went through three stages. First,

session has had no effect whatsoever, but

I saw it simply as a cabin. Second, noticing

stays lying down and starts talking about

the groove where the reflective surface

an avocado. I was perplexed because there

should be, my mind switched gears. It

had been no mention of avocados in this or

looked for and found visual clues: the obvi-

any other Hypnotic Show session. But this

ous mirroring of the construction, the sub-

was not just any kind of avocado. She pro-

tle coloring of the wood which showed that

ceeded to talk in depth about the slippery

the groove must support an immaculately

inside of the avocado skin, the rough out-

maintained mirror. I immediately wondered

side, the soft pulp in which you could slowly

what was in the space blocked off beneath

sink your fingers and the delicate but hard

it? Images of a darkened grotto, a secret

pit … this went on for about 20 minutes and

compartment. But the mirror itself was so

then the lady left saying: ‘now the avocado

perfect I could see little of the reflective

is going away on her bicycle’.

surface itself.
I leaned out over the railing to inspect it
closer, and noticed I had no reflection.
My brain oscillated. Even when I put my

Pierre Huyghe, Untitled, 2012
(photos: Boy Vereecken)
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The woman whose eyes blew up
One of the inductions involves being in
the back of a taxicab looking at a book of

hand through what should have been the

‘Hunting in Soviet Lithuania’. I take the

mirror, it refused to release the impression

visitors deep inside one of the photos in

that nothing below the groove was real.

the book, deep into the Lithuanian forests

Even when people filed down the stairs and

where they encounter a mountain animal

appeared below. Rather, they acquired the

by a stream and feel very thirsty. When the

quality – strange and a bit unsettling – that

visitor had been immersed in this bucolic

they were both real and unreal. Virtual

landscape for a while, I suggested that the

images, divergences of light. My brain (new

taxi cab driver was looking at her in his

media, again) offered suggestions of video

rear view mirror, and he was actually see-

feeds, mixed reality, screens within screens.

ing time go back to front. She woke up

But the truth of the situation was much

and reported that her eyes blew up at that

simpler, much more analog, and body-

moment and she could not go on with

driven.

the session.

The gamer immersed in a game

hence a death sentence. Life is short, the

scientists that run these experiments do so

I went into a fairly empty room ... beige

brain is delicate and the mind is largely an

in a highly methodical way, so I was expect-

walls, a bit dusty. Neutral light. There was

unknown within neuroscience. Maybe hyp-

ing the meeting of myself and the scientist

an old door that had paint chipping off it.

nosis is a valid esoscopic tool after all, shed-

to be like oil and water. Nevertheless, his

I saw a black cube, about a foot and a

ding light where MRI’s and CT scans can-

curiosity beat his rational sense and soon

half on each side. It was sitting on a non-

not illuminate the workings of the mind?

he was lying down for the session.

height. It had gold inlaid lines on it in really

The woman who chose

and legs had darkened and drifted away

complicated patterns, like particle traces

her own story and ran away

entirely. He was also taken with the sym-

in a cloud chamber. I recognized it from a

The visitor chose the color field from the

metrical fireplace, and described about

dream I’d had as a young child. Briefly, in

menu of 48 possible stories based on an

certain constants in quantum theory such

this dream, the black cube (which had been

exercise related to chroma therapy and the

as the symmetry of time. In the end I think

about four inches on each side) had been

ancient thinker Avicenna. When I started

we found common ground.

a source of infinite energy for the world.

the verbal induction which related to iron-

I was an archeologist that had uncovered it.

ing white shirts, the woman woke up with

The guy who lost his English

Donna Summer ‘I Feel Love’, Manu Chao

I had four other cubes arranged in a circle.

a jolt and left the cabin in a hurry. In her

All of the sessions are in English. One Ger-

‘King of the Bongo’, Nine Inch Nails, Janis

This one was the last. I pushed it into the

own words: ‘Imagining this woman through

man man came in for a solo session and

Joplin ‘Cry Baby’…

circle, and when it completed the circle

your voice is hard, because I am her and

mentioned that he was very stressed and

everything exploded into fire, and I could

imagined this out of love for the character

that his life and marriage was falling apart.

In the mind of a philosopher

feel my face burning off. When I woke up

– to be simple: it is about love. And it is a

I started the session and when I reached

‘I was in the head of the philosopher Jürgen

the right side of my body – which was clos-

complicated matter because it is all encom-

the number 5 in the deepening procedure

Habermas. I flew over a wide landscape of

est to the blast – was completely numb.

passing. To imagine myself is like a warp

he woke up with a jump and started speak-

middle range mountains. The scene looked

When he awoke he said that his arms

descript plinth so that it was at chest-

Hypnotic Show Score, 2012
(Photo: Vincent Daenen)

that hurts my intestines, I could not handle

ing to me only in German. I asked him

like the green parts of the landscape in a

The Brain surgeon

my body contorting.’ It turns out that she

questions in English and yet everything he

youtube video I had seen of an Ultimate

who showed me the grey matter

had contributed this passage to Raimundas

said continued to be in German. He looked

Outback Heli-flight.

After a session, I start talking to a visitor

Malasauskas’ book and was overwhelmed

very bewildered and didn’t seem to know

about consciousness, chronic pain and

by the coincidence that she herself had

where he was. I had to get my assistant

tains were furniture, commodes and ward-

ancient memories embedded in our behav-

chosen her own story.

Chiara to help finish the induction via

robes, full of papers, notes, imagery and

translation, as I was worried that he would

photographs. The furniture was partly
covered with drifted sand.

ior, such as lifting our shoulders around our
neck for protection against wolves, hence

The quantum physicist who lost his legs

stay inside the hypnotic trance unless we

getting a neck ache when in unfamiliar

It was a great surprise to have a visit from

got him out again.

places. He invited me to his colleague’s

Anton Zeilinger, a renowned quantum

Neurosurgery department and before I

physicist who himself has been invited to

Music playlist

knew it I was witnessing trepanning and

show a piece at dOCUMENTA. One would

Here is a list of some of the auditory play-

looking at grey matter. It was a contrast to

think that perhaps he would show up at my

lists that emerged from people’s minds:

be working with the mind in my cabin and

cabin with Schrödinger’s cat, but he came

yet to see the oozing physicality of the

along unaccompanied. Of course even

brain. Standing by, I witnessed the real-

though quantum physics has its own pecu-

Fats Domino ‘Walking to New Orleans’,

time diagnosis of a malignant tumor and

liar and seemingly irrational logic, the

German love sick songs from the war,

When I came nearer I saw the moun-

It was interesting but also oppressive to
be there and I was glad to get out of the

A conversation a mile away, Gloria Este(page 72)
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fan, Grateful Dead, Bach’s ‘Erbarme Dich’,

head (mind?) of the famous man.’

1901
What kind of traveler is Sigmund Freud? Does he travel light, enjoy local food, fear
local disease? Does he lose his temper or give himself over to foreign inconvenience? He is, for one, an infatuated planner. If Freud has to catch a train, he sometimes arrives an hour early. Like a true obsessive, Freud’s travel preparations occasionally eclipse their execution. This is exactly the case when it comes to Rome.
Before this year, Freud spends a tremendous amount of time thinking about Rome.
He studies maps, packs his things, plots itineraries. He dreams of Rome, too: in one
dream he sees it censored by mist, in another he sees it replaced by a black stream
surrounded by flowers and rocks. But all the dreams, plans, maps, packing, and
promises don’t take him to the city. Freud has excuses for his failure to reach Rome:
health, timing, money. He finally settles on neurosis. This Rome fixation, for Freud,
goes back to his emulation of Hannibal, his childhood hero, who never made it to
Rome. But just as it looks as if he won’t ever go, Freud arrives in Rome on September 2, 1901. Scholars will offer psychoanalytic explanations for the reversal of
Freud’s Roman phobia, but Freud himself offers an uncharacteristically unreflective solution: “It only needs a little courage.”

The clock permanently strikes 1:23 at Hypnotic Show in the Reflection Room
(Photo: Lutyens/Malasauskas)
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breathlessness in me. Travelling back was

Ni na M ö ntma n n

surprisingly quick. When we were talking
I noticed insects that were caught in the
lampshade. He said they were made of

I was expecting to be further away. I was

plastic and were part of the design of the

expecting to cross borders. I was expecting

space. Later he told me that he is staying

him to ask me questions. He was soft spo-

for the whole 100 days, and that he was

ken and, after I selected a color code and

missing his child.

closed my eyes, he guided me down the

Polizei on their segways, Karlsaue Park
(Photo: Nina Möntmann)
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After I left cabin no. 105, I saw a mother

stairs. He made me open several doors and

kissing her pretended son deeply. I have

encounter friends and strangers. One was a

seen sailors living on their boats between

woman I had just met; we were dressed in

the UAE and Somalia. They made me listen

the same way. Our communication took the

to catchy Arab pop music that carried me

shape of a ray of light. A few times I had to

away. After I contemplated other people’s

adjust my imagination. Behind the first

reflections on time and debt, on “the com-

door I was surrounded by luscious nature,

plex relationship of reciprocity” we were

an entry into the rain forest. He said I

having with each other, I nurtured my

should enter the next door. There was no

resurrected self with organic blueberries

door in my rain forest, so I built one. I built

from the region. I have seen a huge white

a wall, which was painted turquoise and

one-eyed phantom ghost, which turned its

looked shabby. It looked like how people

own infirmity into a lurking über-presence,

who have never been there imagine Cuba.

governing the fates and nightmares of

When I entered the next space – a patio in

others. And I have seen policemen on

the rain forest – and approached one of the

Segways. When I asked them if I could take

basket-chairs standing around, there was

a photo of them, they said yes; they even

an alluring smell of Pastis in the air. I was

wanted me to take a photo of them with

always aware of the space my body was

their own camera. I said yes, and fought

situated in, but listening to his sonorous

memories of being shot in the moment you

voice I lost my sense of time. Only once his

take a picture of somebody with a gun. The

voice suddenly got louder and closer, which

photo was for their memories. It was their

caused an ambiguous physical sensation of

first trip on a Segway.

1932
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installed the sign as an intervention of

Bitsy K nox

sorts, perhaps as a dedicatory portrait to

In January, we would find Kosawa Heisaku on an ocean liner between Japan and

dOCUMENTA (13). No, Our Man answered,

Europe. His final destination is Vienna, where he attempts an audience with the

the sign was provided to them, and states

father of psychoanalysis. In Vienna, Kosawa wants to train with Freud and obtain

that there camp is ‘non-commissioned’.
July 25 and 26, 2012

his permission for a Buddhist rewrite of the Oedipus complex Kosawa calls the

dOCCUPY (as they have come to be
called) is encouraged by dOCUMENTA (13)

Ajase complex. The theory shifts the focus of Japanese familial tension away from
father-son conflicts to those between the mother and son—a radical shift for any

An Occupier came to listen to Jasper

to make things, which they do prolifically.

Freudian, let alone the first Freudian. When Kosawa arrives at the end of January,

Kettner read The Concerns of a Repentant

Photocopied literature, signs that read

he calls Freud on the phone, but Freud refuses a meeting. A friend of a friend

Galtonian by Critical Art Ensemble on the

WE ARE THE PEOPLE and CAPITALISM

writes Kosawa a letter of introduction, and Freud finally agrees to see the young

steps of the Fridericianum. He shook his

KILLS and VORSICHT (WASSER) –

analyst. Upon meeting, Kosawa presents Freud with a print of Mount Fuji. During

open right palm in praiseful affirmation,

BOMBEN WETTER and FREE TIBET are

the meeting, Freud mumbles; when Kosawa speaks, Freud cups his ear. Their meet-

nodding, then got up and walked toward

layered one over the other. There is an

ing over, Freud accompanies Kosawa to the door, and instead of ringing the bell for

the iced cream stand to our left. He gave

immense accumulation of objects – plates,

the door, Freud accidentally switches off the light. Later Kosawa would write of the

a high-five to a woman ordering a bowl

photographs, ballpoint pens – on display.

slip: “If you had a smattering of psychoanalysis you could understand the degree

of extra-dark chocolate (good choice),

Cumulatively the objects resemble a nest-

of my joy at the moment.” How exactly one should interpret this slip is difficult

then feigned waiting in line again before

ing ritual, maybe a shrine: visitors appear

to say, and Kosawa’s friends tell him that it most likely means Freud wanted his

ambling back to where he’d come from,

to leave offerings of cigarettes and crackers

young colleague to stay the night. It should also be noted that at this point in his

hands permanently fixed in a thumbs-up

and flowers.

career Kosawa is known for a paper well received in Japan, dealing, in part, with

position. A sign reading “FREE HUGS” was

socially awkward moments: “The Psychoanalysis of Erythrophobia,” i.e., fear

to his left as he entered the camp.

of blushing.

nothing that might guarantee a permanent

sun to speak with a member of the Occupy

position on the lawn of the Fridericianum.

dOCUMENTA movement, hoping to

While dOCUMENTA 13 provides electric-

encounter this guy again. I was greeted

ity to the camp, they also (and apparently

instead by man who identified himself as

often do) propose changes, and express

a Frankfurt-based social worker on his

their satisfaction or disapproval with the

summer vacation. For the purposes of this

camp’s evolution on a case-by-case basis.
Occupiers here are from all over Ger-

does not live at the camp but rents an

many: they are itinerant punks and anar-

apartment in Kassel and arrives during the

chists, one is a Central American artist.

day to help organize the camp and to act as

Our Man touted himself as perhaps the

a liaison to passersby. He never stays into

sole politically active member of the group;

the night; the inhabitants of the camp get

everyone else, he told me, really don’t do

too drunk or fucked up on drugs, he said.

much, they don’t even know Marx. He was

Is the dOCUMENTA (13) wooden sign
(page 79)

ally building anything; no infrastructure,

The next day I returned under the hot

diary, we will call him Our Man. Our Man

(page 78)

dOCCUPY are discouraged from actu-

something they gave you, I began, or did

sweating disappointment.
As Our Man spoke, I reminisced about

you make it yourselves? Earlier that week,

friends who had been active participants

I had heard rumors that the Occupiers

during the early weeks and months of

Occupy – voting in assemblies, discussing

of Kassel call dOCUMENTA before the

ment is proposed and voted on by inhabit-

1. Attach weather balloons to all the camp’s

ideas, making placards and holding them,

local police throw them in The Tombs? Do

ants of the camp and anyone who wishes

tents so that they hover just centimeters

shouting songs and chants, making lunch –

they even need an audience? As Jonathan

to be present. If there is a majority in favor

off the ground until someone climbs inside

and what happened when they eventually

D. Greenberg, who has spent some time

of a motion, it is passed. I was either mis-

of one.

went back to their jobs, apartments, and

exploring this comparison, pointed out,

informed by this account of their voting

2. Protest Maria Loboda’s cypress trees by

lives outside of this world. As the move-

“The unclarity of Bartleby’s aims – What

system or there has been a rather grievous

night, at their most ambulant and there-

ment’s piercing public and media popular-

does he actually want? What are his

error in communication, but generally the

fore most vulnerable.

ity wades into the haze of far bloodier revo-

demands? – invites our attention but

Occupy movement has a clearly delineated

lutions, its remaining dedicated members

defeats our reading.”

veto system (physicalised by the famous

Or,

crossed arms held to the sky), which pro-

find themselves in a position of having to

I asked Our Man how this camp differs

ask how the movement can continue in a

from others he has been active in, notably

tects from the loophole-pricked procedure

3. Consider whether the cypress trees are

relevant way, all the while avoiding the

Occupy Frankfurt stationed outside the

the Kassel movement ostensibly has in

friend of foe and act accordingly.

extremists and tag-along crazies who haunt

European Central Bank. Frankfurt has

place. Nevertheless, Our Man suggested

4. Paint a life-sized impression of the

them. In his entry for dOCUMENTA’s video

fallen, he notes gloomily: their camp has

that I gather a group of twenty friends and

Fridericianum and place it in front of

glossary, W.J.T. Mitchell reminds us that

been over-run by Romanians, who have

put forth a motion.

dOCCUPY’s camp entrance.

Occupy, once a mere verb, has also become

usurped power through a leaky General

a proper noun, capitalized as if it was a

Assembly voting process (according to

Beuys as a spiritual guide to the dOCCUPY

from the camp to walk there until (s)he

trade mark, or a brand name. Its name

the most recent reports, there are fifteen

camp in her open letter to welcome them.

can do so no longer.

becomes its body: while Occupy movements

‘activists’, over sixty ‘homeless Romanians’,

She suggested that his social sculpture

such as dOCCUPY figure out their position

and a lot of rats – no word on if they are

methodologies would lend themselves to

and what they want to do about it, their

actually mice). I asked if it is problematic

Occupy’s desire to crystallize frustration

namesake, the ghost of Occupy’s past,

for homeless Romanians to live there, and

against Western rapaciousness and corrup-

Two weeks later and the police have dis-

silently hovers above them.

he told me, It’s not that I have a problem

tion. In speaking of 7000 Oaks, Beuys said,

mantled Frankfurt Occupy. I am walking

with them, they’re fine in small groups. But

My point with these seven thousand trees

past the Friedrichsplatz once more. Some-

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev wrote, I also

it’s a bit like if I as a white man were to go

was that each would be a monument, con-

thing has changed: the dOCCUPY camp

want to affirm the abilities of the people

to South Central L.A. and tell the people

sisting of a living part, the live tree, chang-

has grown exponentially. Their production

involved to care for the square, and to take

there ‘hey, don’t sell crack’, I mean, it’s not

ing all the time, and a crystalline mass,

of banners and their presentation of knick-

responsibility for the space that they have

going to work. He was referring, I can only

maintaining its shape, size, and weight. This

knacks and photocopied literature are all

the right to occupy, to consider the City

imagine, to the Romanian settler’s ‘anti-

stone can be transformed only by taking

the more abundant, but there are also four

of Kassel and the other visitors of dOCU-

Occupy’ spirit, which according to Our

from it, when a piece splinters off, say,

or five new tents, slightly separate from the

MENTA in a worldly spirit of germination

Man includes rife stealing and harassment.

never by growing. By placing these two

rest of the camp. Later in the day, I find out

and flourishing. Are dOCCUPY devoted

Occupy Frankfurt initially welcomed

objects side by side, the proportionality of

that these new additions to the camp are

caretakers of this semi-public domain, or,

Romanian families on an ideological but

the monument’s two parts will never be the

not necessarily here for Occupy. No, they

as many a witness to the Occupy movement

also symbolic premise: there was a desire to

same.

are visitors to dOCUMENTA – tourists.

at large has pointed out, essentially a band

make public a group of people who are, for

of Bartleby’s with no objective but occupa-

all intents and purposes, invisible.

In her letter welcoming dOCCUPY,

tion? When dOCUMENTA moves out for

The dOCCUPY General Assembly was to

Carolyn Christov Bakargiev cited Joseph

Later, at lunch with Julia, we made a list:
(page 80)
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POSSIBLE MOTIONS TO PUT FORWARD

another five years in mid September, will

be held that night, and Our Man dutifully

AT THE FORTHCOMING dOCCUPY

dOCCUPY pack up and go, or will the city

explained its procedure. Simple: a move-

GENERAL ASSEMBLY:

5. Pick a direction and elect one person

Prologue:

Why dogs were not allowed
to see Documenta?

to feel post-human, to sense artnot only as

J oan na Wars za

a meteorite would like to come to Docu-

a man-made product (sheasked whether
menta), but to re-think the ontological
status and the limits of our responsibility;
to experience bio-capitalism; to value the

A friend – who is an American sociologist

political ecology and eco-futurism; to open

– begins each visit to a new city at the Zoo,

discourse to multiple cyborg identities,

considering them as a mirror to a society

making us, the humans, recognize our-

and its cultural representation. Zoological

selves as part of greater ecosystem and to

Gardens are urban oases, heterotopias con-

question or even rid of anthropocentricism.

trasting with the rest of the urban fabric.

Thoughtful and wonderful. I started this

Here, nature is exactly as one wants to

experience – following the herd behavior –

imagine it: serene, pastoral, exciting, and

from the brain, from the core, from ground

available. The peaceful and utopian co-

zero – Fridericianum. Performing the

habitation of exotic species makes the Zoo’s

usual: entering the building, walking a few

visitor the hegemon of a certain order.

steps up, waiting in the queue. Before the

Wandering among the documenta 13

exhibition, before feeling the first breeze of

pavilions in Karlsaue Park, which featuring

Ryan Gander’s wind, I was attracted by the

multiple, diverse, and ambitious art instal-

set of rules and conditions of making and

lations from all over the globe, gave me the

exhibiting art; by how we as humans beings

feeling that the curator wanted us to take

structure the rites of contemporary shows

on the role of a biblical Noah. We, the art

and their casual health and safety regula-

visitors and consumers, the critical spirits

tions which organize the prose of our life.

and the emancipated spectators, could

And one of the first rules stated:

Mutt searches for dropped iced cream cones, Occupy campsite D13
(Photo: Bitsy Knox)

choose between all genres, worlds, curiosities and sights, between over 200 artists

No Pets Allowed

proposed to go beyond the mere fetishisa-

Biennale that aimed to disturb and ques-

tion of the discourse; even more suspicious

tion the spectator dream. In the yard and

Westrolled amongst art in Karlsaue Park as

No Pets Allowed?! So is documenta 13 only

after I found out that my favorite piece, the

inside the building I met at least two dogs

much as we would walk safely among the

an exclusive experience for homo sapiens

Dog Run by Canadian artist Brian Jungen

– two nice pets. They have always been

wild animals in the Zoological Gardens,

after all? Is it keeping out other species?

(described as “sculpture park for dogs”)

there, without any discursive frame. Some

transgressing climate zones, restored envi-

How come this representation machine

was giving the right of access only to pets

of them were even living in the exhibition

ronments, times, and continents – where a

doesn’t embrace the terms and conditions

whose owners had purchased a Documenta

space during the duration of BB7. And they

lion is adjacent to an antelope, the black

of its own existence, and moreover the

pass. Yes, these moments feel somehow like

saw and experienced art, the art audience,

swan wanders near a pink flamingo, and an

conditions of the spectacle it produces?

the spectacle is over, and the Real arrives

and the art crowd.

Australian steppe sits next to a bird sanc-

Omnipresent in Kassel’s mission for well-

tuary. And we are the ones mastering and

being and content, this banal prohibition

handling this menagerie.

sign made me immediately suspicious

and entered the hallway provided to the

dear Dogs, sorry, but at our Zoos and

towards the post-human agency that

Occupy Movements during the 7th Berlin

Fridericianums: We are not there yet.

and non-artists, and even more artworks.

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev wanted us

through the back door.
(page 82)
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Back in Berlin, I went to KunstWerke

Somebody has named this ambitious
documenta 13 “Dogumenta”. I can only say:

Documenta Diary

to defeat the lemon and orange trees, but

Bit sy Knox

with the slow pace with which they moved,
I have my doubts.
Lots of love,

August 13, 2012

Enjoy Germany,
P

I have taken it upon myself to contact my
brother, Captain Patrick Knox of the 1st

So, on my brother’s words, I suggest stag-

Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, to see if

ing a surprise daytime attack. The defensive

he might be able to lend some perspective

would assume that the cypresses are dor-

on Maria Loboda’s situation on the

mant during daylight hours; they would be

Orangerie lawn.

basking in the late morning sun when the
cypresses charge. The tourists who would

August 11, 2012, 2:25am

otherwise be considered rogue and confusing obstacles by my previous measure

Sister!
I have reviewed the Loboda artwork a

would then resemble a forest, the cypress
trees’ own Birnam Wood in role-reversal.

couple of times and I have to say that I can

The cypress trees would swoop over the

see how she is trying to reflect military

stone wall (how does a cypress tree climb a

strategy and perhaps she took it out of

wall?), put up a hasty and bloody battle

some old book of tactics. The movement

with the Kaiser’s finest citruses, and once

itself seems legitimate.

the enemy has been slain (un-ripened lem-

My issue is more the idea of her doing it
over the entire 100 days. Battles and war are

first cypresses would burst through the

supposed to be swift and violent and this

doors to the Orangerie, sap oozing from

seems slow and wandering.

their branches but victorious and, plugging

As for fair play: horribly over-rated. If I

Hiller’s jukebox, they would soak them-

able to attack me, I will. Fair play is for

selves in expensive wine from the terrace

games; war is about gaining the advantage.

café, wobbling back and forth in their big

With the obstacles, speed and aggression

“Chat” is the Hindi word for “louse”. Monkeys sit in circles picking the annoying little critters out. British soldiers who
spent time in India for a long time knew about monkeys “chatting”. In South Africa and WWI, sanitary conditions in
the fighting areas were terrible and everyone became lousy. Thus, whenever there was spare time, men would gather
together, take off their clothes bit by bit and search them for “chats”, often running a cigarette lighter along the seams.

the rowdiest tune they can find on Susan

can destroy the enemy without them being

under the cover of darkness would be able

Time Bank Monkeys

ons and oranges rolling in the gravel), the

As they did so they “chatted”. Hence our word. (text: Tony Knox, photo: Els Roelandt)

orange pots in marauding triumph as they
tickle the front desk attendants.
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FINALLY

You can choose to choose to stop receiving “pre-screened” offers of credit from this and other companies
by writing “UNSUBSCRIBE’’ in response to this notice to 311 East Broadway, New York, NY 10002, USA.
See “OPT OUT OF PRE-SCREENING” in the Terms and Conditions section for more information about

Dear Anton Vidokle,

Pre-Screened Notices.
***

Congratulations! You have been invited to receive a free Time/Bank Infinity Credit Card,
limited to just a single person in the World!

1. The Time/Bank Infinity Credit Card is not actually money, and cannot be exchanged for money, goods,
or services.

Time/Bank Infinity cardholders enjoy Exclusive Rewards and Luxury Gifts including:

2.
3. The cardholder commits to functionally, symbolically and ethically living on borrowed time whether or
not payments are made on a monthly basis by agreeing to a monthly fee.

1) The delusion of controlling time.

4.

2) The ultimate privilege of being forgotten entirely.

5. All virtual use of Time/Bank goods and service is exclusively conditional on the ongoing collective affirma-

3) Etc...

tion of the modern materialist ideology that treats time as a substance that can be divided and measured, in

Time/Bank Infinity cardholders benefit exclusively from material rewards like the primi-

1. The cardholder undertakes to desire to share and/or to invite others to share his/her own private and

contrast to the sense in which time is a river, but I myself am that river.

tive accumulation of surplus quantities of free time to engage in purely theoretical activi-

personal behaviors and to comment, rate, criticize, organize and recommend persons or objects based on
what he or she is exposed to by utilizing the online services provided by Time/Bank Infinity credit card while

ties that work for you!

inviting others to do the same.
2.

Don’t take our word for it! Just ask the millions of contemporary Time/Bank account

3. The cardholder further represents and warrants that he/she has not notified any governmental or intra-

holders already receiving their martinis in the afternoon, getting their coffee by the clock,

governmental agency, including the Bilderberg Group and the Trilateral Commission, that he/she does not
wish to receive e-flux oriented material.

arriving at the airport at a certain time, and observing their own fate, gradually becoming

4.

certain, with every compromise and missed encounter, and it goes on and on and on...

5. In the unlikely event that the cardholder wishes to terminate his credit relationship with the Issuer,
the Time/Bank Infinity credit card may be terminated by the following methods: Acid, Adhesives, Ballistics,
Canvas, Clay, Combustion, Compression, Concrete, Cybernetics, Donkey, Drop, Elasticicity, Electricity,

If you sign up now, you’ll also receive 0% INTRO APR but not on APR until the Ninth of Av.

Electrolysis, Explosives, Feed-back, Glass, Heat, Human Energy, Ice, Jet, Light, Load, Love, Mass-Production,
Metal, Motion Picture, Natural Forces, Nuclear Energy, Paint, Paper, Photography, Plaster, Plastics, Pressure,

Plus, we’ll give you five minutes of our time for every sense of hope you entertain.

Radiation, Sand, Satire, Solar Energy, Sound, Steam, Stress, Terra-cotta, Vacuum, Water, Welding.

Now that the all-time offer you have been waiting to receive has arrived to you, don’t wait!
Signing up is free and easy; don’t wait to get the credit card that works for you.
P.S. Respond Now! This offer won’t wait for you to make up your mind!
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1952
An encyclopedia and dictionary, a bestiary and an inventory, the Diagnostic and

Brad Pitt in Hell

Pitt I is dressed in cowboy boots, and wears

A One Act Play

a snakeskin jacket. Carolyn Christov-

da n iel miller

Bakargiev is with her normal clothes
and hair.

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is also an attempt at writing an
extreme literature: in order for its nosology to be successful, no illness should be

Loud music spills into the room.

excluded. In 1952, the first edition is a modest initial step—with 130 pages and

I

little descriptive material, the book reads like an outline for a bigger book to come,

Brad Pitt 1 heads to the urinal...

but in subsequent editions the authors’ dream of comprehensiveness comes closer
to realization. By the year 2000, the DSM, in its fourth edition (DSM-IV-TR), grows

The toilets of a seedy nightclub in a post-

close to a thousand pages, with the number of disorders tripling to just fewer than

war German city. Music is audible from

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev: ...so what I

three hundred. From the first to the fourth editions, disorders come and go—most

outside.

was trying to get at was when I started
this process I really felt that I had to be

notoriously, homosexuality, which is included as a disorder in the first edition and
dropped in the second. One illness remains from the beginning, though: dissocia-

Muttered, coked-up whispers carry from

serious, because documenta is very seri-

tive fugue. The DSM-IV-TR describes a sufferer of dissociative fugue as someone

a cubicle.

ous...

traveling compulsively. Dadas’ doctors call dissociative fugue “ambulatory

Brad Pitt 2 and Mephistopheles stand in

Brad Pitt 1: Uh-huh.

automatism,” and although French doctors would have found a sizable number

the wings, near the exit.

who experiences a temporary imbalance concerning his or her identity while

Brad Pitt 1 takes his dick out of his pants,

of fugueurs walking across 1890s Europe, in 1952 America dissociative fugue is
almost nonexistent. And that’s how it will remain for the next fifty years. But if

Brad Pitt 2 is wearing the Burger King

and starts to piss. Carolyn Christov-

dissociative fugue disappeared from medical literature, it saturated the culture at

“King For A Day’’ crown. Mephistopheles

Bakargiev, wrapped up in her monologue,

large. Everywhere one looks in postwar culture, one finds a culture crowded with

has a red t-shirt, which he has tied into

blithely continues...

fugueurs, whether they are amnesiac detectives, programmed assassins, far-flung

a turban.
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev: So I was well,

spies, war veterans without pasts, or zombified Manchurian candidates.
Brad Pitt 2: Why I am here?

okay, so at the beginning, there were three
questions that interested me. Where we

Mephistopheles: Because you were here.

are, where we come from, where we are
going – and why?

Brad Pitt 2: I don’t remember.
Brad Pitt 1 continues pissing.
Mephistopheles: We are in Kassel.
Brad Pitt 2: Yeah. Now I remember. She had
Brad Pitt 2 (thinking): Kassel...

that thing about the meteorite. What was
it called? El Gordo? Al Hamir?

Mephistopheles: At (d)OCUMENTA.
Mephistopheles: El Chaco.
Brad Pitt 2: Oh yeah. I remember.
(page 88)

Brad Pitt 2: Right. She wanted to import it

(page 89)

Brad Pitt 1 and Carolyn Cristov-Bakargiev
enter the toilets in mid-conversation. Brad

from Tunguska.

Mephistopheles: Argentina.

Young Italian Woman: It is like hedge-

Young Female Journalist: What do you

topheles among them – is gathered around

funds... Subprime mortgages!

mean by the bureaucracy?

in a semi-circle, talking quietly. A young
woman is standing there holding a micro-

Brad Pitt 2: Right...
Brad Pitt 1 completes his business,

Brad Pitt 2 and Mephistopheles enter, and,

Slightly Older Man: Bureaucracy is the

unobserved, take up positions at the table.

opposite of love. This flower is political.
When you are sitting and smiling that is

Young Turkish Woman (adjusting micro-

Brad Pitt 2 (whispering): What are they

supposed to be politics. Do you know any

phone): Hello, yes, hello. Yes, hello. Welcome

discussing.

prisoners that have ever committed a

to the Reader’s Circle. Today, we are

crime? All prisoners are political. Politics is

extremely happy to be able to present you

romance! Everything is love and everything

to Brad Pitt. Brad Pitt is a famous actor

is politics. Everything is political. Every-

who has had a long career in Hollywood,

thing is everything. All the time.

including films such as Fight Club, and

and goes to wash his hands.
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev: But you know
I also was really interested in
Mephistopheles: Prison.
Brad Pitt 1 (noticing the voices from the
cubicle): Is... that an art work?

Young Female Journalist (turning to Brad

Inglorious Basterds. So, without further

Pitt): Was it you that I was speaking with
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev (interrupted

phone, next to Brad Pitt 1.

the other night about the weather?

He pauses for breath.

ado, I give you Brad Pitt.

Brad Pitt 2: Uh…

Brad Pitt 2: These guys are kind of crazy.

Brad Pitt 1: Thanks. So I am going to be

Slightly Older Man (cutting in): How do

Mephistopheles: Yes.

in her reveries): What? Oh!
reading from, uh, the archived discussion

She strains to listen. Like naughty children
caught red-handed, the voices stop...

23 Skidoo (magazine issue) talk page.

you know about the weather changing?
Brad Pitt 2: I also really don’t remember

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev: No, that’s just
some people taking coke.

of the Wikipedia Articles for deletion/

this at all.

Brad Pitt 2: What the fuck am I reading?

deciding on that thing?

Mephistopheles: You don’t? Hold on...

Mephistopheles: One of the notebooks.

Slightly Older Man: It is a love story. Politi-

Mephistopheles takes out his official

Brad Pitt 1: (reading...) Unremarkable issue

cal climate is love story.

(d)OCUMENTA map out of his pocket, and

of an unremarkable magazine. No indica-

closely examines it for several minutes...

tions of notability, no references. Contested

Young Female Journalist: Because I remember that the last time I was here you were

II
A black square table with some candles in
a dark abandoned gym occupies the center
of the stage. Nice looking young people

prod (which had gained two prod-2 addi-

Young Female Journalist: Between whom?
Mephistopheles: Hold on... Hold on... Wait...

tions). MikeWazowsk Comment - The mag-

Slightly Older Man: I don’t know. It could

Yeah. We are in the wrong place. Come

azine is not unremarkable. It has published

be you.

with me...

23 issues, and included many well-known

the US is that, uh, they have these bail

Young Female Journalist: What is your role

They exit.

ment. 23 issues is not much in the maga-

bonds. And it is a little like the way that

in AND AND AND?

are gathered around it, talking in small
groups.

artists as contributors. Shoenoverns Com-

Young American Man: So, the situation in

zine world. Also, even if you had “wellknown artists as contributors”, notability

universities in the US cost 30,000 bucks a
year. They know that no-one can afford it,

Slightly Older Man: What do you mean? No

but they don’t care, because they know that

role! Role is part of the bureaucracy!

you can take out loans...

III
(page 90)

is not inherited. You’ve failed to demonstrate notability for the magazine itself.

(page 91)

The inside of the Friedricianum. A small

MikeWazowski (talk) 21:22, 20 August 2012

group of people – Brad Pitt 2 and Mephis-

(UTC) Are you an expert on the magazine

world – and the history of the magazine

--Guillaume2303 (talk) 19:02, 20 August 2012

world? La_Révolution_surréaliste ran

(UTC) I read it. Wikipedia is an encyclope-

for twelve issues. What are your criteria

dia. Please see the garbled message on the

for assessing notability for magazines?

article’s talk page. Preceding unsigned

--Shoenoverns (talk) 22:22, 20 August 2012

comment added by Shoenoverns (talk •

Delete – A7 really should cover this. – The

contribs) 19:05, 20 August 2012 (UTC) A7

Bushranger One ping only 03:50, 19 August

refers to one of the criteria for speedy

2012 (UTC) Delete I agree, we need an A7

deletion. --Guillaume2303 (talk) 19:04,

category for this, but at this point, publica-

20 August 2012 (UTC) But I don’t see what

tions are not eligible. Looks to me like some

criteria are covering this article. I note that

art project (see also the garbled message

arguments based on what Wikipedia is not

on the article’s talk page) and the issue

are not sufficient... Preceding unsigned

seems to exist according to a Google

comment added by Shoenoverns (talk •

search (otherwise I’d think this was some

contribs) 19:12, 20 August 2012 (UTC) There

hoax), but that’s about all I found: zero

are none, that’s what Bushranger and I

sources, no notability. Too bad it was

were alluding to, that we actually need an

dePRODded, this is a waste of editor time.

A7 criterion to deal with this kind of stuff.

--Guillaume2303 (talk) 09:02, 19 August 2012

Please, in future refrain from trying to

(UTC) Note: This debate has been included

turn WP into your personal art project. It’s

in the list of Literature-related deletion

easy enough to set up your own website,

discussions. 20:09, 19 August 2012 (UTC) •

where you can play around as much as you

Gene93k (talk) 20:09, 19 August 2012 (UTC)

want. Creating an article about a non-

Comment – I am the author of the page. I

existing magazine issue comes perilously

am also new to posting articles on Wiki-

close to vandalism... --Guillaume2303 (talk)

pedia, so I am not completely familiar with

21:49, 20 August 2012 (UTC) The quanty of

the process. One of the reasons why there

available relialbe source material decides

are no sources available yet on this article

Wikipedia notability per WP:GNG. Is this

is that it has not yet been published. One of

some art project related to 23 skidoo

our concerns is the issue of notability, and

(phrase)? -- Uzma Gamal (talk) 23:39,

who decides what is notable. I believe that

26 August 2012 (UTC) As I understand it,

the inclusion of this page in Wikipedia is

Wikipedia is a collective project which is

defensible. I note that the subjects of the

devoted to the spread of human knowledge.

issue are certainly notable (documenta 13

This is also our project. It is not my per-

and tino sehgal) and the magazine is also

sonal project, it is a collective project. I

notable (it has featured many very famous

think that it is the same project. So why

contemporary artists and art projects).

can’t we contribute to it? I also think your

Also, what is A7? (Shoen Overns) --Shoen-

statements (and those of Mr. Bush Ranger)

overns talk 18:56, 20 August 2012 (UTC)

are quite police-like in their overtones and

Please read What Wikipedia is not. Thanks.

their assumptions of authority. With all

Picture purchased by Brad Pitt at dOCUMENTA (13)
(Photo: Cristina Katana and Daniel Miller)

(page 92)
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respect, I think that you should question

August 2012 (UTC) I do not know if I share

many well-known artists contribute to the

papers etc. --Whpq (talk) 00:59, 22 August

these assumptions. --Shoenoverns (talk)

your views on the uniqueness and original-

magazine is not from a Wikipedia reliable

2012 (UTC) You might want to read Wiki-

22:22, 20 August 2012 (UTC) With all due

ity of art. Actually, this is a somewhat out-

sources, so that knowledge does not belong

pedia: Do not disrupt Wikipedia to illus-

respect, it doesn’t seem to me that you’re

dated idea of what art is. The more con-

in the Wikipedia article. Also, their contri-

trate a point. -- Uzma Gamal (talk) 23:42,

here to contribute to an encyclopedia,

temporary concept is that an artist should

butions to the magazine are not independ-

26 August 2012 (UTC) Delete as the subject

which is something very different from an

contribute to society and knowledge.

ent of the magazine. Shoenoverns, if the

does not meet the inclusion criteria for an

art project. If you want to contribute,

What’s interesting to me is the extent to

article is deleted as a result of this articles

article in the encyclopedia, that is, signifi-

please read our policies and guidelines.

which the separation between art and

for deletion (AfD) discussion, you can post

cant coverage in reliable sources that are

Everybody can contribute and is certainly

scholarship (for example) is upheld on the

a request at WP:DRV that the AfD deletion

independent of the subject per the general

welcome to do so, but creating inappropri-

basis of a number of metaphysical assump-

decision be reviewed using one or more of

notability guidelines. Malcolmxl5 (talk)

ate pages as part of an “art project” is not a

tions and theories (like the problem of cre-

the reasons listed at WP:DRVPURPOSE.

17:02, 26 August 2012 (UTC) Delete – The

constructive contribution. --Guillaume2303

ation ex nihilo, which you are citing. I take

-- Uzma Gamal (talk) 22:36, 26 August 2012

23 Skidoo (magazine issue) topic lacks sig-

(talk) 08:39, 21 August 2012 (UTC) I don’t

from this the understanding that it is nec-

(UTC) Delete – If I understand correctly,

nificant coverage in reliable sources that

believe that there is such a clear distinction

essary to question assumptions as regards

this is actually a single issue of a magazine

are independent of the 23 Skidoo (magazine

between an encyclopedia and an art

strict demarcations, and especially when it

that is the topic of this article. I see no cov-

issue) subject for a stand-alone article as

project. You state that it is different, but

comes to topics like notability, which is a

erage in independent reliable sources that

required per Wikipedia notability. -- Uzma

you do not give reasons why... same with

highly metaphysical idea, and extremely

would indicate that Wikipedia’s inclusion

Gamal (talk) 22:33, 26 August 2012 (UTC)

the remainder of your statement... inappro-

difficult to establish as a concept. You will

criteria are met. -- Whpq (talk) 16:41,

priate, not constructive... these are loaded

notice every attempt to do falls back on

21 August 2012 (UTC) Tell me what inde-

Brad Pitt 1 finishes reading. He has tried

terms. I would certainly be interested in

mysterious authorities of notability, but

pendent reliable sources would be required

his best, but the density of the material has

hearing your reasons, but at the moment I

from where does their authority derive?

to indicate this. You can say this is the

finally mastered him. The audience claps

feel that you are not arguing with reasons,

--Shoenoverns (talk) 22:44, 21 August 2012

single issue of magazine, but perhaps it is

politely. He hands the microphone back to

but from authority. Please tell me where,

(UTC) Comment – I add that the fact that

actually stranger and... more notable than

the young woman.

within your policies and guidelines, there is

many well-known artists have contributed

that. Another point which I would like to

a breach of ethics or of spirit? I don’t think

to the magazine precisely demonstrates it’s

make is that I believe the magazine itself

Young Woman: Thank you very much Brad

one has been demonstrated.--Shoenoverns

notability. The fact that it has had notable

would qualify based on the Wikipedia

Pitt.

(talk) 13:19, 21 August 2012 (UTC) An art

contributors indicates that it has status in

standards of notability. But I think the

project is supposed to be something origi-

the world which it inhabits, just as a scien-

more important problem is to understand

Brad Pitt 2: So what happened to

nal and unique. The artist creates some-

tific journal that has had many well-known,

the hierarchy of the criteria, and which

the article?

thing that didn’t exist before. Here we cre-

say, noble prize winners writing for it would

criteria are ultimately fundamental in

ate, too, but in a different sense: we only

be considered notable by virtue of the fact

deciding whether something should be in-

write things that are based on reliable sec-

of their participation.--Shoenoverns (talk)

cluded, or excluded. To be sure, Wikipedia

ondary sources. In contrast with an artist,

13:24, 21 August 2012 (UTC) --Shoenoverns

has rules and guidelines. But from where

we don’t create content out of nothing

(talk) 22:22, 20 August 2012 (UTC) The

do these guidelines come from? I claim

(even though I fully well understand that

spread of human knowledge by Wikipedia

they come from an ethics of knowledge,

an artist does not operate in a vacuum and

is limited, per WP:GNG, to that human

can be inspired/influenced by earlier art-

knowledge contained in reliable sources

ists). There’s a huge difference. Hope this
explains. --Guillaume2303 (talk) 17:04, 21

Mephistopheles: They killed it.

IV

and I believe that on these terms, this arti-

The outside terrace cafe of a former

cle should not be deleted. -- Shoenoverns

palace. Everyone is drinking official

that are independent of the subject being

(talk) 22:43, 21 August 2012 (UTC) Reply –

(d)OCUMENTA Kool-Aid. A gigantic

spread via Wikipedia. The knowledge that

Reliable sources can be magazines, news-

ferris wheel completely dominates the sky.
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Brad Pitt 1 and Carolyn-Christov

at the couple): They look like they’re

Everything is silent for a moment. Then,

Bakargiev occupy a corner table, chatting,

having fun.

beginning with Carolyn, the rest of the cafe
begins to applause.

and occasionally laughing.
Carolyn-Christov Bakargiev (laughing): Oh!

The cast (except for Brad Pitt 2 and

Brad Pitt 2 and Mephistopheles are at
another table. At other tables are a

Mephistopheles) now start to file to the

Brad Pitt 2: What’s happening now?

front of the stage, in effect applauding

passionately kissing couple in their early
forties, a man with no expression in his

Mephistopheles: This is the part where it all

face slowly counting out counterfeit bank

comes together.

themselves, to take their bows, and exit.
Brad Pitt 2 and Mephistopheles remain

notes, an anonymous man in a wheelchair

at their cafe table.

slowly stroking a cat, Konrad Diwold,

Ryan Gander’s actor nervous energy

DB Cooper, Romano Firenze, the deputy

appears to be increasing. He stands up

director of the TSCOO collection, the tech-

from his chair and begins taking his

Brad Pitt 2 is preparing a vaporizer.

nical assistant of the Museum of American

clothes off and shouting.

The machine doesn’t work so well, and
he needs to run through the process a

Art, an unknown man, and Ryan Gander’s
Actor, scribbling furiously in a notebook.

Ryan Gander’s Actor: Why do I have do

The actor appears to be under a great deal

this? What am I doing? What am I doing

of pressure.

with my life? This is all completely mean-

couple of times.
Brad Pitt 2: Am I in hell?

ingless!
Mephistopheles: Yes.

Carolyn-Christov Bakargiev: So how are
Angelina, and the kids?
Brad Pitt 1: The kids are great, you know,

Ryan Gander’s Actor now reaches under
the table and withdraws a can of petrol,

Brad Pitt 2: I thought it would be stranger,

and begins dousing himself with it.

and more... hellish.

Ryan Gander’s Actor: I am not Ryan

Mephistopheles: Try staying here for all

Gander’s Actor! I am a human being!

eternity.

but Angelina and I barely see each other.
We both have such busy schedules...
Carolyn-Christov Bakargiev: I know exactly

I can’t take this any longer! I can’t take it!
Brad Pitt 2 takes a hit on his vaporizer, and

what you mean...

offers it to Mephistopheles, who declines.

Ryan Gander’s Actor strikes a match and
Brad Pitt I: I mean, we try and fit things in.

takes one last, slow, look around, an evil

Like I am going to meet her and Maddox

look in his eyes.

A meteorite hits the theater, destroying
the Earth.

now in Graz.
Ryan Gander’s Actor: Un coup de des ne
Carolyn-Christov Bakargiev: I’ve been

END

jamais pas abolira au hasard!

to Graz.
He sets himself on fire. The rest of the
Brad Pitt 1: Yeah? Well, she was making a

cafe stares at him passively – with terrible

movie there. About a pair of bored teen-

fascination – as he slowly burns to death

agers. Yeah, anyway, so yeah... (nodding

on stage.
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1958

Documenta Diary

sheep in one of the rooms!’ Norman smiles,

b itsy knox

‘yeah!’ and the American daughter reels.

Candidate must be intelligent, with an excellent aptitude for mathematics and

She turns to her father who looks back

spatial arrangements. Personality should be highly driven and creative. Danger

admiringly.
Downstairs I pass through a dark corri-

should not produce undue anxiety in candidate, but overly defensive responses
July 2, 2012

are not desirable. Candidate must not be dependent on others, while accepting

dor to Tino Sehgal’s This Variation. Interpreters are humming and whooping. I

need for occasional mutual reliance and social order. Isolation is to be welcomed,
as is socialization. Predictability is necessary, as is the ability to improvise. Self-

Behind the Hessenland Hotel lies Hugue-

enter the dark and wait for my eyes to

destructive wishes are to be absent. Candidate must act when called on, but also

not House, the dilapidated safe-haven of

adjust. A scene in black and white gradually

know when to act when not called on. Object relations should be close, yet candi-

Kassel. Then Theaster Gates came, steering

appears as they break into an a capella

date must be able to withdrawal from relations if called on. View of environment

an enormous truck filled with people and

version of Timbaland’s ‘The Way I Are’,

must be undistorted by undue subjectivity. Candidate must also be able to detect

material – men, women, children, archi-

replete with choreographed gyration.

when others are distorting their environments. Under stress, candidate must not

tects, designers, artists, students, and

I wonder what the performers’ life in

develop physical problems such as rashes, nervous sweats, or gastric cramping.

salvage from an abandoned building in

colour must be like.

Furthermore, candidate is to be aware of his body, yet not narcissistically con-

Chicago – and the house began to be

cerned with its appearance. Behavior must be selfless but not reckless. Candidate

transformed.
I join a tour of the house that has just

should seek success and, if necessary, accept failure.

August 16

begun with Norman Teague, an inhabitant
of Huguenot House. Norman walks us past

Daniel and I visit the Bactrian princesses

a child standing on a chair making a bean

and try to decide which one is Carolyn.

salad in the kitchen. We peer into bed-

They are all Carolyn.

rooms: beds are hastily made and personal
items are stored just out of view. Norman

Poteon, Trinidadian steel-drum musician

evades a question from a tour-member

and Skull & Bones member.

asking which bedroom is his.
The tour ends in a room containing two

wants to preserve all buildings that emit

us down for a question and answer period.

good energy: buildings with this kind of

‘What will happen to this installation after

power are very rare, Allan explains. His

dOCUMENTA?’ questions an American

psychic friend Reva is visiting in September

dad. His beaming daughter is perched

and will read the house’s energy. Allan will

under Norman, red sneakers and home-

later relay her findings in an architectural

made necklaces with eyes jutting right and

heritage recognition application to the city

left. ‘Theaster has proposed to buy the

of Kassel.

let others use the space the way they want’.
(page 99)

We talk about the Huguenot House and
his plans to protect it from demolition. He

carpeted front porches, where Norman sits

place, turn it into an artist’s residency and
(page 98)

At Huguenot House, I meet Allan

Norman’s voice is even and mild. The
American daughter pipes up, her eyes the
size of light-bulbs: ‘and we could raise

Documenta Diary

behind a six-foot-tall leaf of rusting metal.

J u lia me nsi nk

“Well? What did you see?”

it in circles between my fingers, watching

“Nothing. I saw nothing. And I did just

the light warp around the curved surface
containing DNA, at once unique and repro-

***

what you said.”

I arrived at the Sanatorium the next day

her apple. “We will try again.” The air

and sat on the bench, waiting for some-

turned cold and whipped her hair back into

thing to happen. I could feel the sun tear-

a cape. Throwing her apple on the ground,

ing at my pores and driving deep into my

she ran back down the hall and disappeared

front of me, coaxing me through these art-

“Do you want to see the future?” From the

general countenance. Sweat and larger

through a white door.

works, expecting something to emerge?”

right-hand corner of my camera’s digital

questions seeped out: what was I doing

screen, a small figure emerged. Composing

here, and what I was going to do when I

and taking photos of Lara Favaretto’s

got home? I took out a notebook and a pen

Momentary Monument IV had occupied

and started to make a list. At the top of

The next day at the Hauptbahnhof, I saw

the last fifteen minutes of my time.

the page I wrote GOALS FOR THIS TRIP.

the child again. She followed me as I walked

1.) Relax, 2.) Make a list of things to do

towards the train tracks, listening to the

She placed the fruit in my hand, and I

when I get home, 3.) See every piece in

Cardiff and Bures-Miller piece on head-

took a bite. As I chewed, the floor and ceil-

Documenta, 4.) Eat healthy, 5.) – a fist of

phones. I saw her another eight times,

ing began to seep into my feet and head

cold breeze turned my attention.

always expecting a revelation, but no ink-

and tear apart my body. Although I felt

ling of the future came.

nothing, I knew this was happening. Then

She squinted at me and took a bite of
July 28, 2012
Epitext

“Well, that depends,” I said, moving my
camera aside. “What’s in it for me?”
The child looked to be about 12 years old,
wearing a very muddied pair of jeans and
a Documenta (13) t-shirt. Her hair was a

“Hello.”

weedy nest on one side. She carried a shiny,

I jumped out of my seat, my notebook

***

focus.
“Why is it that you continue to appear in

insistently.
I stared at her blankly. “Your DNA?”

Then one day I saw myself. The child

falling to the floor. “You again! I thought

stood waiting for me on the first floor of

books.

you lived in Momentary Monument IV.”

the Fridericianum, eating her apple. I

“I’m not sure,” she said, “but no one’s

“That’s me,” said the child, breaking my

“That’s me, in that tube,” she repeated

half-eaten apple and a small stack of thin

ever refused my offer.”

ducible.

“Yes.” She held my gaze. Stared. “I think
you should take a bite of my apple.”

just as quickly, everything went blank, and
I had eyes again.
I looked around. I was still intact, but

“I live in all the work.”

approached Epigenetic Reset and began

was surrounded by a round, clear, cylin-

I twisted my mouth in uncertainty. “That

examining the 80,000 plastic tubes, each

drical wall. I touched it, trying to gaze

“And what’s in it for you?”

sounds unhealthy. You asked me if I wanted

containing a single specimen of human

through it, and found the child staring

She shrugged lazily, the tight curls of

to see the future.” I sat again and picked up

DNA. A nearby text claimed that the epige-

back. We were inside the plastic tubes.

my things.

netic code provoked certain expressions

her hair responding like bungee cords to

She stood smiling. “You are your own

the movement. She took a bite of the apple

“Yes.”

from the DNA, causing memories and

DNA.” I heard her voice echo. “You’ve

and pushed her glasses up her nose with

“I am intrigued. How is this possible?”

experiences that affect the individual to be

become part of the work, just like me.”

the same sticky hand.
“I just live here. I have to occupy my
time somehow.” She kicked at the dirt and
took another bite.
“You live where?”
“Here.” She gestured to the huddled

I followed her into a small alcove. There

passed down over time. I looked around the

was a white table, some pencils, and paper.

room – taking in the work – then turned to

She motioned towards a chair.

the child.
“I’ve reached the end. I haven’t seen the

“We are in the Museum of Hypothetical

future, and there is nothing more,” I said.

Lifetimes. Ask any question.”
“Ask who?”

piles of twisted metal surrounding her. “In

“Ask yourself.”

the work.” The wind picked up then, and

She turned around and walked away,

the child looked at the sky. “I have to go.”

back down the hall. Twenty minutes later,

She turned quickly, following the wind

she returned.

(page 100)
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I looked down at my hands, and back
at her.
“You are a fragment of yourself, but still
you, just somehow... simplified. We’re in
Epigenetic Reset,” she went on, “and all of

“You are too stubborn to see. You look

your experiences, your memories, and the

too much at the art, not enough at yourself,

art you’ve seen can impact future genera-

or at me. Look at all these people.” She

tions. In becoming potential, you are the

pointed to the rows of tiny cylinders.

future, and every one’s future.”

I picked up one of the tubes and turned

More critical paranoia,
less weak animism

recently argued that his account of the role

aforementioned presupposition, but possi-

‘normal perspective’ he would paint what

of “sensuous immediacy” can be under-

bly its most interesting implicit corrosive

he saw and envisioned therein. The central

Philippe P irotte

stood as an attempt to defend a “legitimate

specter was somewhere almost hidden in

definition of the artists method described

anthropomorphism” that comes close to a

the lower galleries of the Fridericianum:

in his book The Conquest of the Irrational

weak form of animism. This weak form of

Salvador Dalí’s The Great Paranoiac, 1936.

(1935), canonized by the surrealists, reads

The critique of the positivistic disenchant-

animism seemed indeed to be a general

When it comes to re-evaluating our use of

as follows: “Activité paranoïaque-critique:

ment of natural things was obviously a sub-

state of mind pervading a lot of works

the irrational in perceiving the world, the

méthode spontanée de connaissance irra-

text for Documenta 13, as if the artistic

selected at Documenta, a state of mind,

dialectical relations at work in the Catalan

tionnelle basée sur l’association interpréta-

director ordered her team to work with

which turned quite a lot of works into

artist’s paintings may be less naïve than the

tive-critique des phénomènes délirants.”

artists following Adorno’s plea for a re-

transfiguration devices of an idiosyncratic,

strategy proposed by Adorno. His method

Dalí here misuses the characterizations of

enchanting aesthetic attitude of “sensuous

wondrous cosmos where animals, plants

of ‘critical paranoia’ favored interpretation

paranoia from the then actual psychiatric

immediacy” towards nature in the broadest

and “things” or objects are definitely sub-

of hallucinatory imagination or the realm

professional literature, with a re-interpre-

sense, and an embrace of our non-rational

jects that determine the scene themselves.

of dreams over giving in to automatism.

tation of the disease’s symptoms. He appro-

This connects Dalí’s art with modern psy-

priates the psychiatrically observed and

faculties, for example, was part of the strat-

However, when one thinks in a dialectic

egy. Adorno borrows the term “sensuous

mode, this much-needed re-connection

chiatry, and his encounter with Lacan

described results, but at the same time

immediacy,” which he considers the defin-

with sympathy for “things”, generates the

was seminal. The artist’s paranoid critical

he distances himself from the psychiatric

ing characteristic of art, from Hegel’s

desire for an ‘other’, an antithetic story-

method was a sensibility, or a way of per-

diagnosis and takes on a radical change of

Aesthetics. In his own Aesthetic Theory he

line. Even when there was no concept,

ceiving reality. It was defined by Dalí him-

attitude towards the pathological findings.

considers “the sensuous” as part of aes-

there was a presupposition in Documenta,

self as “irrational knowledge”, based on a

He declares the pathological as creative,

thetic understanding, which is considered

an implicit assumption about the world, or

“delirium of interpretation”. More simply

the irrational as a meaningful phenome-

a resistant quality against quantification, or

a background belief (a feminist ecology)

put, it was a process by which the artist

non. He values a disregarding of reality and

a quality that remains after the violence of

relating to an utterance (the exhibition),

found new and unique ways to view the

personal arbitrariness as a critical and

naming and categorizing. Aesthetic under-

which truth is taken for granted in dis-

world around him. We know it in the paint-

intransigent interpretation through delu-

standing makes note of the sensuous: the

course. This ‘other’ to the presupposition

er’s oeuvre as the ability of the artist or the

sion, which produces a fantasy potential

non-rational that is often dismissed as

of animism was scarce, but I found it, for

viewer to perceive multiple images within

superior to the perception of reality, and of

merely irrational and that cannot be ex-

example, in the re-evaluation of the notion

the same configuration, and The Great

aesthetic significance. Dali was conscious

hausted by rational codification. This means

of radicalism in Dora García’s Klau Mich

Paranoiac is an example in case. The sur-

of the theories of his time, discerning

an acknowledgement of the possibilities to

Show, a live broadcast comedy suffused

realists embraced Dalí’s method initially to

schizophrenia and paranoia, and it is strik-

be directly and spontaneously acquainted

with wry and dark humor. Or in Sam

help artists tap into their subconscious

ing how he molded his personal image to

with nature without interventions of our

Durant’s folly in the Auepark, a construc-

through systematic irrational thought and

these descriptions of the paranoiac. The

rational faculties. Adorno refers to the

tion consisting of different historical gal-

a self-induced paranoid state. By inducing

main difference with the psychiatric idea

“excess” in works of art, as something more

lows, morphed together as if only a number

this paranoid state one can forego one’s

of paranoia is that Dali’s surrealism uses it

than their mere materiality and exchange

of simple geometric structures. One expe-

previous notions, concepts, and under-

for aesthetic purposes. Paranoia appears as

value, as something which is akin to natural

rienced this (elegant) sculpture by walking

standing of the world and reality, in order

a freely floating output of fantasy, as delu-

things. This excess should therefore be able

around on its platforms, which at first sight

to view the world in new, different and

sion of association, across all diagnostic

to re-enchant the world through aesthetic

generated harmless but intense proximity,

more unique ways. Dalí, though not a true

values of healthy or sick. As such it out-

experience, which would at the same time

but which made us pull back the moment

paranoid was, according to his own sayings,

plays all rationality, and because of its

be a re-enchantment of lives and purposes.

we became conscious of its references.

able to simulate a paranoid state without

expansive tendency it also becomes a critic

the use of drugs, and upon his return to

of hardened habits and conventions, an

Some students of Adorno’s work have

Not a dialectic ‘other’ to Documenta’s

(page 102)
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anti-conservative element. In the poetical

1959

Because of its anti-psychiatric refer-

re-evaluation and aesthetization of psychi-

ences, I somehow wondered why this paint-

atric findings through surrealism, delusion

ing was not part of the section called The

Out of 508 applicants, 32 remain. The 32, in groups of six or seven, spend one week

deals with the repressed truth about this

Brain in the Fridericianum, but at the

at the Lovelace Clinic in Albuquerque, New Mexico, taking balance tests, cardio-

world. The paranoiac seen as the victim of

same time I realized it then would operate

logical tests, bicycle stress tests, ventilation tests, whole-body radiation tests.

his or her disease, and the circumstances

as an impropriety to the general utterance

Their organs are injected with chemicals and dyes, their inner ears are filled with

or conditions of the society in which he or

of the exhibition, because it invokes of

fluid, their bowels are emptied with enemas, their semen is sent for analysis. At the

she lives is turned into an aggressor of

course the notion of exploitation, which is

end of the week, one man is eliminated from the group on the basis of the tests; the

society, and his or her disease into sover-

fundamental to culture when it is defined

remainder is passed on to Wright Air Development Center in Ohio. There, the men

eign fantasy and argumentative power into

as the adaptation of the resources of the

live with two psychologists, Dr. George E. Ruff and Dr. Edwin Z. Levy, and take a

an almost ‘anti-psychiatric’ re-assessment

unconscious and the irrational towards

total of thirteen psychological exams: the Rorschach inkblot test, Thematic Apper-

of the notion of delusion.

human aesthetic ends.

ception Test, Draw-a-Person Test, sentence-completion test, Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory, Who Am I?, Gordon Personal Profile-Inventory, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, Shipley Personal Inventory, Outer-Inner Preferences,
Pensacola Z Scale, Officer Effectiveness Inventory, Peer Ratings. Another twelve
tests measure the candidates’ general aptitude and intelligence. Six more tests
expose the men to heat, pressure, isolation, acceleration, and noise. More men are
disqualified, and a fifth phase of tests follows. Having passed all medical and
endurance tests, the candidates who pass this final week are selected based on
their flying capabilities. On April 9, at a press conference in Washington, D.C.,
NASA administrator T. Keith Glennan introduces seven men as the nation’s first
“astronauts,” and from 1961 to 1963 they fly a total of fifty-three hours, fifty-five minutes, and twenty-seven seconds as part of Project Mercury.
Though the selection process’s thoroughness is unprecedented, testing and profiling aviators is not new. The practice begins in World War II, when a large influx
of candidates and the relatively high cost of training an aviator necessitate a more
rigorous selection process. All of this testing, however, only gives the military an
idea of a candidate’s future performance. The effectiveness of such measurements
is also tested. But what is not being measured in 1959—and what will continue to
be absent from NASA’s program—is a rigorous and constant study of the effect of
space travel on astronauts. Edgar Mitchell, the sixth man on the moon, worries
about the effects on future astronauts, especially when space travel becomes less
exclusive. He speaks of his experience of space flight: “Virtually all of the philosophies, ideas, scientific truth ... that were dear to me and were a part of my scientific
paradigm got tossed right up into the air and fell into a big heap like a bundle of
pick-up sticks.”
(page 104)
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The Great Khan

droning and syncopated rhythms adding up

Interview with Wael Shawky

Ma s cha Kuchejda

to ear-battering synthesizers and bass-

da n iel miller

lines, swapped with Arabian tar and bendir
noises, human echoes and chant, oscillating
between New Wave and Shaabi.
Ears still numb. Still wondering if I might

Khan mixes more than twelve audio lines

I am reading a book at the moment by Muhammed Asad. He claims: “What Occidentals

have gotten it wrong, this piece, the con-

live. He composes contours over layers of

feel about Islam today is rooted in impressions made during the Crusades.’’

cert, the entire thing. A loud song of

a ‘’Superstructure’’ he calls it. Looking

I don’t know where to start from. I... I lived in Mecca as a kid. Under Sadat there was an

Arabian sirens filling the air – locals and

around the audience is funny – seeing so

economic transformation in Egypt. Sadat opened the country to capitalism, and allowed

restaurant visitors of Berlin Mitte must

many different expressions on so many dif-

people to travel. And during this period of my early childhood, my family went to Saudi

have found themselves lulled and dazzled

ferent faces. After all, It must be said, it is

Arabia, which at this time was experiencing a very sharp modernization. It was really the

with this alien and magnetic sound. Visitors

not easy to let go and dance to something

moment of building Saudi Arabia. They needed a lot of educated people, especially from

of the venue surely expected nothing less

foreign and enthusing simultaneously. Try-

Egypt, doctors, engineers, and architects. I mention this because a really big event took

of Hassan Khan and had put a piece of

ing to solve the riddle is probably not an

place in Mecca when I was a kid, which I think is really affecting many things that I am

napkin into their ears. In foresight they

easy undertaking, but maybe the solution

doing. It was an attack that happened on the Masjid-al-Haram in 1979, when a man called

could see him move behind his ten thou-

simply lies in a mental, dancing twist.

Juhayman al-Otaybi came with over four hundred Bedouins, and went to the Masjid-al-

sand buttons and control knobs.
His music is archaic [is this this the right

Haram, and they closed the doors, and they started to kill people. I also remember very

I remember he once mentioned in an
interview that he is not particularly inter-

strongly the killing of Sadat in 1981. I was a kid, watching TV when Sadat was killed by

word?]: something that makes you move,

ested in political interpretations of his

Islambouli. So I think a lot of this work is connected to this violence in my childhood.

even though there is no standard rhythm.

work. It seemed more important to him

The medley starts with hypnotic strings,

to explore a social field...

In the Cabaret Crusades...
Of course. And it also started with this speech by Pope Urban II. There are different versions of this speech, this extremely important historical speech that led to two hundred
years of Crusades. At first I was primarily interested in this idea as part of a criticism of
how we write history. And I was fascinated by this book by Amir Malouf. The Crusade
Through Arab Eyes. I noticed that Amir Malouf uses the exact same references as other
scholars, the same references exactly, but the results are different. For example, take Imad
ad-Din Zengi. Imad ad-Din Zengi is an extremely important hero, one of the most important in this whole Arab history. But his death came was when he was drunk in his tent. He
was drinking heavily and a slave came to try to take the drink away from him, and Imad
ad-Din threatened him, and the slave was afraid. So he waited until Imad ad-Din Zengi fell
asleep, and then he killed him. If you read all the Sunni scholars, specifically the Sunni
scholars, they will never, it is impossible of course... they will never mention he was drunk,
because this is Muhajeed. Also, there is almost no mention for Hassan i-Sabbah in these
writings. And simply because Hassan i-Sabbah is an incredible Shia leader.
(page 106)
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Where did you get the idea for the marionettes?
Again, it started with the speech by Pope Urban II. I was fascinated by it, and I started to
read more. There was this person named Peter the Hermit, who was going around Europe

on a donkey to deliver this speech. It was incredible to me, that in this way, it was possible

You describe yourself as a religious person. But you don’t feel the Muslim Brothers have

in the end to send a million people to Jerusalem. People who only finally reached Jerusalem

anything to do with that?

four years after the speech. Around half of them died on trip. And the idea of the mario-

I never followed them, I never believed in them. They are just politicians, using religion for

nette came from this – from studying all these texts, and this history...

political reasons. They have nothing to do with anything. I have more respect for Salafis,
actually. At least they have clear principles.

It made me think of the idea of being a puppet of history...
I heard the best the way to insult Muslim Brothers is to say the word brother, تخا, like a

Again, I think a lot of this work is connected to this violence in my childhood. But there

spitting sound, طخخخخا، when they walk past, like you are spitting. For Communists, you use

are also other reasons; because these forms of storytelling do not have the usual cliches

the word  مكرbut you really roll the r, مر, like you a braying donkey. So you could have these

of dramas...

encounters, and they were like مر, خخخخا، مر,  طخخخخا...
I notice almost every scene in the film ends with someone saying “Kill them all!’’

I have never heard these things before. This is the first time ever I hear this. But anyway I

Yes... I did not intend it to make it as a parallel to what is happening today. This just hap-

think it is better to have someone like Morsi. It is better than having these people for years

pened coincidentally. The first part was just the first four years of the Crusades, from 1095

and years, and you cannot get rid of them.

to 1099. The second part concerns the period between the First Crusade and the Second
Crusade, when the Crusaders are already in the Middle East. This film shows the relation-

Where do you find inspiration as a religious person?

ships between the Arab leaders, with each other, and the Crusaders. The third part will

A lot of my work is about the Koran. The Cave, for example, where I walk in a supermarket,

start when Nuradin Zangi becomes the leader. Nuradin Zangi was this extremely powerful

and I recite a whole chapter of the Koran from memory. I also am interested in the schol-

Sunni leader, who sent Saladin to Egypt, which at that time was Fatimid, and made it

arly practice of trying to follow all the sources of each Hadith, each saying from the

Sunni, and who started to really fight Hassan Sabbah, or rather the followers of Hassan

prophet Muhammed. One of the most important scholars of this today is Abu Ishaq Al

Sabbah. So political power will move from Syria to Cairo. It will be called The Secrets of

Heweny. He is really a superstar. To the extent that it is problematic to say his name,

Karbala.

actually...

The second film is confusing... because there is so much conflict... between everyone..

I am very interested in heresies...

I know. I am not expecting that everyone will go out of this movie knowing what the

I am certain that we were not born just to live this life. But you should see my new film.

facts are.

It recounts an experience which I had ten years ago, when I was searching to see if there
is anything called metaphysics, or whether this is just an illusion. And I started going

When will you make the third film?

through a lot of things, people claiming they can see through walls, or heal people, and

I hope no later than June 2013 to start. It may take a year, at least.

ideas of supernatural powers. And.... you have seen the film The Exorcist? Well, it so happened that you had the same exact example happening in Egypt. There was this twelve

Did you vote for Morsi?

year old girl, and she was haunted by a man. And she was speaking in the voice of an adult.

No, of course not.

And the shaman of the village, who was supposed to be my friend, was trying to heal her.
Instead, of course, of using the Cross, he was using the Qu’ran. But otherwise it was

Of course not?

exactly the same process. And I did not think about this when I was making the film, but

Of course. But not for Shafiq either. We couldn’t vote for anyone. But I was happier to have

after it was finished, I realized that this girl was the reason for subsequent haunting or

Morsi. When the election happened, the media tried to convince us that Shafiq was the

hypnotized figures. So this film is about how people are using a metaphysical system in
order to reach a materialist system. They are using Qu’ran, magic, any, higher level

winner, and everyone was ready to go to Tahrir Square, if they brought Shafiq. But I think
they were also wise.
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unreachable system in order for them to reach the gold...

1962
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accompany me to Rotterdam, and I accept

Bitsy K nox

of course. Hugo has just come from a tor-

On May 24, Project Mercury’s Aurora 7, piloted by Scott Carpenter, loses too much

rid love affair in Bamberg with a woman

fuel and dangerously overshoots its landing. A working paper published by the

who took him down a river on a mattress

United States Air Force claims that Carpenter spent the extra fuel taking unauthor-

with a bag of cigarettes. She wailed LEAVE
August 17-infinity

ized pictures of a sunset.

ME!!! in a provincial train station to the
horror of local spectators.

What the fuck am I doing in Monchengladbach? I’m eating a bagel with chicken and

forest locations. Hugo and I discover that

barbeque sauce. A woman paints her nails

we have a mutual friend named Chris

black next to me and the smell makes my

Baronavski. ‘I am in his werewolf film’, I

bagel taste like all-purpose cleaner. I was

cry,’ I’m the woman sticking her head in

supposed to go to Viersen, which would

the oven’. Hugo also made love to someone

take me to Venlo, which would take me to

I know. We relish in Universal smallness.

Maastricht, which would take me to Liège,
and at some point get back to Brussels, but
clearly none of this has worked out.
A train conductor between Essen and

(page 111)

Cops swarm the car. They’ll never recognize me. It’s not me they’re looking for.
It’s August 19th by the time we arrive in
Rotterdam. I still have a ration of blueber-

Dusseldorf tells me that I have to take a

ries and eat those on the tram on the way

train to Venlo at 11:23pm, but he describes it

to Catarina de Oliveira’s house. They are

as line 23. I’ve been out looking for platform

swollen from the heat, fruit flies loom mor-

23 but I swear it doesn’t exist.

bidly.

A train arrives, but it’s not a train, it’s

(page 110)

The inter-European metro stops at nine

I will never see Brussels again and accli-

some sort of inter-European metro system.

matize myself to a new life living in a 1 x 2

I hadn’t noticed that we are underground.

metre glass box made for waiting for buses,

It is pitch black. I meet a man named Hugo

or smoking in winter. I blame the Vilnius

who is going to Venlo too. He offers to

Sling.

ANNE DAEMS
& kenneth
andrew
mroczek

T ino
S ehgal
A red can of Coca Cola is drifting along the bankside of the
River Thames, a piece of waste drifting endlessly, a leftover
from industrialization.
The Thames rises in a field known as Trewsbury Mead and is
guarded by an ash tree. Focusing on what happens when nothing
happens, Anne Daems and Kenneth Andrew Mroczek travelled
along the Thames in the Spring of 2012. They passed idealized
images of English life: thatched cottages, village greens, duckponds
and hedged fields, they saw the river as a source of daily english
life. Like Joseph Conrad in the 19th century they looked at the foreboding side of this fascinating river. Conrad had a working knowledge of the river, for him the river was also the guardian of older
secrets on which stood the ‘largest city on the face of the earth’.
Today, along the bankside of the Thames stands Tate Modern,
based in the former Bankside Power Station. ‘These Associations’,
a work made by Tino Sehgal for the Turbine Hall addresses the
industrialization that finds its origins in this river. Participants
hum and whisper, almost chant-like, words like ‘electricity’ or
‘evolution’. By means of conversations they have with visitors,
they try to reconnect our souls.

Do you not think so far ahead? An endless cycle: Feedback loops.

galoshes once again; our socks are wet and leather souls unbound due to their moisture-

ken n eth a ndrew mroc zek

weakened threads.
And she doesn’t know what got into him today; maybe it is the effects of the clouds or
is it the silent aerosol sprays dusting our internal and external movements?
Abingdon. As one is independent, one can rent a boat, but not for these days as the

From Here to There and Back Again

river runs high and the liability also [too? Also has a slightly jarring tone here]; but still
a seasoned kayaker finds humor in this cautionary advice and places his inflatable kayak

Going along the Thames, up the Thames, down the Thames, over the Thames, on the

into the river, paddles off and calls back to the boat-house keeper, “this is nothing but a

Thames, floating freely, regulated by locks and delivered through PVC aluminum-lined

silent stream”.

piping, placed in favor to lead.

The pub’s oak timbers are well seasoned and have stood in their place for a good eight

Start to Finish, Finish to Start, End Points. But why that logic? An endless cycle, but

hundred years now. As once remembered, we find out that they no longer brew their own

we walk lightly, stopping here and there, raining and shining, the sources bubble and the

beer served at cellar temperature, while the food is overly salted and deemed un-edible,

water feels fresh but not cold, but cold and refreshing; the colder the water the stronger

which is now delivered by its new parent-company.

the health. To control a source, divided by borders, the river defines its own with endless

But not every place is public; as we know, most of what we touch is private, the place of

imaginary pools bubbling up and rain falling down; seasonal springs met by rubber boots.

a fence, a place of a border, but for nature, which we are not included in, it crosses these

As what is synthetic is inherently natural; by-products re-capitulating and poisoning;

borders freely.

within the subdued logic of a social program where does the fluoridation / chlorination

To be born into domesticity and released into the wild to secure life, perched upon the

process begin?

fence looking out, the cat sits with squinted eyes and marks of survival.

The approximation of the past to be restored to an exacting standard, a temporary

Met by an invasive overtaking our eyes follow the Ivy’s path, which climbs up and along

monument highlighted by neon-mesh stretched over scaffolding.

to eventually suffocate the once regarded specimens of a manicured arboretum. A re-

Developments and the curse for a standard, the enduring effects of a garden city; a

minder of life itself.

shared roof, housing differing facades looking out onto the ritual effect of the cutting of

The river as an energy source, but its power is not enough. The valley is haunted by the

willows; an allowance for new growth to reinforce an age old border; flood plains and

looming smoking stacks of Didcot feeding the national power grid, reminding us of the

fertility, signs of life set aside for a nature reserve.

valued measure of candlelight.

A place to recreate, to glide along, criss-crossing back and forth once again, from side

Traveling down stream on our way back to the continent we stop off at Gravesend and

to side.

look across the river towards Tilbury Power Station. As our curiosity propels our move-

Noticed along the banks of the river are Hops, Comfrey, Burdock, Cow Slip, Borage,

ments, we want to cross the river to visit Stanford-Le-Hope where Joseph Conrad once

Willow, Horse Chestnut, Irises, Wild Oregano, Marsh Mint, and Apple Blossoms.

took up residence while tracking the arrival of colonial cargo ships that satiated the desires

Occasionally a Swan and her Cygnets are spotted, waiting to be upped and thereby

of this everlasting empire. Arriving back on the island, we start where we left off and try

becoming the inherent property of the royal family.

to find his home, but to our dismay and after much deliberation with the local librarians

A seasonal side, a temporary dwelling, water rots, relapsed and relaxed. What is left in

we learn that his house was demolished and its existence left unmarked.

stasis by an individual is animated and assimilated back into nature’s process to now exist

In the village of Burcote, we sit and sleep in an old school house, doubly used as a

as scaffolding for Blackberries. A seasonal picker stops by to gather ingredients to make

church, (though according to local history never consecrated). Executed in a neo-gothic

a crumble.

style, the structure is solid, built to the design of Sir George Gilbert Scott in 1869, just fur-

The streets of Oxford are softened by the collegiate sounds of patent leather shoes with

ther upstream sits the another work of the architect, a bridge executed in the same red

leather souls. Marred by meat specials under the covered market, who knew 99 pence
could bring home so much bacon; while a market imposes scarcity; meat rots and the

brick with jutting triangular nooks. Further down stream sits the decommissioned Bank(page 126)

(page 127)

side Power Station, designed by his grandson, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, which is now home

reduction of abundance is a must. A bucolic walk, because we must have the illusion of

to – like a number of other re-purposed industrial buildings – an arts institution, this one

the countryside encircled by the city. It has started to rain and we have forgotten our

being the Tate Modern.

Women & Water

woman and wrong if you do not, but more

Kassel I received this letter from a woman

had to become 50 years old to get to know

Chri s tine Borch

to bring attention to, in my opinion, a

who participated in one of the workshops:

this. I am a bit cross with.... I don’t know –

The picture of having you ejaculating

society / Christianity / Patriarchy – that I

neglected fountain of inspiration.
There is an old relationship between

next to me stayed with me the days after,

haven’t known this all my life – it is fucking

women and water. In the Taoist tradition,

while I was hiking. When I returned home

politically that I don’t!!! It is fucking politi-

I have spent this summer working at

they speak of The Third Water; in ancient

I had a beautiful session with my partner

cally WE don’t!!! But I am glad I know

dOCUMENTA (13) as a dancer, singer, per-

India The Nectar Of The Gods; in ancient

and with that picture and experience of

now!!!

former, interpreter, player (or what ever we

Greece they named it Liquor Vitae. All

watching you I started to ejaculate so

decide to call it) in the piece This Variation

of these refer to what we today mostly

much, so far, so tremendously ... we were

myself and I can use it now in our sex plays

by Tino Sehgal. There are many stories to

describe as Female Ejaculation. To ejaculate

both shocked and I was laughing and

and it is so great and so much fun and so

share from this experience, however on an

is anatomically possible for all women – as

streaming at the same time.

deep and I THANK you so much.

intimate request from the editors of this

it is for all men. Despite this, there is an

magazine I will instead be sharing another

enormously huge difference between gen-

less luck, then again with my partner what

a summer as well as many artistic ways to

story from another of today’s endless possi-

ders in who chooses to use this ability, in

worked perfectly and then we had a long

spread Good Vibrations. I will be singing in

bilities in which one can earn an income.

who is aware of this ability, but most of all

play-around with a new toy, a whip, and I

This Variation until finally all the lights of

While audiences have been arting out in

in who allows themselves to make use of

was totally aroused/excited and had to

dOCUMENTA (13) switches off – not just

Kassel I have spent part of my time travel-

this ability.

urinate (??!) and suddenly I realized that I

in the space of Tino Sehgal.

ling around Europe, partially to perform

The next days I tried to do it myself with

The last days I managed to ejaculate by

So there are many surreal ways to spend

had ejaculated into the toilet and not just

As an artist I am fascinated with various

my own solo dances and CHASTITY con-

processes of embodied knowledge, how to

now but for many, many years… many, many

certs, but also to teach workshops on

make conscious use of the energies flowing

times ...

Female Ejaculation at Xplore, a festival on

in the body as well as expressions of female

the art of lust founded by Berlin based

empowerment. Why did we forget about

am an educated, free and “modern” woman

www.myspace.com/chastitythesinger

choreographer Felix Ruckert.

female ejaculation and how can we support

and now I think how this can happen that I

www.xplore-berlin.de

These workshops are aimed at acknowl-

I just can’t believe it!!! I always thought I

the process of making the body remember

edging and exploring the female prostate,

this life-affirming ability? Joseph Beuys

in particular the G-spot area, to re-awaken

once mentioned that you should only work

and stimulate the flow of female ejaculate.

when your work starts revolutions. In my

By using my knowledge from various

opinion engaging in explorations like these

somatic bodywork practices and of course

definitely has this potential. So, in many

from my own embodied experience, I

ways this writing is also meant as an invita-

engage in a holistic, creative and intimate

tion to come and let go. Let it flow!

process with the participants in order to

As the visitors of This Variation are

increase the number of women who have

being told inside the darkness: the income

had an experience of feeling a stream of

men (and women) derive from producing

warm liquids pumping out from a place

things of slight consequence is of great

deep inside of them, and the healing, relax-

consequence. What is of particularly great

ing and joyful body state that arrives as a

consequence to me is when the conse-

result of this activity. It is not my intention

quences of the work I generate are con-

to state that it is right to ejaculate as a

firmed, like when after having returned to

(page 140)
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For further info please visit
www.christineborch.com

Norman Teague who develops natural accessories from

The Plank (2012), an economically/aesthetically performative bow tie composed of chance encounters, material

scrap materials in the Chicago studio has collaborate with

recycled from the Hugenottenhaus in Kassel and fabric from a skirt originally belonging to a Tino Sehgal interpreter,

Anna Kovelia hand sewn by designer/photographer and

commercial website (www.plank22b.com) modified photograph, descriptive caption. Held in TSCOO Collection,

Irena Tomazin (beautiful dancer from Tino Sehgal’s troup

Fogo Island, Newfoundland.

at Doc 13) who gladly gave up a piece of her wonderful skirt
to help develop the first Hugenot Plank. The mediums for
this plank involves wallpaper from the interior room wall
and the wood is from a door on the 3rd floor and fabric
from the dress of Irena Tomazin.

(page 142)
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Just One More Thing

1989

Camilla W ills

Mike: Hi no worries at all. I know his
work quite well, and my friend Raj (who
I mentioned on Sunday) was one of the

Tourists at Santa Croce Basilica don’t spend much time with the Volterrano and the

‘people’ in his piece at the ICA six or seven

Bronzino this year. More likely they visit the Giottos, an artist Stendhal doesn’t
mention in his diary or guidebook. In this year, Giotto is Santa Croce’s main attrac-

Hi Rehana, do you know anything about

tion (many English-language books devoted to the site don’t include reproductions

Tino Sehgal? I’m compiling some responses

of the Bronzino or the Volterrano). But more changes than painters’ popularities: by

to his current Turbine Hall performance or

visiting Florence in 1811, Stendhal becomes a member of an elite; were he to have

any other piece of work of his you’ve seen,

come in 1989, he would have been one of six million visitors. Rome, Naples and

actually any information you know about

Florence, a chronicle of Italian life and culture, also inadvertently depicts the tour-

him. A Prior is short of words –
Rehana: I don’t know much am afraid,

ist industry’s infancy. Two hundred years later, tourism has grown barnacled with

years ago, I could drop him a line.
That would be great if you could drop
Raj a line.
Jane: I don’t really get why you are doing
this.
Amy: I was at Tate for a youth project,
and in comparison Sehgal’s performance

mini-industries: academics study tourism’s economics, urban planners harness its

other than what Claire Bishop wrote in

felt self-conscious, like art. The performers

“regenerative” powers, restorators polish its monuments, and mental-health pro-

that Double Agent text: No photographs

didn’t speak to me but someone said that

fessionals study its disorienting effects. One such professional is the chief psychia-

of the pieces may be taken or reproduced;

one of them said something to them. In

trist at the Santa Maria Nuova Hospital in Florence, Dr. Graziella Magherini. In

no catalogues or press releases may be

parts it was like a movement class, actually

1989, Dr. Magherini publishes La Sindrome di Stendhal, a book devoted not to the

printed; and no paperwork may accompany

it felt really body/movement, kind of follow

writer, but to the millions of tourists who engorge Florence’s galleries. As observed

the buying and selling of a piece (which

me follow me. It reminded me of this move-

by Dr. Magherini, Stendhal’s palpitations prefigure the psychological experiences

must be done by oral contract in the pres-

ment and trust class I once went to –

of some of these tourists—especially, as she puts it, the most “sensitive” of them.

ence of a notary and, often, the artist him-

For therapy?

In 1989, a few hundred may have palpitations like Stendhal’s, but they might also

self). Thus Sehgal extends the late-’60s

Amy: No it was for work!

undergo hallucinations and nervous breakdowns and deliria. For Dr. Magherini, all

logic of the dematerialized art object to the

of this emotional decay is a product not so much of travel’s physical hardships, but

work’s certification and circulation as well.

of cultural saturation—tourists are looking at too much art, for too long, and of too

The weakest link in this conceptual fortress

great a quality. The book, another kind of encyclopedia of madness, contains 107

would seem to be the critic who commits

the middle of moving back to London.

cases of visitors buckling under Florentine aestheticism. In it, a Stendhalian suf-

the work to paper.

I remember going to his ICA show just

Jane: Erm weird one! Um I don’t know so

ferer speaks the following sentence: “It seemed to me that they were writing about

Did you get a chance to ask Raj for his
thoughts yet, Mike?
Oliver: Sorry for my slow reply, I’m in

about, but thats about it. He had that piece

me in the newspaper, they were talking about me on the radio, and they were fol-

much about him but I know a girl called

at Tate Britain which was also at the Venice

lowing me in the streets.”

Anna White who I did foundation with has

Biennale where the guards were actually

written ‘extensively’ about him. Do you

singers who sang ‘you know you all know

want her email address? x

this is propaganda.’ I really remember that

(page 144)
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Jane: Oh I saw his show at ICA.

clearly which is strange. And its quite

What happened there?

funny I guess, as you’re in the mist of this

Jane: I’m staying with my mum now and

strange curated exhibition in Venice and it

have phone reception! There were some

all turns reflexive, thats like proper propa-

kids taking us round and I remember being

ganda. I think it was better at Tate Britain

a bit charmed, and then the kids seemed

because as I remember it, it happened (the

quite precocious, maybe actors. Probably

singing) when I was looking at a Richard

Oliver would remember, you could email

Dadd painting, maybe it was ‘The Fairy

him?

Feller’s Master-Stroke’ and I thought that

correlation worked a lot better.
(Kassel)

didn’t get the job, they are paid well too,

‘George: This is like California, I don’t

about £9 an hour. But I’m assuming it’s not

want to come into the Kate Bush room.

about strict rehearsals, its more improvised

What? How will I find you if you don’t
come in with me?

Anything from Raj yet Mike?
Mike: Yes, could you give him some more

Mike: From what I remember it was hard
work and there were kids involved.

guidance?
Raj: Hi Mike, I’m not sure what kind of
comment she requires. Can you ask her to
email me what she has written so far? I’ll

Is that what Raj said?

add something once I get a sense of the

Mike: No! That’s what I remember Raj

kind of piece she is writing.

saying at the time!

Raj: Did you see This Progress? If you

Oh. What I’ve got so far is so bitty, I

didn’t, the piece involved audience interac-

really feel if I could just get hold of Raj...

tion with 4 people who represented 4 gen-

Toby: It was ticketed; you had to queue

erations. It involved visitors walking and

for a ticket, although the tickets were free

talking with an infant, and then a teenager

which makes sense. In the queue these kids

and then someone middle aged and finally

came up and were pulling on your trousers

someone in old age. The piece took place in

legs saying ‘Will you talk to us... come and

the ‘white’ gallery spaces of the ICA and in

talk to us?’

the walking spaces between galleries. The

Phoebe: By the way, there is so much

(page 147)

Can you forward me her email address?

You don’t have credit so you can’t pick up
But you can’t text back, please...’

(page 146)

than that.

George: Call me
George: I can read texts

Guggenheim Kassel

I know that loads of people auditioned and

idea of age progression was built into the

more going on than that. The first time I

piece, it wasn’t just about representing

saw it I was walking into Tate Modern alone

progress in age, it was an exploration of

to meet some friends. It was really busy

the concept of progress more generally

and I came in down the tilted ramp, it was

through dialogue with people of different

full of people coming to Tate after work on

generations. Visitors to the piece had to ex-

a Friday night, I stopped at the bottom

press and reflect upon the idea of progress

where you get the tickets and noticed that

in their 4 conversations, and the work

part of the crowd had continued on walk-

emerged through this experience. I hope

ing away from me, spread out, they were

this helps! I haven’t seen Tino’s new piece

walking alone looking straight ahead, it was

at the Tate Modern yet. I suggested to Mike

like a wave passing over me without me

that we should organise a visit. Do you want

realising. I know someone who is perform-

to join us? Perhaps the week after next?

ing, they say Tino is there a lot, maybe
everyday, watching and instructing them,
apparently she was told off the other day!

The Missing Page 438, by Virginie Bobin and Nicolas Couturier, with Julia Kläring (transl.)

Documenta Diary

against, near, or passing by, you can mostly

didn’t dominate the affective – and the

perpetual gust of air passing thorough a

A n dro s Z i ns Brown

leave the primary tool we use for experi-

material seemed equally valued to the

museum, an hour under deep hypnosis. If

encing art objects – vision – at the door.

experiential. Works about politics were

something as superfluous and necessary to

beside works which – however abstractly

our society as having a 100 day art exhibi-

misquote him liberally and probably poorly

and even absurdly – did politics (I think

tion every five years should afford us any-

Five years ago, a friend of mine and I

from memory): “dOCUMENTA is so much

most immediately of two projects in the

thing, this year made me think it shouldn’t

rented a car and drove from Brussels to

about critical distance, about the position

park in which plant life and a host of other

be to try to cram the other 4 years and

Kassel. On the way, we filled the diesel

of the viewer communicating with an art-

forms of life, including weeds and bacteria,

265 days into 100, but instead to allow us

car with regular gas, broke the damned

work with a critical distance, and with art

are provided places to co-exist).

to imagine what a society could be if we

thing, got towed, got a new car, got lost

that has been assembled for us to be able

and finally arrived a day later to dOCU-

to stand back and look at it and reflect on

that I don’t remember a thing (although

MENTA (12). We tried to cram everything

where we are as a society now. I want to

I was told I was constantly shaking and

into the remaining day we had left, but it

get rid of this distance, to literally get rid

making movements throughout the hour-

already felt like dOCUMENTA (12) had

of the light that allows for this enlightened

long session, a fact which earned me the

tried to cram the last five years into a

perspective”.

nickname Figgity Phil), I saw a performance

Tino remarked in a rehearsal once (and I

hundred days. I remember feeling more ex-

This year I was hypnotized so thoroughly

with mentally ill performers, a film with

Tino often explained that the piece was

hausted trying to see and reflect on every-

about creating vibes for the visitors. I won-

mentally ill actors, and a public stage made

thing than I’d been trying to get there.

dered at the time what had happened since

of teenagers hanging outside of a shopping

This year I came by train and had almost

the word vibes went extinct for it to have

mall to a soundtrack of silent-film era per-

half of the summer to visit everything. I

acquired such a dedicated meaning. Who

sonas acting out the act of thinking. I saw

arrived as a participant, performing in Tino

could have thought, back in the 1960s, to

and participated in a sculpture/perform-

Sehgal’s This Variation. If you haven’t seen

commit 60 dancers, endless rehearsal

ance/game show involving a pseudo-new

This Variation, I can tell you that there

hours, a more than significant budget, and

age rubric of nonsensical terms and a lexi-

isn’t much to see. This was the case not

10 hours a day for 100 days to producing

con of holistically incarnated speech acts,

only with this work but with plenty of the

vibes. Such a lofty goal and a commitment

and several works which I wasn’t sure were

works which I experienced, and I would put

to achieving it, didnt seem out of place this

works, including a gust of air that is still

some emphasis on that word, during this

year, though. Indeed it turned out that

one of my all-time most memorable art

year’s edition.

producing vibes was much harder than

experiences. If these weren’t all somehow

it sounded.

revisions of what it might mean to see and

Whereas five years ago I encountered
a curatorial proposal that was highly con-

This is not to belittle or ignore some of

think, then I suppose I was still using my

sistent and acutely intent on providing

the excellent work that dealt directly with

head too much. And then of course let’s

perspectives on where we were socially,

the most troubling predicaments of our

not forget the dark.

culturally, and politically at that moment,

global society this year. Indeed, dOCU-

this year I seemed to encounter the ques-

MENTA (13) didn’t seem to ignore works

an artwork that no one can see? I would

tion again and again: where could we be if

who addressed these issues any more than

say that the dark is only one way in which

we weren’t here at dOCUMENTA?

five years ago. But it did seem to level

Because what does it mean to propose

to express the unseen. To see is to translate

To start with Tino’s contribution, when

works who addressed the all-too-real with

you arrive in this dark room, hearing voices,

works who attempted to propose encoun-

that which we can’t see- bacteria amongst

faintly seeing, but mostly feeling bodies

ters with the totally unreal – the discursive

plants, a dark space full of bodies, a

(page 150)
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into language, but what do we do with

weren’t there trying to see art.

The Dead Author Is Dead, Long Live Storytelling-ness!

2004

a n dros zins brow n

The article is about a Japanese man who locks himself in a Paris hotel room. It says
the man works in the cosmetic industry before moving to Rheims, France, to study
fine art. The article describes how he leaves art school and moves to a hotel near
“The art of storytelling is reaching its end because the epic
side of truth, wisdom, is dying out. This, however, is a process
that has been going on for a long time. And nothing would be
more fatuous than to want to see in it merely a “symptom of
decay,” let alone a “modern” symptom. It is, rather, only a concomitant symptom of the secular productive forces of history,
a concomitant that has quite gradually removed narrative from
the realm of living speech and at the same time is making it
possible to see a new beauty in what is vanishing.”

Gare du Nord. After the move to the hotel, the young man experiences paranoia
with auditory hallucinations. The hotel manager, noticing the young man’s instability, refers him to the Japanese Embassy. The hotel manager is not quoted in the
article. Soon thereafter, the young man is repatriated. One of the authors of the article—Doctor Hiroaki Ota of Saint Anne’s Hospital, Paris—most likely sees the man
before the repatriation. “Sees” here means “cares for,” which means also “psychiatrically evaluates.” In addition to the article, Dr. Ota is the author of Paris Syndrome,
a book published in Japan in 1994. Ota’s book, not yet translated into English or

—Walter Benjamin, The Storyteller, 1936

French, is about the psychological hardships of Japanese tourists in Paris. The
book is part of a larger thesis developed by Dr. Ota: a significant number of Japanese travelers in France experience mental breakdowns owing to strong differ-

Walter Benjamin has usually been a frustrating read. He seems to speak from the grave

ences between the two cultures. In the ten years since the book’s publication, the

only when he wants to say, “I told you so,” and then to leave the consequences of his

term will find its way into many news articles worldwide, articles that are mostly

prophecies up to mystery. What’s the use, I might ask him if I ever make it Up There, in

sensational, “strange but true” news—i.e., non-news. In 2004, the previously men-

being able to tell the future up to the point where its only the present for those reading it?

tioned article appears in a French psychiatric journal, Nervure: Journal de Psychia-

I’m humbled by his indelible prescience, but either I should have started reading Benjamin

trie. In addition to Dr. Ota, the article has four other authors: Annie Viala, Marie-

at the age of about two, or I have to accept that from the grave he speaks truth to post-

Noëlle Vacheron, Pascal Martin, and François Caroli. In a logical and obvious

modernism. For those of us looking to Benjamin’s writings for answers after that, we can

distinction, they identify two types of Paris syndrome, the first more or less a pre-

either invest in a séance with our local psychic or else follow some of the more enigmatic

existing condition, the second brought on by traveling to Paris. The young man in

lines of his thought off the cliff where they drop into oblivion.

the hotel room is presented as a victim of the latter. The article claims that many

“And at the same time is making it possible to see a new beauty in what is vanishing.”

Japanese in this second group, by going to Paris, are looking for an “ideal else-

And what might this “new beauty” be?... Shaking Benjamin by the thick of his mous-

where.” They, the people in this second group, are disappointed by Paris—the

tache, I’m eager for him to explain why it is that storytelling, dead longer than he, might

service, the need to express one’s emotions openly, the dirt, the decay—things that

have – of late – come back to life? And if indeed it was already death-bound over seventy

are so extremely disappointing to them that this disappointment may lead, in rare

years ago, what might we consider to be the new art of storytelling that’s now emerging?

instances, to psychosis.

His face is cold and silent. Moustached and bespectacled with a faint, distanced smile, he
doesn’t utter a word. I wait in vain and watch his silence dance around me. It’s difficult like
this to tell if he really did overdose on morphine, or if he’s just finished taking another
handful. I check. Indeed, he’s dead. Let the story begin.
For Benjamin, the art of storytelling was inextricably, and ironically – given the circumstances surrounding his own demise – linked to death. It was the event of death which
brought a community together to discuss the life that was deceased and to try to make
(page 152)

(page 153)

some sense and meaning out of it. Death in modern times, according to Benjamin, had
become hidden from public view as it withdrew from being a community to a private
event. The disappearance of relating one’s responses and reflections to such an event is

what Benjamin faults as one of the main reasons for the decline in storytelling. To replace

in solitude and for being there whenever we want to engage in the strange social practice

this loss, Benjamin argues that the novel allowed modern readers to privatize the experi-

of communicating alone.
It’s not the novel, not even the story itself that Benjamin is concerned with, it’s the act

ence of confronting death and to ponder the meanings of one’s own life without relating

of storytelling.

these reflections immediately to others. Benjamin drew a sharp line between authors who

A novel is told by an author, but a story is told by an audience. The storyteller is a wit-

wrote novels, and authors who told stories – this had nothing to do per se with the written
versus the oral tradition, but rather with the degree to which narrative became more or

ness, an audience who becomes an actor for another audience who will in turn become an

less objective. A story, as opposed to a novel and indeed to information, resisted becoming

actor when they re-tell the story. The novel remains within the confines of the book, and

objective, and required a community in order to compose, remember, interpret and recom-

returns to us each day in its materiality, and even if it evokes new thoughts – it will, in

pose its ever-changing materiality.

itself, always be the same. But the story’s materiality exists only when it is retold, its form
is fundamentally transformed each time it is told, often by those who weren’t there to see

Clasping his hands, boney and bone cold, I ask what story we would have to tell after his
death. To no response at all, I begin amusing myself with a murder mystery, a murder likely

the event first-hand, and often better so. A story, unlike a novel, cannot help but be a

brought by his own, then very much alive, two hands. Handfuls of morphine and a missing

version. The novel might have many narrators, but it only has one author, and the book

black briefcase, a missing grave or a fake grave with his name written on it. ‘W. Benjamin’

only one form. The story has no author, only participants, and its form is rather nebulous –

scrawled by hand, but by who’s hand we will never know, certainly not by the hand of the

more like a structure asking again and again to be made relevant. The author of story-

body who was anyways not lying underneath the forged gravestone.¹ Or perhaps he had

telling isn’t an author because he simply can’t tell you how the story ends.
A story doesn’t attempt to preserve an event, rather it folds the act of telling into the

written that gravestone himself, skipped town and was Elvis, Jimmy Hoffa, Tupac-likeamongst the living. Given the uncertainty among the many accounts (Benjamin never held

event itself; it asks for memory and for embellishment, and for the re-invention and dis-

‘the news’ in very high regards anyways) around his death, I suppose the story to be told

integration of its surfaces over time. It is fully enriched and renewed, only becoming itself

should be the one about the Death Of The Author. I heard that one in college. Its the one

by the forgeries of its own proliferation. Storytelling is not the artifact which remains after

where the only authority left to certify against forgeries, and missing facts, fraudulent

the event, but the communication of what can only resist ever becoming an artifact. Some

copies, misdeeds of truth, and true deeds of misinterpretation, is utterly lifeless, cold, hard,

works of art resemble novels, others resist the novel and become acts of storytelling.

silent and certifiably finito. The author is dead, let the story begin again.
***

The Death of The Author,² at least as it was told to me, was a tale of doubles and simulacra – of signs and the economy of signifiers – encircling the authentic and the inauthentic alike. It was a story by an author who’d left an answering machine message asking for

In a barely lit room in the Huguenot House, a group of fifteen or so performers collaborate

the reader to make up his own tale, for wasn’t the reader in fact the author, or could we,

in song, dance, and telling stories. It is not the stories that are told, however, which make

the reader (or the author, depending on how you looked at it, and was there ever an end to

This Variation (2012) by Tino Sehgal a work of storytelling. We could rather call it a work of

how many ways in fact you could?) weak and preconditioned and beaten into doubt and

storytelling-ness. It’s not the form or content, nor the presence of stories themselves, but

apprehension at the very presence of anything claiming itself to be true, how, we were

the attitude, the approach of the work that resembles storytelling. The visitors hardly see

invited to ask ourselves, could we really ever know... ? The tale told about a world without

the work, but immersively feel it. To see the work might be to read it, but storytelling-ness

essence, only meanings, meanings let loose to roam the desert and run into one another,

should in one way or another try to resist the perspective of reading.
The performers in This Variation move in unison, sometimes wandering off on emer-

copulate like neon bunny rabbits and then… Benjamin stops the story here. I’m sure I can
feel the outline of his hollow hands twitch, his old, nostalgic soul falter, and I’m sure it

gent tangents of their own. They create everything from intersecting, abstract lines of

wasn’t the story he had wanted to hear. It turns out Benjamin doesn’t care much for the

sound to cohesive, bumping techno tracks spanning the history of electronic music from

story about the death of the author. Even if an author multiplies himself and complexifies

The Beach Boys to Justice. They discuss economy (“The income men derive from producing things of slight consequence, is of great consequence”, “in a society where virtuosity

his voice into many, he will never be a community, he will never be a collective experience,
and so the story we tell when he the author dies is nevertheless held in hand and con-
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in persuasion must keep pace with virtuosity in production, one is tempted to wonder

sulted in private and will be the same when we put it down and open it up again. It will be

whether the first can forever keep pace with the second”) and tell of dissatisfactions within

a book, a novel. Novels are for explanation and information, says Benjamin, for consoling us

their own lives – failing to confront their own realities, being inadequate parents, friends

or lovers, encountering the daily shortcomings of their own egos. This is storytelling in the

You don’t get to choose what will be said about you once you’re dead, and its my personal

traditional sense of gathering in a semi-public space to formulate into narrative what is

belief that making art should be taken in the same regard. If experimental literature

otherwise private. But it is also a space of storytelling-ness – a term that Benjamin never

following deconstruction and the Death of The Author democratized the role of the

coined himself, but certainly might have. After the death of analogue communication, after

narrator, multiplying who and from where the story might be told (once by a pet, then by

the death of the communal in public, after the death of entertainment mediated by noth-

a historical figure, or retold over and over with increasing instances of contradiction) it

ing other than the body and what it can produce, without technology, hardly even lights,

still resulted in a book, an object which could be reconsidered and revisited but never

with no narrative, a story nevertheless emerges where ideas and rational thought are of

fundamentally, materially changed.
Even attempts at rearranging the immutable architecture of narrative form (John Barth’s

equal currency with movement, inarticulate sounds, and the transmission of what the artist prefers to call vibes. There is the presence of language, but language which communi-

Lost in The Funhouse comes to mind, as does House of Leaves by Mark Danielewski),

cates equally with non-language. There is no external structure, no script. The work is told

resembled complex objects more than amorphous events. They were experimental novels

rather out of several structural principles and a whole bunch of song and dance which are

using recording tape or cyberspace or the format of the book itself, but they were complex

mixed and re-mixed to compose what becomes each day a different performance. The ana-

objects of noveltelling-ness. Storytelling-ness is something altogether different. Benjamin

log, the communal, the ceremonial and the emergent are long dead, let their story begin.

knew that storytelling was indeed vanishing as a form of communication, but what he perhaps knew he didn’t know was what exactly was to be meant by this “new beauty in what

Nestled in the back of the Karlsaue park lies an enclave of several dirt mounds, some

is vanishing.”

populated with various species of flora, and some lying bare. Puddles of mud and piles of

If the death of the author allowed for anyone and everything to become an author, why

concrete are ubiquitously splattered over the seemingly barren area with a sense of organization that is neither merely random, nor wholly architectural. The crest shaped mound

was it that language was not permitted to die as well? Why was it that the pets still spoke

houses a classical concrete sculpture of a woman donning a live beehive on her head. Two

English, and the upside down texts were still printed in Baskerville font? Why was the story

dogs (named ‘Human’ and ‘Señor’) – one with a bright pink leg, the other with a bright

not told by a sound, an illegible choreography, a patch of stinging nettle, a pink-legged

pink paw – roam the grounds, as do billions and billions of bacteria, grains of soil, fallen

dog? The death of the author permitted many authors and if the dead author has really

tress, bugs, visitors, this sound, and that. When the human author is dead, who will tell

died well, then his death should also permit the death of language, which is to say that it

the story?

should permit many languages, including those we don’t know or speak ourselves. It should

While art critic Jerry Saltz argued that Pierre Huyghe’s Untitled (2012) is a “place of

not permit the distance and perspective of reading, rather the death of language should

no-narrative”, I for one can’t agree. Rather, it’s a space of narrative and no-author, a space

ask that we experience this nonsense, as we would gather around a fire to hear or tell a

of storytelling-ness, told by a community of strangers, telling the story of a dead man they

story. Storytelling is dead, long live storytelling-ness!

never knew. In the death of the anthropocentric society, the audience – all of whom are
unknown to the bequeathed – tells a story speaking different languages, or no languages,
or rather, speaking languages we cannot hear or understand. To hear the work might be

Notes :

to read it, but storytelling-ness should in one way or another try to resist the perspective

1. Taussig, Michael Benjamin’s Grave, University of Chicago Press 2002

of reading.

2. Barthes, Roland The Death of The Author, Aspen. 1967

It might be hard, but an author wishing to tell a story rather than write it down, send it
off and publish it, should select his witnesses (his storytellers) at once personally and posthumously. If he is dead, he wont script the storytellers, but assemble the right ones in the
right place. Language and the anthropocentric are dead. The bees the plants, the dogs, the
puddles, the piles of dirt and the bacteria all scream out, let the eulogy begin!
***
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2007
It’s not strange-but-true but front-page, national, and international news. NASA
robotics specialist and astronaut Captain Lisa M. Nowak drives 950 miles from
Houston to Orlando International Airport. When she arrives at the airport, she puts
on a hooded trench coat and black wig and waits for Colleen Shipman, United
States Air Force captain, to exit her flight from Houston. Nowak is jealous of Shipman, who is currently seeing Nowak’s ex-boyfriend astronaut William “Billy O”
Oefelein. After leaving the baggage pickup, Shipman notices she is being followed
and runs to her car, where Nowak pepper-sprays Shipman through the window.
Shipman flees the scene and finds airport security. A short time later, Nowak is
arrested. After searching Nowak’s car, police find a 9mm semiautomatic replica
BB gun, ammunition, a steel mallet, rubber tubing, a knife with a four-inch blade,
latex gloves, six hundred USD, forty-one GBP, a computer disc containing bondage
photos, and baby diapers. Some of the diapers have been used. In a statement to
Orange County police, Nowak claims she used the diapers to avoid making a rest
stop during her drive from Houston. The media note that the practice is reminiscent
of how diapers are used by astronauts during moments in space flight when it is
impossible to use a toilet. Nowak’s lawyer later denies that she used the diapers,
and a receipt shows that she made a brief stop to a Days Inn before arriving in
Orlando. Nevertheless, the diaper detail becomes a source of ridicule in the media.
Days after Nowak’s arrest, NASA announces it will review its psychological services, which currently conducts little psychological supervision after an initial twohour psychiatric interview. On November 10, 2009, Captain Nowak pleads guilty to
burglary and battery, receiving no additional jail time beyond the two days already
served. Placed on probation, she is required to serve fifty hours of community service and attend eight hours of anger-management classes.
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Overextensions of Ourselves

past few years, whether at art-fair panels or academic talks or dinner tables. Outside of

Ale x a n der P rova n

the vacuous start-up sphere, where innovation has been largely untethered from any
notion of progress (beyond that of certain stocks), the story we tell ourselves about technology seems to be changing. Perhaps surprisingly, the crowing of social-media boosters in
the wake of the Arab Spring seems to have invigorated those people inclined to focus on

What began in 1990 as an unassuming office application has become a matter of life and

the psychic costs, the degree to which the occasional democratic paroxysm is mitigated by

death, victory and defeat, as an entire generation of military officers – many of them

the constant abrading of our inner lives. Whatever the virtues of new technologies, the

deemed PowerPoint Rangers – have learned to communicate in terms of tidy sequences of

Internet must be recognized as a subtle kind of infrastructure and protocol, a physical

bullet points and disconnected factoids. Rather than debating ideas, they finesse graphs;

and digital system that is working to reshape our brains and culture, dividing people into

rather than analyzing conflicting data sets, they find the best way to scroll between them.

tranches defined by demographics, consumption habits, and ideologies – mostly for the

And so Afghanistan became a PowerPoint. Iraq became a PowerPoint. Syria, we can

benefit of those who stand to profit from harvesting our data and selling us the evanescent

assume, became a PowerPoint. “It’s dangerous because it can create the illusion of under-

content that passes through their hard drives. The wormhole quality of our devices derives

standing and the illusion of control,” US Brigadier General H. R. McMaster told the New

from the adroitness with which sophisticated interfaces make these operations, and the

York Times in April 2010. “Some problems in the world are not bulletizable.”

underlying codes and tubes, invisible.

Gen. McMaster and other distinguished soldiers told of briefings in Afghanistan con-

What McLuhan saw as “extensions of ourselves” were, to Norbert Wiener, the American

sumed by officers running through hundreds of slides filled with incongruous, desultory

information theorist and father of cybernetics, part of a semiotic system more fundamen-

conclusive statements and reticulated charts. The PowerPointing of our consciousness

tal than the man-made environment, and which connects howling wolves, ebbing tides,

reflects the McLuhan mantra, perhaps the slogan of the information age, “We shape our

and texting teens. Wiener, with his vision of society as a self-organizing system, might be

tools, and thereafter our tools shape us.” At the Global Art Forum this past March in

considered the patron saint of Silicon Valley. Cybernetics leads to ecology, technological

Dubai – another place that circulates as a product of the presentation format – I heard the

utopianism, the theory of the “selfish gene,” the reign of neoliberalism, the hollowing of

Canadian writer and artist Douglas Coupland attribute the current vogue for McLuhan to

state economies and welfare programs, the failure of global financial markets, Wired,

a new sensation of “timesickness,” a global nausea associated with our immersion in high-

Apple, Newt Gingrich, and so on. All media are merging. All information is being funneled

speed information networks. Coupland dated this phenomenon to 2003: Since then, every-

into the same corporate server farms and government surveillance centers. We learn to

one has been more or less connected to everyone at all times, yet also personally alienated;

like our epileptic states of mind, learn like the substitution of consciousness with a mani-

the demand for information has superseded the hunger for knowledge; slowing down

cured persona. There is no remedy but revolt, no autonomous zone likely to resist the

means risking oblivion; the reflective specificity of a particular time or place has been

promise of integration for long enough to make a difference.

traded for the superficial instantaneous experience of all times and places. “It’s like we

And then there’s the case for being tactical rather than theological in one’s view of

think that we’re so special because we have so much free time,” Coupland said of his

technology. McLuhan found solace from the onslaught of media in natural law, the belief

fellow Canadians. “Time is our new luxury good. How much time do you have? Lots?

that each action is prescribed by a higher force and thus leads us toward salvation. But

I experience more time than you do.”

he also figured out a more worldly, if monkish, survival strategy: Strive always to locate

From apparent solar time to mean solar time to railway time to universal time to GPS

meaningful patterns in the onslaught of information. We creatures of the digital age –

time. “Life becomes that strange experience in which you’re zooming along a freeway and

exemplars of McLuhan’s “discarnate man” – might still return to an oral culture for a time,

suddenly realize that you haven’t paid any attention to driving for the last fifteen minutes,

submit ourselves to the rhythms of conversation and foraging, and fulfill McLuhan’s call

yet you’re still alive and didn’t crash,” Coupland writes in Marshall McLuhan: You Know

to make ourselves “aware of all the consequences of everything we’re doing before the

Nothing of My Work! (2010). “The voice inside your head has become a different voice. It

consequences occur.”

used to be ‘you.’ Now your voice is that of a perpetual nomad drifting along a melting
landscape, living day to day, expecting everything and nothing.”
At the Global Art Forum there was a creeping pessismism about the promises of technology – a sober accounting (the antidote to TED) that I’ve experienced increasingly in the
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2008
The first call we make is to Dr. Ota. I’m making a film on Paris syndrome, and I
don’t speak French, so a friend, fluent in French, offers to make the phone call to
set up an on-camera interview. She leaves a message on Dr. Ota’s answering
machine and later receives a callback from Dr. Ota’s wife saying what I already
know: Dr. Ota does not give interviews. His wife adds that even if Dr. Ota wanted
to speak to me, he cannot because he is Japan and will not be back soon.
The second call we make that day is to Mr. Okita. Mr. Okita works at the Japanese Embassy; he replaced Yoshikatsu Aoyagi, who spoke often to the press about
Paris syndrome. Okita is fluent in English, so I’m able to speak with him without
assistance. The words I used in my journal that evening are “Okita turned down
the interview very emphatically.” I also use the words “got the embassy into hot
water.” I’m not sure if the second sentence describes Okita’s predecessor or the
general practice of speaking to the press about Paris syndrome. I’m also not sure
if that second phrase is my impression of the discussion or Okita’s exact words.
Whatever the reasons, the embassy will not speak to me, as Dr. Ota will not, as the
four other authors of the previously mentioned French article on Paris syndrome
will not.
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2008
I’ve sat the interpreter behind the interviewee so that the interviewee will not look

when they are asked these questions they don’t know what to say. They feel

out of the frame at the interpreter. Sometimes the interviewee turns around any-

aggressed against. They have never had to reflect on these things. This is not part

way, giving her ear to the camera. We are doing consecutive rather than simultane-

of their conception of the world, to reflect on what they think about certain things.

ous interpretation: i.e., I ask a question in English, the interpreter translates the

This does not interest them.”

question into French, the interviewee answers in French, and then the interpreter

Of course, this causes a problem for someone whose path to salvation is the talk-

interprets the answer into English. That means every interview is very long, half

ing cure. Until this point, the question has never crossed my mind: what is the sta-

of it being taken up by translation. Sometimes someone on the crew—all French

tus of psychoanalysis in Japan? Nasu tells me that psychoanalysis is very rare in

speaking except for the camerawoman and me—will suggest a different transla-

Japan. In Paris, her Japanese patients are not predisposed to divulge to a stranger.

tion. Even though I don’t understand what the interviewee is saying, I nod when

Unlike a good Lacanian, Nasu cannot rely on silence; she must ask more questions

she speaks. I try to make eye contact. I smile when the French-speaking crew get a

of her patients than a Lacanian analyst would. As we talk about silence, its impor-

joke I don’t understand. It’s distracting, the process—highly artificial and prone to

tance and the problem it causes for psychoanalysis, the larger problem of cultural

technical problems.

difference becomes clearer.

Today the interviewee is Erika Nasu, a Lacanian psychoanalyst, whom I met

“At the beginning, Paris is for them a very, very beautiful city with pretty women,”

through a Japanese filmmaker. Nasu is the first psychoanalyst and the first Japa-

she says. “Superbly intelligent and nice people, and of course this is not the reality.

nese woman I’ve interviewed for the film, the rest being doctors and psychiatrists.

Well, there is the psychological explanation we talked about earlier, but if we go

“So, my opinion on the syndrome,” Nasu says. “The term Paris syndrome is a

further, well, there is the little surprise, which sets off this type of serious illness

troublesome term, as we say in French, that is to say that it groups together several

in some Japanese. But it’s not just that, this little surprise. Actually, it goes further

types of illnesses, symptoms, and psychic structures, which makes it very difficult

than that: there is something they imagine to be their reality, and the way in which

to talk about Paris syndrome in clinical terms. Clinically, scientifically, it doesn’t

they apprehend reality. Well, it collapses—yes, collapses—there is something that

mean much to me, Paris syndrome, because, for example, among the patients who

just doesn’t work here, something that was fine when they were in Japan, but here

come to see me, there are several types of psychic structures. So, in fact, one cannot

it collapses. But we need to find out what. What sets off this collapse?”

group them together or put them in the same sack.”
Clinically meaningless, but still there, somehow. That’s how the conversation
goes. Yes, but. Yes, but. Nothing to it, Paris syndrome—yet there is something to it,
on some level. I share the same indecision: a previous interviewee spoke of the
syndrome as if it were a physical reality, a kind of cultural gravity, while a second
interviewee did nothing but attack Dr. Ota and the press for talking about such
absurd ideas. The skeptic even suggested, erroneously, that a reporter had invented
the whole thing. Nasu, though, is somewhere in between. At first she calls the term
meaningless, then she reverses herself by saying that there is a cultural difference
between France and its Japanese visitors, but something more meaningful than
common cultural misunderstandings.
“I reflected on this a bit,” she says. “And I wonder if it is not actually the relationship with speech, that is, actually, completely upset by being in France. For the
French, speech is very, very important. And often what my Japanese patients tell
me is that they don’t know what to say when the French ask them what they think
of certain things. They are asked what they think about a certain situation, and
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Dear Tino,
Just a few days after the opening of Docu-

Our goal is to attempt to forge a site,

menta 13, I was waiting on the banks of a

both intellectually and physically, in which

tributary to the Congo river, for guests to

a radical acceptance of the terms and con-

arrive in Congo for the opening seminar

ditions of production do not undermine

of the Institute for Human Activities. This

critique, but feed articulation. I

seminar took place on the edge of a former

It will also represent an effort to create a

Unilever plantation some 800 km upstream

site where the potential fruits of criticality;

from Kinshasa.

connected to the potential of art potential

Founded in 1911 by Lord Leverhulme,

to accumulate capital, can be connected to

these plantations lie at the basis of produc-

the critiqued realities. Or, if that proves to

tion of Sunlight soap, and form the founda-

be impossible, at least a site that could take

tions of Unilevers business empire (I would

into account that the fact that art critiques

say something like – these plantations pro-

in one place, and accumulates in others.

vided raw materials to manufacture Sun-

A few weeks after the opening seminar,

light Soap, and thus the basis of the Uni-

I visited Documenta and read an interview

lever business empire. Unilever sold these

with you in the German magazine Monopol,

plantations for an undisclosed sum in 2009).

and was deeply touched by the depth of

At the time, the wages for a full time job

your proposal, to move beyond the produc-

on the plantation were 10 USD per person

tion of matter, beyond capitalism, and cre-

per month. [I don’t understand. Are they

ate a space for deeper subjectivity.

still employed? What changed when they

I decided to visit your piece at the Tur-

sold the plantation] Thousands upon thou-

bine Hall in Tate Modern, also the final

sands of these workers have no electricity,

installment of the Unilever series.

no running water, no schools, no sanitation.

And then I knew your work is also con-

As a location for the seminar, the Insti-

nected to the plantations. I was wondering

tute built a bamboo settlement just outside

how you would decide to make a piece, or if

this plantation. Here, our activists, critics

there would even be one, if it were to take

and scientists, including Mumbanza mwa

the terms and conditions of its own exist-

Bawele, Eyal Weizman, TJ Demos, Réné

ence into account, and the such global seg-

Ngongo, Botalatala, Marcus Steinweg,

regations upo which these seem to be built.

Nina Möntmann, and Richard Florida,

I hope you find this invitation, and maybe

joining through special satellite connection,

find some time imagine it?

Door to Tino Sehgal’s This Variation, 2012
(Photo: Els Roelandt)

mapped out the parameters for the Institute’s planned 5 year Gentrification Pro-

My very best,

gram.

Renzo Martens
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2011
For a while—decades, maybe a century—Mars is the future. It is either the place
that we will conquer or the place that will conquer us. This fantasy-nightmare
holds until suddenly the future moves elsewhere—outer space burrows inward to
devices and genes, the tiny and earthly. That’s not to say American presidents have
forgotten about Mars. President George H. W. Bush calls for a mission to Mars and
so, later, does his son, President George W. Bush. To the Bushes, Mars is galvanic:
“We choose to explore space because doing so improves our lives and lifts our
national spirit,” George W. says. Then, one presidential term later, President
Barack Obama repeats the call to Mars. “Nobody is more committed to manned
space flight, to human exploration of space, than I am,” he says.
At the Russian Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Biomedical Problems, Moscow,
an experiment is under way to test the social, mental, and physiological effects of
long-term space flight. The goal is Mars. Three Russians, one Chinese, one Frenchman, and an Italian—all men—spend 520 days in a simulated spacecraft, a structure with a limited food supply and a twenty-minute communications delay. The
first 250 days simulate the trip to the planet, the next thirty days simulate a Mars
landing, and the last 240 days simulate the return trip. The staging is more avantgarde theater than Hollywood blockbuster: the walls of the windowless spaceship
are wood, the chairs are office chairs, and a sandpit viewed through 3-D glasses
simulates the Martian terrain. The experimenters will simulate a Mars landing and
emergencies, but most of the risks will be imaginary. None of the astronauts will
die in the experiment, most likely, and they can leave the test at any time. Even if it
is only a sandbox stage, several threats are real: bacteria, for example, will grow
in the wooden spaceship as in the actual one, so the astronauts must swab and test
surfaces throughout the “flight.” And then, of course, there is the problem of mental
breakdowns. Like monks fearing acedia, the astronauts know downtime jeopardizes the mission as effectively as mechanical failure, so the test subjects bring
long-term personal projects: one learns Russian, for example, while another reads
Gabriel García Márquez. Email and movies are allowed, but alcohol is not. Taking
the spaceship-monastery analogy further, female astronauts are also banned from
the experiment. The reason for this, as experimenters explained to journalists, is
that the presence of a woman was the trigger for a brawl in a previous version of
the experiment. (The men brawled, not the woman; however, women—not men—
are banned.) Instead of the daring exemplified by a Project Mercury test pilot, a
Mars space program requires the patience and fortitude of a recluse. As posed by
interplanetary travel, the menace faced by travelers is no longer characterized by
(page 199)

novelty but routine. The astronaut’s heart, unlike Stendhal’s, will not babble to sensual, alien life. Instead, it will be ossified by boredom.
— John Menick

